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PORTLAND AIKIDO 
Member, U.S. Aikido Federation since 1985 
Aikido Is ... 
a martial art that addresses conflict, stress 
and fear through embracing and blending 
with an oPPOsing force. Aikido uses flowing, 
circular movements around a stable center to 
control an opponent's movements. People 
practice Aikido for different reasons-self-
defense, physical fitness, and self-discovery. 
Whatever the reason, Aikido is fun, 
challenging and rewarding. 
Beginners' Classes ... 
emphasize stretching, breathing, basic 
movements and safe practice. As you 
become more accomplished and confident, 
we work in partners and groups to refine 
technique. 
Portland Aikido 




You May Already Be A 
... and not know it. Contributed by AARP 
When people think of the term "caregiver," they often think the term applies 
only to professional caregivers. In fact. most caregivers are family members 
or friends. A caregiver is anyone who provides assistance to another .adu~t 
who is ill, disabled, or needs some help - the daughter who moves m w1th 
her ailing mother; the neighbor who stops by to check on older friend: the 
man who drives his mother-in-law to her regular doctor visits. 
The caregiver may live in the same house, in a nearby town, or even in another state. The care involved may range from 
modest tasks, to heavy-duty, round-the-clock 
assistance. And, while each person's experience 
is unique, the following are common challenges 
that many caregivers face: 
Less time for personal and family life. Care-
giving takes time. As a result, caregivers have 
less time to spend with other family members, 
and less leisure time for themselves. 
Need to balance job and caregiving respon-
sibilities. Caregiving tasks such as taking your 
father to the doctor, or talking to a social worker 
about community services, usually must be 
done during work hours. This can present prob-
lems on the job. 
Financial hardships. The products and serv-
ices associated with providing care can be 
costly, and those costs can quickly add up. 
Physical and emotional stress. Caregiving 
can be physically and emotionally stressful, es-
pecially for those providing intense levels of 
care for long periods of time. 
Meeting Needs 
Most people do not prepare to be caregivers. 
The following are some steps that new care-
givers can take to address their older loved 
ones' needs. 
Determine housing options and preferences. 
Are your older relatives still able to move freely 
and do things around the house? Have they 
thought about living somewhere else? Options 
to consider could include staying in their cur-
rent home with some changes or with some 
help; moving into a retirement community or 
some form of assisted living; living with rela-
tives or others; or entering a nursing home. 
Learn the medical history. If your parents 
are unclear about the detalls, you may want to 
ask if you can go with them on their next visit 
to the doctor. 
Make a list of people in their personal sup-
port system. Be sure and get contact informa-
tion for each. These could include emergency 
contacts, other close friends and relatives, 
neighbors, members of their church, housing 
managers, and others. 
Create a financial profile. Make a list of in-
come sources, such as Social Security and pen-
sions, monthly and yearly income and ex-
penses, bank accounts and investments, and 
statements of net worth. Be sure and get im-
portant account numbers in case these are 
needed in an emergency. 
Review legal needs. What legal documents 
will they need -for example, wills, advance di-
rectives such as living wills, health proxy forms, 
trusts, powers of attorney, etc. Find out where 
they keep important documents such as their 
birth certificate, deed to home and insurance 
policies. 
Gather information about services that can 
provide help. These include home care, adult 
day care services, home-delivered meals, help 
with everyday activities, and more. II you and 
your parent both live in Maine, you can call the 
state's Area Agencies on Aging at their toll-free 
number (1-877-353-3771).11 you live in different 
states, call the national Eldercare Locator at 1-
800-677-1116, toll-free. 
Take Care of Yourself! 
Many caregivers get so caught up in provid-
ing care for others that their own needs go un-
met. Here are some tips that can help caregivers 
take care of themselves - especially when 
they're caring for others. 
Take care of your own health. Eat properly, 
get regular exercise, and set aside some time 
each week to do something you enjoy. 
Speak up when you need support or assis-
tance. Ask for help lrom family and friends be-
fore you get to the breaking point. 
Find out about services that help caregivers. 
Care/case management from a social service 
agency may be able to help link your parents to 
services and benefits, adult day services, 
respite care that provides a break for the care-
giver, and support groups - both in your com-
munity and on the internet. 
Seek help or training to improve your coping 
skills. Hospitals, volunteer organizations like 
the Alzheimer's Association, and community 
service agencies are good places to look for ap-
propriate training programs. 
Many people who don't think of themselves 
as "caregivers" are nevertheless providing reg-
ular ongoing care for older friends or relatives. 
The challenges they face can be daunting, but 
by being prepared and informed, caregivers can 
make it easier to meet their own, and their 
loved ones' aging needs. 
AARP is a nonprofit, nonpartisan membership or-
ganization for people 50 and over. We provide a 
wide range of unique benefits, special products, 
and services for our members. These benefits in-
clude AARP Webplace at www.aarp.org. AARP 
celebrates the attitude that age is just a number 
and life is what you make it. 
-, -~ealt 
Healthy Bones for Wise Women 
BY SUSUN S. WEED 
www.susunweed. com 
Frightening stories equate weak bones with broken hips, bent spines, 
wheelchairs. and death - things we all want to avoid. What can we do? 
Should we take calcium supplements? Hormones? Fosamax? Can we rely 
on our green allies? 
The Wise Woman tradition maintains that simple lifestyle choices- including, but not 
limited to, regular use of nourishing herbal 
infusions, medicinal herbal vinegars, yogurt, and 
seaweed- are suHicient to preserve bone and pre-
vent breaks. And, further, that these lifestyle 
choices produce multiple health benefits, includ-
ing reduction ol heart disease and breast cancer, 
without the problems and risks associated with 
taking hormones. As for supplements, as we will 
see, they do more harm than good. 
Forget Osteoporosis 
first, we must rid ourselves of the idea that 
osteoporosis is important. In the Wise Woman 
Tradition, we focus on the patient, not the prob-
lem. There are no diseases and no cures for dis-
eases. When we focus on osteoporosis, we cannot 
see the whole woman. The more we focus on dis-
ease, even disease prevention, the less likely we 
are to know how to nourish health/Wholeness/ho-
liness. 
In fact, focusing our attention narrowly on the 
prevention of osteoporosis actually increases the 
incidence of breast cancer. The postmenopausal 
women with the highest bone mass are the most 
likely to be diagnosed with breast cancer. Women 
who take estrogen replacement to prevent osteo-
porosis, even for as little as five years, increase 
their risk of breast cancer by twenty percent; if 
they take hormone replacement, the risk in-
creases by lorty percent. 
Get Flexible 
If osteoporosis isn't the problem, what is It? in 
a word: inflexibility. Flexible bones bend; stiff 
bones break. This holds true even if the Dexible 
bone is thin, even if the stiff bone is thick. Think 
of a piece of dead pine wood. Though it may be 
thick, it is brittle and breaks easily. Think of a 
green pine twig, even a small one is nearly im-
possible to break. Flexible bones, whether thick or 
thin, bend rather than break. 
Flexibility is synonymous with health in the 
Wise Woman Tradition.lt is created by nourishing 
and tonifying. Bone Dexibility is created by nour-
ishing the bones and tonifying the muscles around 
them. Tonifying is as important as nourishing, but 
because we are herbalists, let's focus on the ben-
efits nourishing herbs offer to women who wish to 
have strong, flexible bones. 
Nourishing Our Bones 
Old age does not make weak bones. Poor nu-
trition makes weak bones. What are bones made 
of? Like ali tissues, they contain protein. They are 
rich in minerals, not just calcium, but also potas-
sium, manganese, magnesium, silica, iron, zinc, 
selenium, boron, phosphorus , sulphur, chromium, 
and dozens of others. And in order to use those 
minerals, vitamin D must be present and the diet 
must contain high-quality fats. 
Bones Need Protein 
I have heard , and no doubt you have too, that 
animal protein leaches calcium from the bones. 
This is only hall true. All protein, whether from 
meat, beans, soy, grains, or vegetables, uses cal-
cium in digestion. Protein from soy is especially 
detrimental to bone health; soy is not only natu-
rally deficient In calcium, it also directly interferes 
with calcium uptake in the bones. 
Traditional diets combine protein and calcium 
(e.g. seaweed with tofu, tortillas made from corn 
ground on limestone with beans, and melted 
cheese on a hamburger). Protein-rich herbs such 
as stinging nettle, oatstraw, red clover, and com-
frey leal provide plenty of calcium too, as do yo-
gurt, cheese, and milk (which also provide the 
healthy fats needed to utilize the minerals). Lim-
iting protein limits bone health. Increasing min-
eral-rich proteins increases bone health. 
Bones Need High-Quality Fats 
Honnones are kinds of fats, and cholesterol is 
the precursor to many of them. Post-menopausal 
bone problems do not, to my mind, arise from a 
lack of estrogen, but from a lack of fat. II the diet 
is deficient in good-quality fats, hormones will be 
produced in inadequate amounts. And vitamin D, 
a hormone-like vitamin, will not be utilized well. 
Further, minerai absorption Is dependent on fats. 
A low-fat diet, in my opinion, makes it quite diffi-
cult to have healthy bones. 
Bones Need Minerals 
Bones do need calcium, and they are the last to 
get it, so our diets need to be very rich in this min-
eral. But to focus on calcium to the exclusion of 
other minerals leads to broken bones, for calcium 
is brittle and inDexible. Think of a piece of chalk, 
calcium carbonate, and how easily it breaks. A six-
and-a-half year study of 10,000 white women over 
the age of 65 found that "Use of calcium supple-
ments was associated with increased risk of hip 
and vertebral fracture; use of Turns TM antacid 
tablets was associated with increased risk of frac-
tures of the proximal humerus." The other miner-
als found in bone lend it flexibility. When we get our 
calcium from herbs and foods (containing a multi-
tude of minerals) we nourish healthy bones. 
Green blessings to you aiL 
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ST. LAWRENCE RECEIVES RINES· 
THOMPSON AND MAINE ARTS 
COMMISSION GRANTS 
PORTLAND - Friends of the St. Lawrence 
Church on Portland's East End recently re-
ceived a $5,000 grant from the Rhine's-Thomp-
son Fund of the Maine Community Foundation 
and a $2,500 grant from the Maine Arts Com-
mission to help further the arts-historic 
preservation organization. The Rines-Thomp-
son grant is to help the non-profit organiza-
tion begin the first stage of the restoration of 
the Sanctuary half of the historic landmark, a 
350-seat amphitheater with 40-foot vaulted 
ceilings and semi-circular pews radiating from 
the stage. The restoration project has already 
restored the Parish Hall half of the building, in-
stalling a 99-seat theater and operating the St. 
Lawrence Arts & Community Center since May 
of 2001 alter a 5-year, $1 million campaign. 
The Sanctuary portion of the project is ex-
pected to be completed in 3-5 years and cost 
approximately $4-5 million. The Maine Arts 
Commission grant is to assist the non-profit 
corporation in board development and help 
the organization in its transition from a vol-
unteer effort to a professional arts organiza-
tion as the St. Lawrence Arts & Community 
Center completes its second successful sea-
son. Both grants are helping, in different 
ways, to build upon the past success and 
grow the momentum towards the goal set by 
the Friends of the St. Lawrence Church at its 
inception in 1996 to restore the historic St. 
Lawrence Church and return the building 
back to its role as a center for community in-
volvement. 
USM'S FITNESS INSTRUCTION 
PROGRAM BEGINS SOON 
PORTLAND- The University of Maine Life-
line Certificate in Fitness Instruction Pro-
gram's spring session will begin April 7th. 
Learn health and fitness skills for life. Spring 
classes will include Nutrition for Health and 
Fitness, Exercise Physiology, Strength Train-
ing, Teaching Adult Fitness, and Cardiokick-
boxing Instruction. All classes are held in the 
evening. Registration deadline is April 4th. 
Advanced registration is recommended. 
Class size is limited. For more info and reg-
istration material call Lifeline at 780-4170, or 
visit the website at usm.maine.eduflifeline. 
MAINE PBS TO AIR CLASS A 
BASKETBALL GAMES 
LEWISTON - Maine PBS will broadcast six 
Class A boys' and girls' Eastern and Western fi. 
nal and state final basketball games beginning 
on Saturday March 8. This season marks ex-
clusive statewide coverage of all four classes 
on the television stations of Maine PBS. 
For the first time ever, Maine PBS is adding 
Class A games to their coverage of the Maine 
Principals' Association Invitational High 
School Basketball Tournament. With the ad-
6 Casco Boy Weekly 
dition of the Class A finals, Maine PBS basket-
ball coverage expands to a total of 48 games. 
In addition to the televised games, Maine 
PBS posts results and the complete schedule 
on its Web site at www.mainepbs.org. 
Maine PBS Class A Coverage: 
WMEM- Ch. 10 Presque Isle, WMEB- Ch. 
12 Orono, WMED- Ch. 13 Calais, WCBB-
Ch. I 0 Augusta, WMEA- Ch. 26 Biddeford 
SATURDAY, MARCH 8 
7:00PM Girls Class A WM Final (Portland) 
WCBB, WMEA 
7:00PM Girls Class A EM Final (Bangor) 
WMEM, WMEB, WMED 
9:00PM Boys Class A WM Final (Portland) 
WCBB, WMEA 
9:00PM Boys Class A EM Final (Bangor) 
WMEM, WMEB, WMED 
SATURDAY, MARCH 15 
3:00PM Girls Class A State Final (Bangor) 
WMEM, WMEB, WMED, WCBB, WMEA 
7:00PM Boys Class A State Final (Bangor) 
WMEM, WMEB, WMED, WCBB, WMEA 
BLOOD DONORS NEEDED FOR RED 
CROSS BLOOD DRIVE 
SCARBOROUGH - The American Legion 
baseball team made up of high school aged 
boys from Gorham and Scarborough is hold-
ing a Red Cross blood drive at the Libby-
Mitchell Post 76 Legion Hall on Thursday Feb. 
27 from 2-7pm. 
The American Legion baseball team is do-
ing its second annual blood drive as one of the 
community service projects the team does 
throughout the course of the year. The team 
had 27 successful donors last year. The goal 
this year is 50, says the general manager of 
the team, Dan Warren. 
"This is a good project for the boys to do,'' 
Warren said. "It teaches them about public 
service, and helping people in their commu-
nity. We started it after the Sept. II terrorist at-
tacks . The Red Cross needed help. The 
Gorham kids knew a young man killed in the 
New York City attack. That brought things 
home. We appreciate all the people who give 
blood, and do so on the day of our drive." 
Twenty one people have signed up already 
to donate blood on Feb. 27, according to the 
team sign up sheet. 
Warren said if the team reaches its goal of 
50 successful donors on Feb. 27, it will put the 
local legion baseball team ahead of all other le-
gion baseball teams in the state in blood drive 
efforts of this type. For information, call Warren 
at 799-9793(h) or 883-4167(o). You may also e 
mail Warren at dwarren@jwlawfirm.com. 
Members of the Libby-Mitchell baseball 
team from 2002 will help staff the blood drive, 
as well as players participating in this win-
ter's off-season workouts. The team is hosting 
winter workouts that have attracted 19 
Gorham and Scarborough players from ages 13 
to 17 at Frozen Ropes indoor baseball facility 
in South Portland. 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your community notices. 
Please keep your thoughts to less than 300 words 
(longer submissions may be edited for space reasons), 
and include your address and daytime phone number. 
Send to Notices, Casco Bay Weekly, II Forest Ave., 
Portland, ME 04IOI or e-maiL' cbw@maine.rr.com 
ASA SOFTBALL OFFICIALS NEEDED 
FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND SUMMER 
RECREATION SOFTBALL GAMES 
STATEWIDE - The Maine Amateur Softball 
Association is now recruiting candidates who 
want to become certified ASA softball um-
pires. Most high school games are played on 
weekday alternoons at 4 PM. An ASA certified 
official can also umpire in the summer for 
recreation men's or women's fast or slow pitch 
leagues, as well as in coed leagues. 
Spring clinics are now starting. Earn some 
extra money and have fun this summer.lf you 
have played the game or coached the game, 
and if you want to get a little closer to the ac-
tion, please feel free to sign up for the training 
sessions. Call Steve Roscia at (207) 985-6702 
or e-mail at steveasa@xpressamerica.net to 
answer any questions you might have about 
officiating ASA softball games. Hope to see 
you at our spring clinics on the softball dia-
mond this season. 
SALVATION ARMY'S "THE JOY OF 
SHARING" CAMPAIGN A SUCCESS 
STATEWIDE - The Salvation Army's North-
ern New England Division assists those liv-
ing in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. In 
2002, they collaborated with Hannaford and 
WGME 13 for "The Joy of Sharing," program. 
The program had two components: in store 
kettles, manned in part by store employees; 
and toy collection centers in the Maine 
stores. This year, over 8,000 toys were col-
lected (in Maine) and kettle donations totaled 
$83,078. 
Major Klemanski of the Salvation Army 
stated, "We are grateful to Hannaford , their 
employees and customers. Also, WGME l3's 
promotional coverage of informing the public 
of the needs of others." 
DUNKIN' DONUTS AND 
PORTLAND PIRATES TEAM UP 
FOR BOOSTER SEATS FUNDRAISER 
PORTLAND- Dunkin' Donuts is hosting a spe-
cial fundraiser game night with the Portland Pi-
rates. A portion of the proceeds from game 
tickets sold through a specific telephone num-
ber will go to the Maine Coalition for Safe Kids 
to help provide booster seats to low-income 
Maine families. The fundraiser tickets, which 
are $7, can be purchased by calling 207-828-
4665, ext. 304. 
The Maine Coalition for Safe Kids will be 
on site to distribute Information and answer 
questions. Giveaways including Dunkin' 
Donuts travel mugs as well as drawings for 
booster seats and Dunkin' Donuts gift bas-
kets will be offered. Costumed characters 
from Dunkin' Donuts will also be on site. 
As of Jan. l, 2003, Maine's new Booster Seat 
Law is in effect, requiring children who weigh 
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SUBMISSIONS 
CBWis actively seeking submissions of all kinds from 
our community of readers. Photography, comics, or· 
tides, proposals and letters should be mailed to : 
Casco Bay Weekly, 11 Forest Ave., Pot1lond, ME 
04101 ore-mailed to cbwpub@maine.rr.com 
WHO WE ARE AND WHERE TO FIND US 
Every Thursday 30,000 copies of CBW are dis· 
tributed free lhroughout Greater Pot1land, at outlets 
from Brunswick to Windham to Biddeford and at 
selected York County locations. Casco Bay Weekly 
is also on !he Web at www.cascobayweekly.com 
For information about display advertising, call 207 · 
775-6601. Casco Bay Weekly is published by 
Maine Publishing Corp., 11 Foresl Ave., Portland, 
ME 04101. Subscriplions available for $79 per 
year. Send address change to 11 Forest Ave., Port-
land, ME 04101. 
Entire contents© Maine Publishing Corp. 
between 40 and 80 lbs. and are younger than eight years 
old be properly secured in a federally approved child re-
straint system in the back seat. the Maine Coalition for 
Safe Kids and Dunkin' Donuts encourage parents to visit 
one of the 41 child safety seat fitting stations in Maine to 
make sure their children are properly secured. For more 
information about child passenger safety, call Maine Safe 
Kids at 800-649-1304, visit Dunkin' Donuts stores, or visit 
www.safekids.org online. 
ART BY MAINE STUDENTS AT THE 
PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART 
PORTLAND - In celebration of National Youth Art 
Month during the month of March, the Portland Mu-
seum of Art, in collaboration with the Maine Art Edu-
cation Association (MAEA), has organized an exhibi-
tion of artwork created by Maine art students 
statewide. This year celebrates the 23rd anniversary of 
Youth Art Month exhibitions in Maine, and the ninth 
annual exhibition at the Museum. The Museum's exhi-
bition will showcase more than 100 works of art by 
students throughout the state, from elementary school 
through high school. All participating students will re-
ceive certificates of recognition. The exhibition open-
ing will be held on Friday, February 28 from 5:30-Spm. 
Admission is free to the public and refreshments will 
be served. 
National Youth Art Month is an annual observance 
each March to emphasize the value of art education 
and to encourage public support for quality school art 
programs. The focus of this month is to convey to the 
public that art education develops self-discipline, self-
esteem, and a sense of pride in self-expression. Youth 
Art Month has been observed nationally since 1961, 
and on the state level, sponsored by the Maine Art Ed-
ucation Association, since 1980. 
MAINE FOREST SERVICE URGES CAUTION 
WHEN REPAIRING INJURED TREES 
AUGUSTA - In the wake of recent snow and ice 
storms, the Department of Conservation's Maine For-
est Service today issued a reminder that homeowners 
should use caution when evaluating or repairing storm-
damaged trees. 
"The most important step when dealing with a bro-
ken tree limb is to determine how close it is to any 
power lines," said Michael DeBonis, Director of Project 
Canopy. "lf a branch is near utility lines, homeowners 
should not attempt to prune or remove it themselves. 
Call the local utility company to report the damage." 
Even if a hanging limb is clear of power and utility 
wires, Project Canopy recommends that homeowners 
assess the severity of the damage before attempting to 
repair or remove the branch. 
"When injury to a tree requires climbing or chain-
saw work, call a licensed arborist for help," said DeBo-
nis . "An arborist is a tree care professional trained to 
assess and correct storm-damaged trees, especially 
damage from wind, snow and ice. More importantly, ar-
borists have the experience to diagnose how much of 
a tree can or should be saved." 
The Maine Forest Service provides technical ex-
pertise on topics like new tree planting and tree main-
tenance through Project Canopy, a cooperative effort 
of the Maine Forest Service and the Pine Tree State Ar-
boretum. For more information, call the Maine Forest 
Service toll-free at: 1-800-367-{)223. 
More information about Project Canopy is available 
at www.projectcanopy.org. 
Yo U Casco Bay Weekly wants your letters! Please send your submission (no more than 300 words), to Leners, Casco Bay Weekly, Urn -----1-1-Fo_re_s_t A_v_e_ .• -Po_rt_la_n_d._M_E_04_/0-J-or_e_-m_a_il_: c_b_w@_m_m_·ne_.rr._._co_m_._Be sure to include your address and daytime phone number. 
Anti-War Protests Are 
Really Leftist Rallies 
For heavens sake, please stop calling 
these partisan demonstrations "Anti-War 
Protests." They are not and have never 
been. They are partisan political Anti Bush 
Protests, and overseas, Anti-American 
Protests. 
Look at who organizes these little 
soirees, almost entirely democrat or leftist 
groups. Oh, most will piously claim to be in-
dependent or nonpartisan, but there is not 
a one that would show up in support of are-
publican event. These are leftist fringe 
groups. Look at the signs at the protests. 
Read the bloody things! Every other one ei-
ther blames Bush, or worse, America lor 
Saddam's murderous regime. 
Just where were these self proclaimed 
peace advocates when Mr. Clinton was 
bombing wllly-nllly about the world? 
Where were they when he was trading one 
murderous dictator for another In Haiti? I'll 
tell you. They were sitting in front of the TV 
cheering on THEIR guy. Their Interest in 
peace at any price only manifests itself 
when the leader of the country is not one of 
their leftist ilk. 
I am offended when many of those 
protesting claim they are acting in the best 
patriotic traditions of America while they 
stand there waving a sign that actually 
blames the USA lor 911 or some sinister oil 
cabal all run by the president for Saddam's 
savagery. That is not patriotic, instead it's 
exactly what it looks like, slander at best 
and anti-American at its core. 
It is worse overseas. Europe is over-
whelmingly leftist and quasi socialist. They 
hate and envy America at the same time. 
Who do you think organizes the "peace" 
demonstrations in Europe? lt's the Euro-
pean equivalent of America's fringe leftists. 
Just how hard do you think it is to get hun-
dreds of thousands out to attack America, 
especially an America with a (shudder) 
conservative president? Now, cloak this 
leftist partisan Bush-Bashing with the fig 
leaf of "peace" and whoa .... stand by. 
I ask you again. Look at who organizes 
these demonstrations and at the signs car-
ried at the events and then, with a straight 
face , try claiming these are non partisan 
events where the average citizen can take a 
stand for "peace." 
They are 100% partisan political events. 
The war Is just a pretext. 
jim Verdolini 
Portland 
Pass the Framon 
We don't serve Atlantic Salmon at our 
restaurant, and we haven't for two years. 
Here's why: Farm Salmon (we call 'em Fra-
mon) don't taste good. 
Actually, they don't taste bad, just no 
where near as good as real Salmon. How 
could they? Living in pens, fattened on 
corn and soybean meal with some shrimp 
skins and chemicals added for color, 
dosed with hormones and antibiotics, the 
fish just isn't the same as its free swim-
ming cousins. You might just as well eat 
Catfish. Thank goodness Alaska has 
banned Salmon farming. 
Our menu decision extends beyond 
taste. Tourism in Maine pays a lot of our 
bills. Lobsters and bright scenery, 
sparkling rivers, clean rocky beaches 
bring lots of tourists. Think of the excite-
ment those big Junking Salmon would 
bring to Downeast Maine if we just had 
them back again. Jobs for fishing guides, 
boat builders, packing house hands, and 
business for all the restaurants, motels, 
gas stations and sporting goods stores. 
Why fishing camps would be active again! 
The Federal Government, God Bless 
'em, are working with conservation groups 
to save the endangered wild Atlantic 
Salmon. To do so, Salmon farming has to 
go. Wild and farmed Salmon can't exist to-
gether. Salmon farming operations are far 
from benevolent. 
The West Coast (Vancouver and British 
Columbia) has seen most of its spawning 
rivers destroyed by the side affects of fin-
fish farming operations. 
In Maine's Cobscook Bay Salmon farms 
were closed and thousands of fish de-
stroyed due to deadly Salmon anemia. In 
Norway, entire rivers and streams were 
poisoned by the government in an attempt 
to restart rivers devastated by disease 
spread by nearby farmed fish . There are 
no wild stocks of Atlantic Salmon left in 
Scotland. 
The waste generated by a fish farm can 
equal the waste generated by a small city. 
Fish feces, dead fish, food additives, and 
"medicines" for farmed fish damage the 
ecosystems for everyone. Each year, thou-
sands of pen raised fish escape taking par-
asites and disease with them. Escapees 
are becoming the dominant species in 
some rivers with native wild species van-
ishing altogether. Alaska has banned 
Salmon farming to keep its fisheries wild 
and healthy. 
Maine doesn't need a dirty industry 
owned by foreigners. It can get along real 
well with its natural resources of clean 
rivers, dense forests, and unobstructed 
fishing grounds. Add to that one big game 
fish that returns each summer, just when 
the tourists do, and you'll not only have 
great dinners but one heck of an economic 
recovery all the way Down East. 
By not buying "Framon" we hope to 
have 'real fish ,' Atlantic Salmon, back on 
our menu soon. 




I'm very happy to see that you're trying 
to turn Casco Bay Weekly into the sort of pa-
per I always thought it should be- a com-
munity journal! 
I've lived in Portland since 1976, and I 
know that Portlanders by and large are 
well-educated, well-read, a:1d they appreci-
ate quality written content. So I've been 
Itching to make this one suggestion to you: 
CBW can have a higher standard of content 
without sacrificing the goal of being an au-
thentic voice for the diverse community. I'd 
like to see CBW hire an editor. The right ed-
itor will help you hold and build your audi-
ence by setting a standard for quality, well-
focused content. A good editor will also 
save you money by making the most -out of 
the interesting stories and diverse story-
tellers that exist In our community- In the 
smallest space. 
I look forward to seeing how your proj-
ect evolves, and I am rooting lor you! Com-
munity journalism is an important respon-
sibility, and absolutely essential to the 
preservation and healthful development of 
democracy. I think the CBW can serve as 
an important mirror, and help our commu-
nity to better understand itself. I send all 
the very best wishes to you, and hope that 
your publication achieves the very best 
sort of community journalism. 
jenny Ruth Yasi 
Peaks Island 
She Said? He Said! 
On page 31 of the 2/20/03 issue of CBW, 
"Anyway" by Kent Keith is incorrectly at-
tributed to Mother Theresa. It seems that 
Mother Theresa kept a copy of these para-
doxical commandments with her, but they 
were not authored by her. There are many 
internet links regarding "Anyway," since 
Kent Keith has now written a book expand-
ing on it, but here is one link: www.pll-
grimsmindbodyspirit.co.uk/mindbodyspir-
itmagazine/kentkeith.htm . 
On one of his PBS shows, Dr. Wayne Dyer 
quoted the poem and confessed to his error 
in attributing it to Mother Theresa. When 
he apologized to Kent Keith for having done 
so, Mr. Keith said he was honored to have 
something he wrote as a very young man at-
tributed to Mother Theresa. 
Margaret Hickey 
Cape Elizabeth 
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Scholarships Available for Cumberland County Students 
The Maine Community Foundation has schol-arships available for Cumberland County high school students interested in attend-
ing college: 
Stephanie Bernath Memorial Scholarship Fund 
This fund provides scholarships to graduat-
ing female seniors of Scarborough High School in 
memory of Stephanie Bernath, an alumna who 
died in a tragic car accident in 1999. Applicants 
must have a grade point average of at least 
84/100; demonstrated athletic ability and/or a 
passion for a non-competitive sport, such as 
mountain climbing or horseback riding; and a 
demonstrated interest in community service. 
Contact Scarborough High School guidance 
office 
Application Deadline: April15 
Lany Blouin Scholarship Fund 
This fund was established in 1999 in Larry 
Blouin's memory to encourage and support those 
who embody his Interests and spirit. Blouin was 
an active participant in his community, particu-
larly with the Gorham Fire Department. He had 
hoped to become a firefighter one day. The Blouin 
Fund supports the Gorham Fire Department with 
preference for the College-Live-In Program; and 
current employees of Fresh Samantha who were 
with the company as of May 29, 1999, when the 
fund was established, and who are residents of 
Maine. 
Contact: Gorham Fire Department 
Billy Brown Scholarship Fund 
The Billy Brown Scholarship Fund was estab-
lished in 1999 by the family and friends of Billy 
Brown. The fund provides post-secondary schol-
arship assistance to those seeking to ultimately 
coach or teach sports in secondary education, 
including baseball, soccer and softball. Selection 
will be based on scholastic talent, with prefer-
ence given to demonstrated dedication to coach-
ing or teaching these sports. Applicants should 
have attended Portland, Deering, Catherine 
McAuley, Cheverus, Wayneflete, South Portland, 
Cape Elizabeth, Scarborough, or Yarmouth high 
schools. 
Contact: High School guidance offices or Maine 
Community Foundation 
Appllcation Deadllne: April 15 
Chet jordan Leadership Award Fund 
This scholarship was established in 1995 in 
memory of Chet Jordan, a Portland-based busi-
nessman who exhibited a deep sense of civic re-
sponsibility in his community and his home state 
of Maine. Mr. Jordan grew up in Portland and 
spent his leisure time in Patten and Aroostook 
County, hunting, fishing and snowmobiling. The 
fund will provide renewable scholarships to grad-
uates of Portland Area high schools, Aroostook 
County high schools and Katahdin High School. 
Recipients will be outstanding students who ex-
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hi bit family values, are committed to community 
service, or excel in academics or athletics excel-
lence, and who plan to further their education 
through college or technical school. 
Contact: High School guidance offices or Maine 
Community Foundation 
Application Deadline: April 15 
Leland R. Dahlgren Scholarship Fund 
The family and friends of Leland R. Dahlgren 
established the Dahlgren Scholarship Fund in 
1999. The fund provides scholarship assistance 
to graduates of Washburn District (Aroostook 
County) High School and Yarmouth (Cumberland 
County) High School who plan to attend a two- or 
four-year college or university to study building 
construction-related programs. 
Contact: Washburn District or Yarmouth High 
School guidance offices 
Application Deadllne: April 15 
Connie Davis Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Established in 1994, the Connie Davis Memor-
ial Scholarship Fund provides scholarship assis-
tance to scholastically and morally worthy young 
members of the Woodfords Congregational 
Church in Portland who seek support for post-
secondary education. 
Contact: Woodfords Congregational Church, 
Portland 
Gray/New Gloucester Scholarship Fund 
The Gray/New Gloucester Scholarship Fund 
was established in 1999 to provide scholarship 
support to a graduating senior of Gray/New 
Gloucester High School. The scholarship may be 
renewed during the course of recipient's two or 
four-year college education. Preference will be 
given to applicants who are goai-Qriented, have fi-
nancial need and show academic potential. Stu-
dents may attend a two-year technical college or 
a four-year college or university. 
Contact: Gray/New Gloucester High School 
guidance office 
Ralph C. Goff Memorial Scholarship Fund 
The Goff Scholarship was established in 1993 
to provide scholarship support to graduates of 
Bonny Eagle High School, with preference given 
to residents of Hollis and Buxton and/or students 
pursuing agricultural, business or vocational ed-
ucation. 
Contact: Bonny Eagle High School guidance of-
fice 
janet Davidson Hammond Medical Scholarship 
of the Molly Ockett Chapter. DAR 
This fund supports graduating seniors from 
Fryeburg Academy, Lake Region High School, and 
Oxford Hills Comprehensive High School who 
plan to pursue studies in a medical field at a two-
year technical college or a four-year college or 
university. Preference will be given to applicants 
majoring in nursing or physical therapy. 
Contact: High School guidance offices and 
Maine Community Foundation 
Application Deadline: April15 
jessica Ann Herrick, Misty Renee Cote f:r 
Michaela Lee Herrick Memorial Scholarship 
Established in 1992 through the support of 
family and friends of these three young women, 
this memorial fund provides one scholarship to a 
graduate of Bonny Eagle High School pursuing 
post-secondary education in veterinary science 
or foreign studies, and/or to a graduate of Cather-
ine McAuley High School pursuing post-second-
ary education in the areas of computer science, 
the humanities, or medicine. Each year the schol-
arship will be rotated to honor one of the girls 
and given one year to a graduate of Bonny Eagle 
and the next year to a graduate of Catherine 
McAuley High School. 
Contact: High School guidance offices and 
Maine Community Foundation 
Application Deadllne: May 1 
Kenneth jordan Higgins Scholarship Fund 
The Higgins Scholarship Fund provides schol-
arship support to graduates of Cape Elizabeth 
High School who are pursuing post<;econdary ed-
ucation at a college, university or technical 
school. 
Contact: Cape Elizabeth High School guidance 
office 
Application Deadllne: May 1 
Dr. john and Alice Madigan Fund 
The Dr. John and Alice Madigan Memorial 
Scholarship Fund was established in 1998 to pro-
vide renewable scholarship support to students 
from the Greater Portland area who will be at-
tending a four-year college or university program 
in theater, music or the performing arts. Recipi-
ents will be graduating seniors who demonstrate 
a sense of civic responsibility, strong moral char-
acter, a solid work ethic, participation In per-
forming arts programs or activities for the past 
two years, and high academic achievement. Pref-
erence will be given to graduates of Portland High 
School, Deering High School, Cheverus High 
School and Catherine McAuley High School. 
Contact: High School guidance offices or Maine 
Community Foundation 
Application Deadllne: April 15 
Ann Mason-Osann Scholarship Fund 
The friends and family of Ann Mason-Osann 
established this scholarship to honor her mem-
ory and celebrate her love of music. The fund 
provides support to graduating high school sen-
iors who are residents of Gorham or congregants 
at the First Parish Church in Gorham to pursue 
post-secondary education in music, preferably 
voice. Financial need is to be considered only in 
the case of equally qualified applicants. 
Contact: Gorham High School guidance office 
Contributed by Maine Community Foundation 
Gary Merrill Memorial Fund 
The Gary Merrill Memorial Fund was estab-
lished in 1990 by Gary's family and friends to com-
memorate his life. Gary was a distinguished stage 
and screen actor who appeared in many roles in 
the l950's-'70's . More important to Gary than his 
acting career was the pursuit of social justice to 
which he was passionately committed. He at-
tended Bowdoin College and lived most of his life 
in Maine, loving the sea that gave him energy. 
This scholarship was created in his memory and 
is Intended for those who share his ideals and 
commitments. The lund supports Bowdoin un-
dergraduates demonstrating financial need, with 
preference given to government majors who have 
distinguished themselves in their studies. 
Contact: Department of Government and Legal 
Studies at Bowdoin College 
Reynolds E. Moulton Family Student Athlete 
Achievement Award 
The Reynolds E. Moulton Family Student Ath-
lete Award was established in 2000 by Reynolds 
E. Moulton, Jr. The fund provides scholarship as-
sistance to a graduating senior of Cape Elizabeth 
High School who plans to attend a lour-year col-
lege or university and has demonstrated out-
standing athletic and academic ability, including 
above-average academic performance. 
Contact: Cape Elizabeth High School guidance 
office 
Ted Rand Memorial Scholarship Fund 
The Ted Rand Memorial Scholarship Fund sup-
ports students from the Casco Bay islands, in-
cluding Peaks, Little Diamond, Long, Chebeague 
and Cliff Islands. Recipients will be graduating 
seniors who demonstrate a sense of civic re-
sponsibility, strong moral character, a solid work 
ethic, participation in extra-curricular or com-
munity activities, high academic achievement 
and financial need. Preference will be given to 
graduates of Portland High School, Deering High 
School and South Portland High School. 
Contact: High School guidance offices or the 
Maine Community Foundation 
Kenneth M. Roberts Scholarship Fund 
The Kenneth M. Roberts Scholarship Fund 
supports graduates of Yarmouth High School to 
continue their education at a secondary college 
or technical school. Preference will be given to a 
graduate who has demonstrated an exemplary 
commitment to excellence In curricular and ex-
tracurricular endeavors and who shows promise 
a_nd interest in making a positive difference in the 
lives of others through education, coaching or 
public service. 
Contact: Yarmouth High School Guidance Office 
For information on scholarships available to Maine 
students on a statewide basis, visit the Maine Com-
munity Foundation 's website at www.mainecf.org. 
fJ:mlvoices 
by Nick So l oway 
Homebrew is Where the Heart Is 
It has little to do with mass beer consumption or Super Bowl com-
mercials. It's the LOVE, baby - sharing the fruits of your labor, 
and the magical artistry of fermentation. 
OK, I admit it. I'm a beer snob. We are fortu-
nate to live in a state with so many great mi-
cro breweries. But still, the thought of brewing 
your own beer is, well, intoxicating. I'm a big 
fan of Belgian beer, and particularly Belgium's 
history of brewing, and drinking it-with all the 
reverence of fine wine. 
I don't think anyone gets into home brewing 
with the intention of making a better and 
cheaper Bud Light. Just like homemade bread 
makers don't aspire to bake Wonder Bread. 
Either way, you want something rich and 
hearty. So I dove into making Stouts, Porters, 
Scottish and, yes, Belgian ales. As my brother 
Pete exclaims of homebrew-"There's a sand-
wich in every beer!" 
I've never made the same recipe twice. Even 
with my basic equipment, there are endless 
varieties of malts, grains, hops and yeast. 
Each 5 gallon batch yields about 50 bottles-a 
true macro-brewer! 
To be honest, my first few batches were god-
awful, culminating with a beer that, when 
opened, would just ooze out a seemingly end-
less overflowing cascade of cidery foam-
thereafter know as "Nick's Big-Head Beer." 
But, I persevered and tried again, and again. 
Cleanliness and sanitation are hall the battle. 
Finally, you reach the point where enough 
people, (not just your beer-<lrinking buddies 
who will say anything to drink more ... any-
thing) say "hey, this is really good!" In fact, a 
real test is to impress my wine-drinking 
friends, especially my wile. 
For me, the greatest joy of home brewing is 
sharing. I love to invite a lew friends over lor 
beer sampling, with small tasting glasses. 
(Beer glasses are a necessity- to avoid home-
brew sediment, but also to admire the color, 
head, etc.) This way, one can sample 3 or 4 dif-
ferent beers with only the total volume of one. 
I didn't become a home brewer to drink more 
beer, or even to save money. In fact, I give 
away at least half my beer. 
A lew years ago, I had the novel idea (i.e. 
cheap) of giving out homebrew sampler packs 
to my friends and family for the holidays. This 
requires months of planning and almost con-
tinuous brewing. Often, I'd have to break 
down and buy some good Maine microbrew-
despite the fact that I had cases of homebrew 
in my cellar, just to preserve my inventory lor 
these holiday giveaways. 
As a graphic artist, I made up a mock com-
pany name and logo, "St. Nick's Beagle Beer 
Co.," with a picture of our dog, Daisy, on the 
label. (fag line: "for those dog days . .. ") I de-
signed a color flyer with descriptions of all 
the beers. I enclosed these flyers with all the 
sampler packs I gave out. I even donated three 
separate six packs to our church's Silent Auc-
tion. The bidding was so fierce, I added a cou-
ple more. Alter that, l went around proclaim-
ing "I'm brewing for the LORD!" much to my 
wife's chagrin. 
This experience provided another revelation 
about beer. By saving my beer stock, l dis-
covered a good beer at six weeks could be a 
great beer at six months. These rich, heavy 
beers benefit from extra cellaring time to mel-
low out. 
My brothers came up for the holidays this 
year, and we had a festive sampling party. 
They're all from Connecticut which has al-
most no microbrew! l had saved one last 
Porter from the previous holiday. At the ripe 
old age of 13 months, it was so smooth and 
heavenly it nearly brought tears to their eyes. 
That's the magic of home brewing. Sure, 
there's a lot of science and chemistry in-
volved. But there's also a good amount of 
heart and soul (and some luck, I admit). I re-
ally treat each aspect of home brewing with 
complete reverence and respect. 
In today's instant, drive-thru society, we often 
don't take the time to cherish the gilts we give 
each other: homemade bread, knitted mittens, 
or a personal, handmade card. As for my beer, 
I have watched over it for many months like a 
dedicated shepherd. It is not perfect, and 
though it improves with age, it will not last lor 
long- only up to two years. That's the magic 
captured in time, like a beautiful sunset. So 
the next time someone says, "hey, a friend 
gave me some homebrew to try," take out a 
glass, pull up a chair and get ready. For some-
where in the distance, a playful beagle is bark-
ing at the moon. 
Nick Soloway, husband, father and home 
brewer, lives in Westbrook. 
Loretta LaRoche 
America's Foremost Stress-Relief Humorist 
And Star Of PBS-TV In Her All New Show 
"Life Is Short - Wear Your Party Pants!" 
Fri, March 7th 
At 8:00PM 
Live At Merrill Auditorium! 
Buy Tickets thru Porttix at 20 Myrtle St, 
Portland, at www.porttix.com 
or charge-by-phone at 207-842-0800 
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Building Matters: Oakhurst Dairy 
By Clemmer Mayhew Ill 
3 64 Forest Avenue. Portland 
The Oakhurst Dairy building's mod-ernist design ranks as one of Port-land's most s ignificant 20th century 
architectural landmarks. Its sleek visual el-
ements blend engineering, and architecture 
into a style found predominantly in Europe, 
New York, and California rather than a New 
England suburb. 
"My father, Donald H. Bennett, had a de-
gree in architectural engineering and he de-
signed the building with a Boston architect 
in 1952 in the International style," said Stan-
ley T. Bennett II, president of Oakhurst 
Dairy. 
A graduate of the Rennselaer Polytech-
nic Institute and son of Oakhurst's founder, 
Donald Bennett sited the building at the 
same location where the dairy had been es-
tablished in 1921. Inspired by renowned ar-
chitects Walter Gropius and Mies van der 
Rohe and the avant-garde design of the 
Bauhaus, de Stijl, and the German Werk-
bund, Bennett incorporated the primary el-
ements of the minimalist International style 
into his brick-and-glass structure that in-
cludes the dairy's administration offices and 
the production plant. 
International style buildings are struc-
tural prisms with flat roofs and uniform 
window grids. Constructed from glass, 
steel, aluminum, concrete, and brick infill, 
the buildings' interiors utilized plaster, 
travertine marble, and polished stone with 
aluminum and stainless steel accents. Inte-
rior and exterior walls act as design and 
layout elements, often characterized by 
dramatic but non-supporting projecting 
beams and columns. 
The Oakhurst building's horizontal For-
est Avenue brick facade is broken by its 
vertical chimney and its protruding alu-
minum covered entry. It is highlighted by a 
distinctive picture window and corner 
framed glass panels, extending from the 
foundation to the roof. The see-through 
corner glass showcases the multi-leveled 
aluminum staircase. It affords framed in-
side-<Jutside views. The International style 
introduced the idea of exposed functional 
building elements, such as elevator shafts, 
plate glass windows, and smooth facades. 
"The original configuration allowed peo-
ple driving by to watch their milk being bot-
tled through the picture window." Bennett 
added. "A later redesign of the plant re-
placed the conveyors with 5,000 gallon 
stainless-steel vats that people see today." 
The Oakhurst building expanded its pro-
duction to more than 40,000 quarts daily. 
Twenty years later, it again enhanced pro-
duction by incorporating an adjacent auto-
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mobile dealership into its facility. In 1989 
state-of-the-art high rise coolers were 
added. By 1993 Oakhurst had become the 
highest-rated dairy in the Northeast. 
While the International style was mold-
ed from modern materials--<:oncrete, glass, 
and steel-and is characterized by an ab-
sence of decoration, the lettering of the 
Oakhurst sign provides an artful continua-
tion of its architectural features. Placed 
above the picture window, this focal point 
is one of the city's best models for incor-
porating image and architecture. 
Although Portland is accustomed to 
landmarking 1853 houses or 1753 buildings, 
the National Register of Historic Places rec-
ognizes architecturally significant buildings 
that are fifty years and older. Oakhurst 
Dairy has contributed one of Portland's 
most valuable 20th-century cultural re-
sources. 
Clemmer Mayhew Ill is a research writer, his-
toric preseroation consultant and archivist. In 
addition to serving on local and regional his-
toric preseroation commissions and city plan-
ning and zoning boards, he has studied ar-
chitectural history and town planning in Italy 
and the United States. Building Matters, a sur-
vey of architecturally significant structures in 
our area, is planned as a recurring feature. 
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Israeli vendors caravan set to visit Portland 
Over 25 artists, craftsmen, vendors, shopkeepers and merchants, are traveling the US to bring over a piece 
of Israel. In a journey that began in January 
and continues through March, The Israel 
Caravan is visiting cities In California, 
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, 
Louisiana, Maine, Missouri , Nevada, New 
Mexico, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Ten-
nessee, Texas and Utah, along with Toronto, 
Ottawa and Montreal in Canada. 
Israel has undergone great hardship as 
a result of its troubled political climate, 
bringing outside tourism to a near-total 
halt. Tens of thousands of jobs have been 
lost. Busy vendor alleys are now no more 
than memories of times past. More and 
more families are falling below the poverty 
line. 
The Israel Caravan, which started as a 
noble idea last year, has become a neces-
sity for many Israeli businesses. Israeli 
trade and vendor shows are for many the 
only source of income in the ever-increas-
ing disaster zone that is Israel's economy. 
The citizens of Portland and surround-
ing areas will have a chance to help on 
Thursday, March 13, as the caravan of 
shopkeepers and vendors from Israel will 
spend the day here anticipating the chance 
to meet and greet many Mainers. 
This visit to Portland is part of the tour 
that began in California. Vendors decided 
last year that they would pack their wares 
and transport them across the oceans to 
"visit" us. 
Their day in Portland will represent for 
them the first opportunity to visit our won-
derful state. They look forward to meeting 
a beautiful cross section of our citizens of 
various religious and ethnic backgrounds. 
Men and women of all ages are most wel-
come to meet the vendors, view 
their wares, discuss life in Israel with them 
and take home some lovely souvenirs of 
the Holy Land. 
The caravan will be located at 76 Noyes 
St. in Portland, the home address of Shar-
rey Tphiloh synagogue. The day begins at 
10 a.m. and concludes at 8 p.m. Among the 
items available for sale will be unique, cre-
ative jewelry and artwork, significant re-
minders of the crafts of Israeli artisans, 
home decorations and lovely gift items to 
be given to friends, neighbors and family 
members. There will be items In a large 
range of prices to fit every pocketbook and 
wallet. 
For many readers who might want to 
"hop on a plane to travel to Israel" but can-
not do so at present because of the cost of 
the ticket or other concerns, this visit of 
the vendors' caravan is an excellent op-
portunity to taste the spirit of the Holy 
Land right here in our city without the ex-
pense or time spent away from home. 
In addition to the vendor booths, there 
will be the opportunity to nosh on haman-
tashen baked specially for the occasion 
and to participate in some surprise raffles 
significant to the day's activities. 
There is no admission fee. Feel free to spend 
a few minutes or a few hours. Make sure to 
tell your friends and neighbors about this 
unique opportunity. For additional info or di-
rections call 773.()693 
Southern Maine 
Agency on Aging 
T he mission of the Southern Maine Agency on Aging is to assure that older people living in Southern Maine, espe-
cially those who are frail, living alone, or have 
low incomes, receive the support necessary to 
maintain their independence in the community. 
For both senior citizen and family mem-
ber alike, advancing age should not be a bar-
rier to a quality of lifestyle of independence 
and comfort. The dedicated staff members 
and volunteers of the Agency on Aging rec-
ognize that more and more people will be liv-
ing well into their senior years and they 
should be able to do it with dignity and inde-
pendence. Often they simply need informa-
tion and assistance. 
For more than 25 years, the Southern 
Maine Agency on Aging, a private, non-profit 
corporation, has been meeting the needs of-
seniors and their families for personal assis-
tance through information, guidance, educa-
tion, and social, financial, and home care pro-
grams and services in York and Cumberland 
Counties. 
The Southern Maine Agency on Aging of-
The Southern Maine 
Agency on Aging offers 
a wide range of programs 
designed to foster inde· 
pendence, reduce the 
burden on family and 
caregivers, and promote 
an adive and healthy 
lifestyle. 
fers a wide range of programs designed to 
foster independence, reduce the burden on 
family and caregivers, and promote an active 
and healthy lifestyle. 
Each year SMAA receives thousands of 
calls for information and assistance. One of 
our skilled Elder Advocates can talk with you 
on the phone or in person to discuss your 
needs and provide you with necessary infor-
mation, advice and referrals. 
The Elder Advocates of SMAA can be 
reached by phone each business day from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m., or on a walk-in basis Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays. They can answer 
questions you might have about a wide range 
of issues such as housing options, home care 
resources, finances, nutrition and health in-
surance. 
Sometimes, needs cannot be met with a 
one-time phone call. For these situations, we 
can assign an Elder Advocate to work with 
you personally and provide Outreach and Ad-
vocacy services in the horne, to help connect 
you and keep you connected with needed 
programs. 
Monthly Community Lunch 
Seniors can join SMAA for a Community 
Lunch at Harbor Terrace with many friendly 
faces. Lunch is prepared by our kitchen staff 
in Saco and will be served in the Community 
Room at Harbor Terrace on 284 Danforth 
Street in Portland. Lunch will be served the 
2nd and 4th Thursday of each month from 
12:00 noon to I :00 p.m. $2.50 -$3.00 donation 
fee is requested. Please call Sheila Empie 
each Monday before 11:00 a.m. to reserve 
your space for lunch at 207-773-0404. 
SMAA Needs Volunteers 
Here's an opportunity to help a house-
bound senior with his or her grocery shop-
ping. A volunteer is needed at the Southern 
Maine Agency on Aging office on Cumberland 
Avenue in Portland to take grocery orders 
over the phone. The orders would then be 
faxed to another agency, which shops and de-
livers the groceries. This would be a once-a-
week opportunity on Tuesdays from II :30 
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
Another opportunity is to share your 
cooking skills with a small group of nursing 
home residents. This would entail using basic 
recipes with the residents and helping them 
participate to the extent they are able. This is 
a fun opportunity with happy results . 
If your skills on the computer include do-
ing data entry, there are several agencies re-
questing this kind of help. This skill could be 
combined with some general office work. 
Bring joy to a visually impaired person by 
sharing a story, article or book with him or 
her once a week. A stimulating discussion of 
your reading could follow. 
For more information on these or other volun-
teer opportunities call Priscilla at 775-6503 or 
1-800427-7411. 
PHOTO ART TODAY 
~~democracy 
Politics and the 
law of gambling 
by Professor/. Nelson Rose 
Politics has always played an important role in the making of gaming law. But one of the most blatant attempts to use, 
or rather to misuse, the political system in 
the name of controlling gambling took place 
following the atrocities of September II th. 
Representative James Leach (lowa-R.) has 
been trying, unsuccessfully, for years to push 
his Unlawful Internet Gambling Funding Pro-
hibition Act through Congress. The bill would 
make it a crime to transfer funds electroni-
cally, as with a credit card, in connection with 
any illegallnternet gambling. 
Leach managed to insert his proposal into 
the recent major anti-terrorist bill. Through 
some political sleight-of-hand, he convinced 
the entire House of Representatives to make 
his war on Internet gambling part of the war 
on terrorism. 
He did this through political maneuvering 
which was, well, not entirely honest. 
In prior hearings there had been some tes-
timony by the FBI that illegal Internet gam-
bling sites may have been used for money 
laundering. According to the Financial Ser-
vices Committee of the U.S. Congress, "The 
FBI currently has two pending cases involv-
ing Internet gambling as a conduit for money 
laundering, as well as a number of pending 
cases linking Internet gambling to organized 
crime." Of course, this is out of billions of 
transactions. 
In completely unrelated hearings, the CIA 
has shown that Islamic extremists have used 
money laundering to help fund their terrorist 
attacks. 
Leach issued a statement which put the 
two facts together, giving the false impres-
sion that somehow Muslim terrorists are us-
ing Internet gambling for money laundering. 
Leach called his provision critical to the bat-
tle against terrorism, because Internet casi-
nos present "the greatest potential for money 
laundering that exists in the world." 
The idea is ridiculous. Even the FBI and 
CIA have said there is no evidence that Is-
lamic terrorists have ever had any connec-
tion with online gambling. 
But, the anti-terrorist bill was rushed 
through Congress without the usual hearings 
and scrutiny given proposed laws. Leach 
knew how to use the political system and had 
the House version of the anti-terrorist bill in-
clude his language: "No person engaged in 
the business of betting or wagering may 
knowingly accept, in connection with the par-
ticipation of another person in unlawful In-
ternet gambling, financial instruments such 
as checks, credit cards or electronic fund 
transfers." 
But it was also politics that defeated him. 
The U.S. Senate apparently did not believe 
terrorists like Osama bin Ladin were using In-
ternet gambling to launder money: By a vote 
of 96 to 1, the Senate approved an anti-ter-
rorist bill which said nothing about online 
gambling. 
The proposal to add additional paperwork 
for certain online financial transactions that 
happened to be connected with gambling did 
not sit well with credit card companies, 
banks, especially politically powerful banks 
in Texas, and the President. Leach's idea be-
gan to drag down the entire anti-terrorist bill, 
which meant it had to go. 
The attacks on September II th called for 
a rapid response. A consensus quickly devel-
oped that the normal rules of legislative 
horse-trading did not apply and that nothing 
should get in the way of getting Osama and 
the other Muslim bastards. As White House 
spokesman Jimmy Orr put it, "The goal was 
to get a clean bill which focused on the issues 
at hand passed as soon as possible." 
The reactions of Leach and other oppo-
nents of Internet gambling were extreme and 
slightly bizarre. They had become so emo-
tionally involved with their crusade that they 
lost sight of the greater goal, to end world 
terrorism. 
Calling upon Attorney General John Ash-
croft to continue to use existing laws to fight 
Internet gambling, Leach condemned the en-
tire House of Representatives for agreeing 
with the Senate to delete the anti-gambling 
provisions: "I consider this to be an affront to 
the committee, and I also consider this to be 
an assault on basic judgment. I hoped there 
would be greater courage and greater will in 
this body on the issue of Internet gambling." 
Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Va.) went even further, 
saying that removing the provision restrict-
ing electronic funding of Internet gambling 
from the anti-terrorist bill, "is an indictment 
of this institution." Wolf then went com-
pletely off the deep end: "Gambling is begin-
ning to destroy and fundamentally corrupt 
this country. It is bringing about greater di-
vorce, greater corruption and now we see the 
influence of it coming into this chamber." 
I am surprised no one challenged Wolf to 
a duel. Look at his last statement: 
I) Islamic terrorists are using 
Internet gambling; 
2) This gambling is bringing about ... 
corruption, and influencing this 
chamber, meaning the U.S. House 
of Representatives. 
The only logical conclusion from Wolf's 
statement is that he is asserting that mem-
bers of Congress have been taking money 
from Osama bin La din to vote against Internet 
gambling. 
Sometimes, even in politics, it is best to 
think twice before you open your mouth. 
Professor Rose can be reached at his website: 
www. GamblingAndTheLaw.com. 
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by Raymond J. Keating 
Sierra Club Attacks Small Businesses 
The Sierra Club is urging the IRS to "aggressively audit "certain small 
businesses. What's the environmental organization's beef? 
In a February II, 2003, press release, the Sierra that the world changed dramatically when ter-Club states: "A long-standing provision of the rorists murdered some 3,000 people on Septem-
tax code lets small business owners write off ber 11, 2001. War with Iraq isn't about oil, it's 
a portion of certain business expenses. Vehicles about protecting America and its allies against a 
weighing over 6000 pounds are eligible, so that rogue nation who has weapons of mass destruc-
small business owners who need trucks and de-
livery vans can take advantage of the provision." 
Sounds reasonable enough. However, the Sierra 
Club continues: "But many SlNs weigh over 6000 
pounds, and since that loophole came to light 
last year, a growing number of individuals are us-
ing it to buy SlNs for what may be personal -
not business- use." 
Currently, small businesses can expense, that 
is, write off in one year capital investments or 
purchases up to $25,000. The Sierra Club is wor-
ried about the Bush administration's proposal to 
up that to $75,000. 
To sum up the group's position, Daniel Becker, 
director of the Sierra Club's Global Warming and 
Energy program, declared: "At a time when we're 
poised to go to war in the Middle East, the federal 
government is running a huge deficit, global 
warming Is a bigger threat than ever, and our top 
highway safety expert is concerned about the 
dangers of SlNs, the IRS needs to ensure that this 
bizarre loophole isn't abused, putting even more 
gas-guzzlers on the road." 
tion, provided safe harbor for terrorists, and com-
mitted countless other atrocities over the years, 
including invading Kuwait, using chemical 
weapons, attempting genocide and failing to live 
up to its international agreements. 
Then there Is the Issue of safety. ff the Sierra 
Club actually was concerned about vehicle safety, 
then it would urge more people to abandon 
smaller, lighter cars in order to drive larger, heav-
ier vehicles, including SlNs. It also would urge 
the federal government to repeal the Corporate 
Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards im-
posed on automakers in the 1970s. 
In its "Shopping for a Safer Car" guide, the In-
surance Institute for Highway Safety notes: "The 
laws of physics dictate that, all else being equal, 
larger and heavier vehicles are safer than smaller 
and lighter ones. In relation to their numbers on 
the road, small cars have more than twice as 
many occupant deaths each year as large cars." 
But of course, it's not about safety for the Sierra 
Club. Nor is it really about war in the Middle East 
or tax policy. It's about global warming. Environ-
The Sierra Club offers no evidence that small mental leftists take the existence of global warm-
business owners are in any way abusing this tax ing as an undeniable truth. They also believe that 
provision. Instead, this turns out to be a public re- mankind is the cause of this climate change. 
lations stunt to further their environmental In reality, though, within the scientific commu-
agenda at the expense of hard-working, law-abid- nity, there is much disagreement as to the very ex-
ing small business owners. istence of global warming. And even among those 
The Sierra Club obviously is unconcerned by who believe global temperatures are rising, by how 
the fact that government regulation already hits much and the actual causes are widely in dispute. 
small businesses hardest. Consider an October 
2001 report from the Small Business Administra-
tion's Office of Advocacy that estimated the costs 
of federal regulations on small, medium-sized and 
large businesses. The burden of federal regulations 
falls hardest on small enterprises. The per em-
ployee cost of federal regulations for firms with 
fewer than 20 employees registered $6,975in 2000. 
That was 61% higher than the per employee cost 
for firms with 20499 employees, and 56% higher 
than large firms with 500 or more employees. 
The Sierra Club's agenda to •aggressively au-
dit" small businesses using SlNs would add to 
this tremendous burden. Such regulatory costs 
take a toll on small businesses, their owners and 
employees, and the economy in general. 
And what about this little nugget about being 
"poised to go to war in the Middle East?" Is this 
some thinly veiled belief that a war with Iraq is 
just about oil, as protesters proclaimed in 
marches recently? 
Perhaps the Sierra Club has failed to notice 
For example, during congressional testimony 
In July 2000, Professor S. Fred Singer, professor 
emeritus of environmental sciences at the Uni-
versity of Virginia and president of the Science 
and Environmental Policy Project, observed: 
"Vice President AI Gore keeps referring to scien-
tific skeptics as a 'tiny minority outside the main-
stream.' This position is hard to maintain when 
more than 17,000 scientists have signed the Ore-
gon Petition against the Kyoto Protocol because 
they see 'no compelling evidence that humans 
are causing discernible climate change.'" 
Nonetheless, the global warming crusade cannot 
be deterred for groups like the Sierra Club. 
Hopefully, for the rest of us, common sense, 
sound science, and welli!rounded economics will 
prevail. 
Raymond J. Keating is chief economist for the 
Small Business Survival Committee, and co-au-
thor of U.S. by the Numbers: Figuring What's 
Left, Right, and Wrong with America State by 
State (Capital Books, 2000). 
"From Where I Sit • is a regularly appearing column irUended to represent the diverse voices and ex-
periences within our community. Submissions are the views of our contributors and do not necessar-
ily represent those of CBW. If you would like to comment on these thoughts, or have thoughts on any 
other topic, drop us a line at cbwpub@maine.rr.com or mail it to From Where I Sit, Publisher, CBW, 
11 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101. 
Spreading the News from 
Bangor to Portsmouth 
BY ROY ALLEN 
Like any other Maine business, running a small magazine is not always an easy task. 
Most publishers don't get in the business 
for the money; they do it because they love what 
they are covering. Just ask Paul Woodfin of Face 
Magazine. Paul purchased the business from Its 
founder Benny Green who had operated the Arts 
and Entertainment publication since 1984. 
Paul is an avid music aficionado and is cur-
rently promoting The Maine Music Festival 
scheduled for October of 2003. Face Magazine 
also provides some support to Portland's Old 
Port Festival and Rockland's Blues Fest. For-
merly a printer, Paul saw an opportunity to 
marry his avocation in music to his vocation of 
putting ideas to paper. For the last couple of 
years, he clocked hundreds of hours traveling 
the state learning and writing about the 
Maine entertainment scene and promot-
ing his love of music along the way. 
However, in the media business, 
there Is a whispered secret formula, not 
unlike the famous one often heard about 
in the real estate business of location, 
location, location. 
Paul's challenge was always distribu-
tion, distribution, distribution. Readers 
and advertisers alike clamored for 
greater convenience of where the publi-
cation could be found; small businesses 
like Face Magazine always struggle with 
how much time one person has to do all 
the jobs that need to be done. If they 
grow too quickly, the cash disappears. If 
they don't grow, the advertisers won't 
support their limited readership. 
Paul has found a solution and begin-
ning in March will c<Hlistribute Face Mag-
azine inside 35,000 copies of Casco Bay 
Weekly. Also in business since the mid 
eighties, CBW successfully re-launched it-
self as a community friendly alternative 
weekly in January 2003. 
"Local advertisers have been very support-
ive of the new look of CBW, but we were look-
ing for more coverage on the 'what's happening 
scene' and Paul Woodfin is an expert at it. He 
knows all the venues, most of the bands, lots of 
great writers, and is full of energy in his efforts 
of informing Maine on the arts & entertainment 
scene. CBW could either reinvent the wheel by 
ourselves or help another Maine based small 
business grow. We chose the latter." says 
Roseann Mango-Morgenson, Director of Opera-
tions for CBW. "We are very excited about this 
great opportunity to work with Paul and look 
forward to co-sponsoring all of his events." 
What might you find in a typical issue of 
Face Magazine? Well, this writer discovered 
promotional announcements for the Tori Amos 
concert in March at Merrill Auditorium; a long 
list of March and April choices at the State Street 
Theatre including George Clinton and Susan 
Tedeschi; a performance on March 8th at Sugar-
loaf/USA by David Crosby; an invitation from 
Daddy's Junky Music to "Lose those Winter 
Blues" by trading in unwanted CD's; over twenty-
five club venues including those held at Old Port 
Tavern, Bootleggers Tavern, Asylum, Mulligan's, 
Referee's, Hootenanny's, McGillicuddy's, the 
Barnhouse Tavern, Chapple's, and the Midnight 
Blue's Club. Plus, there are source advertise-
ments for just about any musical instrument or 
sound system Including Summit Sound, Portland 
Percussion, The Drum Shop, Totally Live Mobile 
Recording, The Studio, Acoustic Music Room, 
ToneZone Recording and Pyramid Sounds. 
l also found announcements of a local fash-
ion show/fundraiser lor Preble Street Resource 
Center, lots of CD, movie and book reviews, a 
free classified ad section and the top hits list 
from WMHB, WRBC and WERU. Whatever your 
interest, when it comes to a night out on the 
town Face Magazine can help to schedule your 
time in advance. 
Published the first week of each month, Face 
Magazine witt continue to serve Maine's thirst 
for interesting and fun entertaining opportuni-
ties. It is currently distributed across Maine from 
Bangor to Portland and south to Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire. However, beginning in March, it 
will pick up over 300 new distribution points 
along with CBW- each helping the other in in-
forming Maine readers of what's happening. 
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NON mERE'S NO REASON NOTTO PIA}' 
SABLE OAKS GOLF CLUB 
505 Country Club Drive • South Portland, ME 04106 . ~0~ . THE ALL NEW 
0 o l p-c_>.~~:...__ _ IN_N_E_R_C_L_U_B_C_A_RD __ 1 
BUY IT NOW FOR THE 2003 GOLF 
SEASON AND PLAY THE ENTIRE YEAR FOR 
only $29 walking and $39 with cart 
"THE CARD" also gives these great added bonuses: 
1. Preferred Tee-Time booking (up to 10 days) 
2. Discounted Green Fees at The Samoset Resort 
"The Pebble Beach of the East" 
3. 10% off All apparel in the shop. 
4. Special Inner Club Card holders tournaments. 
Get your Inner Club Card for only $179 before May 1st, $199 after 
Now Only $149 until March 31st 
+GET YOUR FIRST ROUND FREE!!! 
FULL MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE 
Prices from $1200 single, $2000 couple, $4000 corporate 
Highlighted by our PREMIER SINGLE MEMBERSHIP $1500 which includes 
Locker, Bag Storage & Golf Cart Rental. 
THERE ISN'T A BETTER DEAL IN THE AREA 
CALL FOR MORE INFO or LEAVE A MESSAGE AND WE'LL GET BACK TO YOU 
(207) 775-6257 
0i8n Up Today 
for a Life of 
llealth and 
Beauty. 
With the growth of the 
holistic health, spa and 
image industries in 
America, the demand for 
trained specialists has 
never been higher. 
Join an industry with 
1 00% placement and 
Full financing to 
qualified applicants_ 
!\p~'ly Tc•clay k•r 1\pril 
CJ ~L>.,'iC\i 
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TIIREE DOUAR DEWEY'S. A restaurant and pub with 70 
different kinds of beer, full bar and hearty pub fare. Spe-
cialties include 3-alarm chili, smoked seafood chowder and 
our fish and chips, prepared with fresh haddock. We also 
serve a variety of burgers, nachos and many vegetarian en-
trees. Specials changing daily. 241 Commercial Street, Port-
land. 772-3310. 
WOODY'S BAR & GRIU. Serving creative fast food cusine. 
Featuring local natural beef and chicken, and focus on fresh 
local ingredients. Make sure to try the already famous 
"Woody Burger," and the soon to be famous Fish Tacos. 
Daily specials include natural steaks, vegetarian and vegan 
dishes, soups and wine. There's also gelato and other fresh 
desserts. Woody's serves this all up in a relaxed, cozy and 
casual atmosphere. "A burger joint in the best sense of the 
word," say Portland Press Herold. Open 7 days a week Sun-
Fri 5pm-10pm, Sat at 4pm. 43 Middle Street Portland. 253-
5251. www.woodysburgers.com 
TilE BREAKAWAY. Now open l2-5pm daily for lunch! 
Hearty pub fare including a fantastic barbeque on Wednes-
days on the deck featuring burgers, ribs and steaks! Check 
out our changing menu daily. Smokers welcome. See our ad 
in the clubs section for date info on nightly entertainment! 
351ndia Street, Portland. 541-4804. 
Asian/Chinese 
ORifNTAL TABLE. Szechuan, Hunan & Cantonese. We will 
prepare any of our dishes to your liking. We are happy to ac-
commodate your special reques~ please let us know your 
preferences. We serve many vegetarian and heart-smart 
choices. Hrs: Mon-Thu ll:30am-8pm, Fri &Sat l 1:30arn-9pm, 
Sunday closed. 106 Exchange St (top of the Old Port) Port-
land.Tel: 775-3388, Fax 772-3388. FOOD:H* 1/2, SERV-
ICE:****· VALUE FOR TilE $:**** from Portland Press 
Herald-Go Cheap Eats, Nov., 2000. 
WOK INN. Szechuan, Hunan, Cantonese & Thai. Excellent 
food, fast and affordable. Choose from more than 130 deli-
cious menu items. Eat in or take out. Delivery to Cape Eliz-
abeth, Cumberland , Falmouth, Gorham, Portland, Scarbor-
ough, South Portland, Westbrook, Yarmouth. Hours: Su-M 
I 1:30am-9:30pm, T-Th llam-llpm, F-Sa llam-2am. 1209 For-
est Ave., Portland. 797-9052 or 797-9053. 
Barbeque 
BEALE STREET BARBEQUE & GRIU. Under the bridge in 
Knightville, South Portland. Features hickory smoked and 
grilled meats, poultry, fish & seafood as well as creative 
daily lunch and dinner specials. Full bar featuring Maine 
microbrews on tap. Reservations are not accepted. Chil-
dren are welcome. Open all day, seven days a week. 90 Wa-
terman Drive, South Portland. 767-0130. 
Cafe 
BINTUFF'S AMERICAN CAFE. (Serving Brunch Daily 7am-
2pm.) Featuring ... custom omelettes, tortillas, specialty 
benedicts, homemade granola and other American Fusion 
Cuisine. Full bar and everything Is complimented by warm, 
comfortable Greek Revival surroundings. 98 Portland St 
(across lrom the Post Office.) 774-0005. 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE. Enjoy brealdast and lunch in a friendly, 
casual atmosphere. For brunch, over-stuffed omelettes, 
fresh quiche, pancakes and more served all day. Lunch in-
cludes a wide variety of soups and sandwiches. Daily lunch 
and brunch specials also available. Specialty coffee drinks. 
Rated**** in Go magazine. Open Mon-Sat, 7am-2pm, Sun 
7:3().2pm. 703 Congress St. in Portland. 871-5005. 
TilE WINE BAR & RESTAURANT. Enjoy the popular lob-
ster brie ravioli or spicy crabcakes in the historic Old Port. 
We offer 120 labels on our wine list with 10 weekly chang-
ing wines available by the glass, and cocktails too. Open 7 
days at 5:00. 48 Wharf St. Portland. 773.6667. www.cafeat-
wharfstreet.com 
Cajun 
BAYOU KITCHEN. Serving some of Portland's most unique 
cajun style b-lasts and lunches for 13 yrs. We now proudly 
offer dinner on Fri. nights. Our dinner menu changes 
weekly and includes: Special Jambalayas, our Award Win-
ning Gumbo and Beef Chili and caesar salad topped with 
blackened catfish. Call for this week's specials! Sorry credit 
cards not accepted. See our review at www.loodinport-
land .com. 543 Deering Avenue, Portland. Open Mon-Sat 7-
2 and Sun 8-2 Friday Dinner from 4:30-Spm. 774.4935. 
Continental 
BASIL'S RESTAURANT & LOUNGE. Basil's at the High-
lander Inn, features creative continental cuisine as well as 
an excellent wine selection that offers traditional elegance 
combined wj the warmth of home. Whether dining in our 
glass enclosed veranda, our main dining room, or just en-
joying a cocktail in our lounge, you'll be pampered by the 
friendliness and dedication to excellence In service of our 
staff. 2 Highlander Way, Manchester, NH. 603.625.6426. 
Delicatessen 
FULL BELLY DELl . "By George We're Good." Offering 
breakfast, lunch, dinner, catering and meats/cheeses by 
the pound. Choose from a variety of kosher style sand-
wiches such as hot pastrami, corned beef and chopped 
liver. Also, hot and cold sandwiches, burgers, pizza, soups, 
In Italian we'd say: 
Devi essere pazzo! 




What can I do? 
I'm late. Everybody at home is 
hungry and tired. I can bring them 
dinner from Anthony's! 
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Italian 
Kitchen 
"A Lot of Italian for Not Much American" 
Be a hero, give the cook in your house 
the night of£ Bring home dinner from 
Anthony's Italian Kitchen for your family tonight! 
Colonial Market Place Por tland Public Market 
Route 25 25 Preble Street 151l'.fiddle Street 
Standish, Maine Portland, Maine Portland, Maine 
642-8088 228-2033 774-8668 
Open 9am - 9pm Open M - S iam - 7pm Open Mon - Sat 
7 days a week Sun l(}.un - Spm 1 0:30am - 9pm 
Voted "Best in Pordand" 
3 years in a row: 
salads and more. Or, start your day with a breakfast sand-
wich, omelette or bagel. M-F 7am-7pm, Sat. 7am-4pm Pine 
Tree Shopping Center. 772-1227. 
Eclectic 
100 CONGRESS. A True American Bistro, serving Tuesday 
-Sunday with live music Sunday evenings. Come join us on 
the East End & experience a whole new side of Portland 
dining. Intuitive, creative & always changing, everything a 
neighborhood restaurant should be. Call for reservations. 
207.775.7772 
TilE ALEHOUSE. Featuring "Portland's Best Burger" in 
"Portland's Best Bar" (CBW Best of Portland readers' poll 
2001 and 2002). Over 100 beers including homemade root 
beer. Now serving Bray's Beer! Open noon-lam daily. 30 
Market Street, Portland's Old Port. All Major Credit Cards. 
25:>-5100. 
AURORA PROVISIONS. Is a treasure located in the heart 
of Portland's West End at 64 Pine Street, 1 1/2 blocks from 
Congress Street's Longfellow Square. Aurora is well known 
lor delicious cafe lunches, gorgeous "tak~home" dinners, 
off premises catering, exciting wines, unique gifts and free 
parking. Come see us mornings for great coflees and break-
last treats made daily. Open Mon-Sat Sam-6:30pm. 
207.871.9060. 
BIRO'S MADD APPLE CAFE. Located right next to the 
Portland Stage Co. at 23 Forest Ave. BiRo's features Amer-
ican Bistro Fare focusing on fresh local ingredients artfully 
presented. BiBo's also features an extensive eclectic wine 
list. Serving lunch Wed.-Fri. 11:30-2, brunch Sun. ll-2:30 
and dinners Wed.-Sat. from 5:30 and Sun. from 4. Rated 
***** by Maine Sunday Telegram and 5 plates by food-
inportland.com. 
BLACK TIE. continues to serve a casual yet intimate lunch 
Monday through Friday in the Old Port. The take out cafe 
on Middle St. offers lunch and dinner, wines, desserts, 
hostess gifts and more. Always serving fine fare prepared 
by Maine's largest catering establishment. Black Tie Cafe-
Portland 761-6665; Black Tie To Go- Portland 756-6230. 
CLAYTON'S GOURMET MARKET, CAFE & BAKERY. 
Coastal Maine's most unique gourmet market and cafe. A 
five-star lunch cafe with overstufled sandwiches, delec-
table soups and salads, as well as a full-service bakery. 
Bulk candies and chocolates lor the young with fine wines, 
savory cheese, pates, fresh breads and gourmet groceries 
for the young at heart. Open Tues-Sat. 189 Main Street, 
downtown Yarmouth 846-1117. 
DAVID'S CREATIVE CUISINE. An established Portland fa-
vorite, David's offers casual fine dining in a comfortable 
atmosphere. Featuring nightly specials made with the 
€€ ..... 
€xcee~ing Elegance 
exceeding elegance will 
complement your intimate 
occassion with finely prepared 
foods. Choose from a menu of 
fresh seasonal selections made 
with the finest local ingredients. 
$rom a quiet dinnel' for two to a 
social gathering, fine dining 
brought to your guests from 
your kitchen. Intimate cocktail 
pat-ties and receptions. 
$or more information and to make 
a resen>ation, pl€Q$e call8haum 
.i:§wis, Personal Chef, at 
207.713.3013 or email 
exceedingelegane<@ yahoo.com 
restaurant row 
finest local ingredients, fresh baked bread and professional 
waitstalf. Extensive wine list, full bar and the best single 
malt scotch selection in Portland. Located on Monument 
Square across from the Portland Public Library, within 
walking distance to Merrill Auditorium. Reservations rec-
ommended. Lunch11:30-4 M-F. Dinner 7 nights at 5pm. Sun-
day night jazz S-9pm. 773-4340. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar- now featuring 50 beers on 
tap. Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. 
Lunch or dinner in the mysterious Woodfords area. MC, 
Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. Portland. 
772-0300. 
MAINE BEER & BEVERAGE. Now open, agency liquor 
store. Maine Beer & Beverage Co. located at 79 Commercial 
St. (across from Casco Bay Lines) is now an agency liquor 
store! Also find cigarettes, cigars, soda, juice, coffee, chips, 
snacks, wine, flowers and sundry items. Open lOam-8:30pm 
M-Sat, llam-6pm Sunday. 79 Commercial St. Portland. 828-
BEER. 
PAT'S GROCERIA CAFE. Above Pat's Meat Market. Come 
and discover the jewel of Deering Center. Featuring rustic 
Mediterranean fare with fresh meats from Pat's Meat Mar-
ket, fresh local seafood and local produce. Enjoy our beau-
tiful second floor deck for an unforgettable treetop dining 
experience. Serving dinner Tues - Thurs from 5-9pm and 
Fri. and Sat. from 5-9:30pm. Deering Center, 484 Stevens Av-
enue, Portland. 874.0706. 
PEPPERCLUB. 78 Middle St., Portland. Credit Cards • Free 
Parking • open 7 nights • Chef Owned. Changing menu 
serving world cuisine. Homemade bread and soups. Local 
seafood and meat, chicken, vegetarian/vegan- entrees from 
$7.95-$13.95. Over 25 wines by the glass, organic wine and 
beer selections. CBD organic coffee, handmade desserts. 
Now open Sun. & Mon. at 5pm. 772-0531, FAX 879-9597 
japanese/Korean 
BENKAY. Sushi Bar & Japanese Restaurant. Known for 
premier quality sushi, traditional and fancy maki rolls, tem-
pura, teriyaki, sukiyaki, shabu-shabu. Elegant dining lor 
the discriminating sushi lover. Delightful vegetarian and 
cooked selections. Serving lunch and dinner; Rock 'N Roll 
Sushi Thurs-Sat until lam. 21ndia Street, Portland (India at 
Commercial) 773-5555. 
OISHD JAPANESE FOODS. Quick, healthy Japanes~in­
spired foods to go! Choose hot entrees such as Katsu, Ra-
men, Yakisoba, Curry, Chahan, Udon, Ginger-Pork, just to 
name a few! We have the best California, Tuna, Spicy Tuna 
& lnari-zushi in town! Check in daily for our popular sushi 
& entree specials. Cal~in orders encouraged. Portland Pub-
lic Market. 25 Preble St. Portland 228-2050. 
NARA SUSHI. NEW is South Portland! Treat yoursell to ex-
quisite Japanese and Korean cuisine, featuring a full range 
of Sushi, sashimi and maki as well as favorite Japanese and 
Korean dishes presented by New York sushi chef Kazo 
Ozaki. Open Mon-Sat 11 :30am to 2pm for lunch, 4pm to 
lOpm for dinner and Sun 4pm to 9pm. 50 Maine Mall Road, 
South Portland. 772-0006 or Fax 772-4440. 
Mexican 
AMlGOS. Maine's first Mexican restaurant. Celebrating 25 
years in the Old Port. Full Bar- Happy Hour 4-8, Microbrew 
specials. House specialty, Beef, Chicken Habanera dinner 
(not for the faint of heart.) Hours: Lunch- Tues-Sat 
I 1:30am-2:30pm, Dinner-Tu-Th 5-9, Fri &Sat 5-1 0. Lounge 
&Patio- Sun-Moo 4pm-lam, Tues-Sat I 1:30am-lam. Take 
out available. 9 Dana St. , Portland. 772-0772. 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS. All of your Mexican favorites fea-
turing Portland's Best Burritos. Everything prepared 
w/lresh Ingredients & made daily on premises. Start wj na-
chos or quesadillas, then try one of our burritos (chicken 
mango, sweet potato, vegan, beef, etc.) or create your own! 
Beer & wine, music upstairs in Granny's Attic. M-Th 11-
lOpm, F 11-12, Sat 12-12, Sun 12-9. 420 Fore St. 761-0751. 
Seafood 
J'S OYSTER. Enjoy white linen quality dining in a relaxed 
atmosphere with a lovely view overlooking Portland's 
working harbor. Savor our specialty shelllish and pasta 
dishes and much, much more. MC/ Visa/ Discover ac-
cepted. Parking in adjacent lot. 5 Portland Pier, Portland. 
772-4828. 
GILBERT'S CHOWDERHOUSE. Enjoy fresh Maine seafood 
and award-winning chowders In a casual atmosphere. Daily 
lunch and dinner specials including al~you-<:an-eat Friday 
Fish Fry llam-4pm only $6.95. Full bar featuring local mi-
crobrews. Take out menu available and all major credit 
cards accepted. 92 Commercial St., Portland. 871. 5636. 
Steakhouse/Seafood 
MOLLY'S STIAKHOUSE AND IRISH PUB. Specializing in 
choice sirloin steak, prime rib, and Shepherd's Pie, Molly's 
is an Old Port favorite. Serving hearty pub fare including 
Molly's Mile High Reuben. Molly's accepts most major 
credit cards. 46 Market St. , in the Old Port, Portland. 761-
4904. 
Thai 
THAI TASTE. Distinctive Thai Cuisine. Rated **** for 
Food, Atmosphere &Service by Portland Press Herald Win-
ter Hours- Lunch: Mon- Sun ll:30-2:30pm; Dinner: Sun -
Thurs 4:30-9pm; Fri & Sat Hours: 4:30pm-10pm. 435 Cot-
tage Road, South Portland.Across from Portland Theater. 
www.thaitastemaine.com, 767-3599. 
WOK INN. Szechuan, Hunan, Cantonese & Thai. Excellent 
food, fast and aflordable. Choose from more than 130 deli-
cious menu items. Eat In or take out. Delivery to Cape Eliz-
abeth, Cumberland , Falmouth, Gorham, Portland, Scar-
borough, South Portland, Westbrook, Yarmouth. Hours: 
Sun-Moo ll:30am-9:30pm, Tu~Thurs llam-llpm, Fri-Sat 
l1am-2am. 1209 Forest Ave., Portland. 797-9052 or 797-
9053. 
Vegetarian 
LOIS' NATURAL MARKETPLACE DEL! & CAFE. Enjoy 
wheat free muffins and scones from our bakery. Great veg-
etarian soups and other vegetarian and vegan house sp~ 
cialties including: vegetarian stuffed cabbage, sweet 'n sour 
meatballs, grilled tofu and organic greens. For lunch: or-
ganic green salads and roll up sandwiches. Simply the best 
natural foods deli anywhere. Dinners to go also available. 
Deli open daily. Cafe open 8:30am-6pm M-F. 152 US Route 
I, Scarborough 885-0602. 
Feeling a little skittish 
about Mom's home 
cooking? 
Find a great place to eat in 
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Lunch: Mon - Sun ll:J0.2:30pm 
Dinner: Sun • Thurs 4:30-9pm 
Dinner: Frl· Sat 4:30pm-10pm 
435 Cottage Road • So. POI'tland 
Aaoss from Portland Theater 
767-3599 www.tbaitastemaine.com 
9am-3pm 
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Rural Delivery: The Origins of Dogs 
by Michael Hofferber 
Domesticated dogs. these creatures that fetch sticks and sit at our command. seem so 
common and normal that we take them for granted. They are so much a part of human 
life. both past and present. that it's hard to imagine a world without them. 
But dogs haven't always been around. Part of the Canidae family that includes wolves and coyotes and jackals, domesticated dogs are rather new to this 
planet and what they've accomplished since teaming up 
with humans is miraculous. 
In the space of just a few thousand years, dogs have 
changed their shape and behaviors to fit into almost every 
known human environment and endeavor, from Huskies 
pulling sleds in the Arctic to Border Collies herding sheep 
in Scotland and Pekinese warming laps in midtown Man-
hattan. 
"Dogs may well display the greatest range of shapes of any 
mammal that has ever existed," note biologists Raymond 
and Lorna Coppinger. "As reproductive adults, they may 
have a greater range of sizes and shapes than any verte-
brate species that ever lived." 
And yet, at the molecular level not much has changed 
since dogs branched off from the family of wolves. The 
DNA makeup of wolves and dogs is almost identical. 
Dogs are not wolves. They have smaller heads, smaller 
brains and smaller teeth. Dogs do not think or behave like 
wolves. 
They eat with humans, which is something wolves would 
never do, and they can be trained to perform almost any 
feasible task. Just try to train a wolf to sit or roll over or 
retrieve a ball. 
Some researchers studying the evolution of dogs argue 
that Neanderthal humans started the process of domes-
tication by adopting and taming wolf pups as early as 
135,000 years ago. Natural selection would have favored 
the pups that were less wild and aggressive and better at 
begging for food. 
But other researchers, like the Coppingers, have trouble 
believing that early man was capable or interested in do-
mesticating wolf pups. They believe dogs are descendants 
of a wolf-like adaptation that specialized in scavenging 
from human refuse dumps. These animals domesticated 
themselves by becoming comfortable with people and in-
creasingly tame. 
"We descended from apes, but we don't behave like them 
and we don't think like they do. We are a much different 
animal than the apes in spite of our common genetic an-
cestry. The same is true of the dog and its ancestor," the 
Coppingers explain in their book Dogs: A New Under-
standing of Canine Origin, Behavior and Evolution (Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 2002). 
There's not much evidence available to prove the case ei-
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ther way. The earliest fossil remains of dogs and people to-
gether is from a 12,000-year-old grave in Israel where a hu-
man skeleton was found holding the remains of a pup. 
Swedish researchers Peter Savolainen and Carles Vila re-
cently analyzed DNA samples taken from dogs in Asia, Eu-
rope, Africa, and arctic North America. They found that, 
while most dogs shared a common gene pool, genetic di-
versity was highest in east Asia, suggesting that dogs may 
have been domesticated there the longest. 
Vila compared DNA sequences of Old World dogs with 
those found in the Americas, including some Latin Amer-
ican and Alaskan dogs that were on this continent before 
the first European explorers. Similarities among the se-
quences indicated that all the dogs shared a common an-
cestor. 
A certain cluster of sequences from ancient Latin Ameri-
can dogs didn't match any from modern dogs. The re-
searchers concluded, therefore, that those breeds died 
out and the ones we know today all came from Old World 
breeds that followed early humans into the Americas . 
Both researchers rely on genetic sequences from the dogs' 
mitochondrial DNA, which, unlike the DNA in the cell nu-
cleus, is inherited directly from the mother. Computer 
programs grouped certain sequences inherited together, 
or haplotypes, according to their similarities. The haplo-
types formed four main clades. Ninety-five percent of the 
Old World dogs belonged to three of the major clades at 
similar rates in all regions. Thus, the major present-day 
dog populations at some point had a common origin from 
a single gene pool containing the three clades, the au-
thors suggested. 
""-'• 
The Native American dog sequences also clustered in sev-
eral subgroups, whose haplotypes were similar or identi-
cal to those of Old World dogs. These subgroups likely 
represented the multiple lineages that crossed the Bering 
Strait along with the first humans to do so, approximately 
12,000-14,000 years ago, Vila and his colleagues concluded 
in two reports published in the journal Science. 
Whoever their descendants are and no matter how or why 
they became domesticated, dogs have been incredibly 
successful biologically. Their worldwide population today 
is 10 times the combined population of all the earth's 
wolves and coyotes and jackals. Domestication served 
them well, whether they were coerced into it by early hu-
mans or chose it for themselves. 
Michael Hofferber is the publisher of Farmer's Market 
Online, an email newsletter and website for buying and 
selling fariTKiirect at www.FarmersMarkefO.nline.com. 
Adopt a Pet: Homer 
by the Animal Refuge League 
Handsome, charming and dignified, Homer is a Great Dane/Lab/Pointer mix, approximately 5-7 years old. Homer was adopted from the League 
several years ago and recently returned when his 
beloved owner had a stroke. His guardians adored 
Homer, and the feelings were mutual. This is a great 
dog! Homer is set in his ways, and knows that he loves 
to be with his special people above all else in this 
world. Accommodating to most well-mannered dogs, 
Homer is not a candidate to be a playmate for another 
canine. He will gladly share the couch, but he can be a 
bit grumpy when pestered to play by rambunctious 
pups. Cats are very intriguing to Homer. While the fe-
line world provides him with much in the way of en-
tertainment, resident cats may not be thrilled with the 
continual inspection and surveillance. Homer may 
make a great "take to work" dog, as he is happiest 
when hanging out. A housedog in the truest sense of 
the word, Homer likes to go for walks, take care of 
business, and then settle into his cozy spot for some 
sun and snoozing. Homer is debonair and striking; one 
glance from his chocolate brown eyes and you will be 
in love! 
Homer is altered, current on all vaccinations and avail-
able for adoption from the Animal Refuge League, 449 
Stroudwater Street, Westbrook. (207) 854-9771 or 
www.arlgp.org. 
~PIND1EWORK~ 
stuilio~ ana galleries for over ~0 visionary artists 
c~~~c--~~ 
co!J i~ ~v oo~~ ~c~~ 
]liocoln }treet in ~owntown ~runswid I OfE!! N monaar-~mr 
P1~20 • spindleworb@g~~i.net •IWNI.~ma~wor!s.or~ 
THE ART OF SKIN CARE: 
LEARN IT AT Pierre's. 
Maine's premiere esthetician program 




State of the art teaching facilities 
-- - -
Fully accredited 
Experienced, respected instructors 
~- - - - ~-- -
Financial aid is available! 





319 MARGINAL WAY. PORTLAND. ME 04101 
NEXT SESSION STARTS 
APRIL 7TH! 
• Unlimited night & 
weekend minutes 
• 600 Anytime Minutes 
(4001nc!udod &200 -RIAny!mo-) 
Let :~~ourthumba do the talking. Ask about text moaaaglng. 
'-----
Casco Bay Wureless 
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THE B -1 G PICTURE • 
Unique faces of Portland 
Faces tell a story. Through a crinkle at the corner of the eye 
or a set of the jaw, faces relate our individual journey to 
everyone we encounter. They say that a picture is worth a 
thousand words. Here then is CBWs eighteen-thousand word 
essay on the unique faces that make up the city of Portland. 
18 Casco Bay Weekly 





(Left Photo) The only station in town that now matter 
how nuts your idea is, you'll at least get their attention 
and maybe even a prime-time spot. Lesley Jones (left), 
Television Producer/Executive Assistant, Tom Handel, Ex-
ecutive Director, and John Davis, Volunteer, having a good 
time in the StUdiO. PHOTOS ABBIE OSTREM 
JIM CIAMPI PRODUCTIONS 
PORTLAND STAGE COMPANY 
(Left Photo) Ted Gallant, Technical Director, takes a final break on the 1970s kitchen 
set (Above Photo) for Sam Shepard's True West which he constructed with support 
from PSC's intern company. The set is a fully-operational kitchen with running wa-
ter, working appliances, electric points and lightning, all of which had to withstand 
aggressive behavior and fight sequences during more than 23 performances of True 
West. Next on stage is Copenhagen by Michael Frayn which marks Ted Gallant's 
IOOth production at Portland Stage Company. 
(Bottom Left Photo) Jacqueline Firkins (Left), Resident Costume Designer, Ted Gal-
lant and Anita Stewart, Artistic Director, work on the construction of the theater's 
unique lighthouse design called "In the Limelight." The ten-feet tall lighthouse is built 
of fiberglass, weighing more than 250 lbs., and has been cut in half to create two bea-
cons which will house specially commissioned figures dressed in period costumes. 
The lighthouse is part of the city-wide Hannaford's Lighthouses on Parade which is 
a community arts project to highlight the unique lighthouse heritage of Maine and 
raise money for three local charitites. PHOTOs JOSH M,oouo.LL 
(Right Photo) Ever had one of those days when you wanted to be the center of at-
tention? Well, Jim Ciampi {Left), President, and Jennifer Hall, Event Design Specialist, 
are right here in Portland for your perfect day. They do everything from setting 
up fund-raisers, corporate functions, dinner dances and shows, cocktail recep-
tions, club entertainment, multimedia presentations, annual parties, festivals, 
wedding receptions and ceremonies. They can also provide music from the group 
The Manhattan Nine, of which Jim is both leader and pianist. PHoTO ABBIE osTREM 
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SANCTUARY TA:IIOO 
(Bottom Row Photos) Did you ever think it was pos-
sible to get an upscale tattoo? Check out the new 
gallery and display of body art. Jennifer Moore (Far 
Left) sits in her elegantly-designed studio while Chris 
Dingwell WOrkS magic With a client. PHOTOS ABBIE OSTREM 
THE ROMA 
(fop Row Photos) David Ross (Left), Manager, and Edna Hamilton, Wait-
ress, have almost 60 years of combined service between them. But David's 
20 years with the Roma, which opened in 1924, almost pales in compari-
son to Edna's "energizer bunny" notoriety. She keeps coming back, even 
after trying retirement, and has literally served generations of patrons. We 
also hear that she makes a mean peanut butter cookie. PHoTos ABBIE osroEM 
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'SUSAN'S FISH 'N CHIPS 
(Below and Right Photos) Susan Eklund: Get ready for those lobsters on a 
stick starting in May. Dine in a unique atmosphere on Forest Avenue. Susan's 
Fish 'N Chips has been in business for fourteen years. PHaros ABBIE osTR•M 
FREE RANGE FISH & LOBSTER 
(Below Photo) Maggie Terry is the only woman buyer with a 
seat at the morning catch seafood auction. Free Range Fish 
& Lobster has been in business for five years -over one year 
at itS CUrrent locatiOn. PHOTO ABBIE OSTREM 
GRITTY'S and BULL FEENEY'S 
(Below Photo) Richard Pfeffer (Left), of Gritty McDuff's Brewing (fifteen years of 
business), and Doug Fuss, of Bull Feeney's (March 14 will be their first anniversary), 
holding their own with good old Irish competition in the Old Port. PHoTo ABBIE osTREM 
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HAPPENINGS 
Thursday, February 27 
Bowdoin Christian Fellowship, 9pm Hubbard Hall, 
Conference Room West, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
725-3375. 
Cesare l.ombroso, Jewish Degeneration, and a Few 
Bad Seeds presented by Marilyn Reizbaum, Women's 
Gender and Sexuality Studies Colloquia, 4:30pm, 
Whitney room, Roberts, Building, Colby College, Wa-
terville. 872-3416. 
European Experimental Morphology ln the United 
States: The Study of Form Encounters American 
Pragmatism presented by Keith Benson of the Na-
tional Science Foundation. Science, Technology and 
Society Speaker Series. 4pm, Room 14, Miller Library, 
Colby College, Waterville. 872-3246. 
Slide Show about a couple's trek through Southeast 
Asia being shown at the Thomas Memorial Library, 
Cape Elizabeth, 7pm. 799-1720. 
Snow Day - come celebrate the snow with snow 
globes, snowflakes, and snow cones. Ages 2-5, 10:3(}. 
!1:30am, free, Northern Sky Toyz, Fore St., Portland. 
War and Peace in the Middle East. ltamar Rabi-
novich, president of Tel Aviv University and Israel's 
Chief Negotiator with Syria under the fate Yitzhak Ra-
bin and ambassador in Washington from 1993-1996, 
will present the Annual Lipman Lecture in Jewish 
Studies. 7pm, Pugh Center, Cotter Union, Colby, Wa-
terviffe. 872-3110. 
Friday, February 28 
"Gosford Park" 2001 film, 7pm, Siffs Hall, Smith Audi-
torium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 725-3375. 
Richard Roberts, professor of music emeritus, Uni-
versity of New England, wiff perform works for piano 
by Schumann, Bartok, and Liszt. 4pm, Gibson Hall, 
Room 101, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 725-3321. 
Sprachfest German Language Festival. Maine high 
school German language students participate in ac-
tivities that focus on German language and culture. 
Bam - 2:30pm, Cotter Union, Colby, Waterville. 872-
3118. 
Saturday. March 1 
8th Annual Black Arts Festival, noon, David Saul 
Smith Union, Morrell Lounge, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. 725-3375. 
"LaRegle de jeu" 1939 film, 7pm, Sills Hall, Smith Au-
ditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 725-3375. 
Maine Humorist John McDonald wiff read from his 
best-selling collection of Maine stories, "A Moose and 
a Lobster Walk into a Bar." 3pm, Nonesuch Books and 
Cards, 50 Market St., Mill Creek Shopping Center, 
South Portland. 
Triple Helix. Piano, violin and cello ensemble per-
forms works by Muller, Beethoven and Ravel. Com-
poser Lee Hyla will give a demonstration of his piece 
"Piano Trio", 6:30pm, Lorimer Chapel, Colby, Water-
ville. 872-3236. 
University of Maine at Augusta Faculty Recital. A 
program of original contemporary jazz by the Richard 
Nelson Quintet, 7:30pm, University of Maine at Au-
gusta, Jewett Hall Auditorium, Free. 
Sunday, March 2 
"Afghanistan Year 1380" film and lecture. The Hu-
man Rights Watch Traveling Film Festival, Mar. 2-9, 
opening night free. SPACE, 538 Congress St., Port-
land. 828-5600 or t.bernard3@verizon.net. 
The Chamber Choirs of Bowdoin and USM will per-
form works by Poulenc, Rachmaninoff, and Bach, 
3pm, Bowdoin Chapel, Brunswick. Limited seating. 
725-3321. 
International Folk dancing and potluck, Mallett Hall, 
Pownal. Dances of Europe and the Mid-and Near-East. 
Beginners welcome, no partner needed. Pownal, 5:3(}. 
6:30: potluck, 6:3(}.9pm: dance teaching and requests, 
$5/$3. 688-2293, 774-9378, mwendt@maine.rr.com. 
Oyster Shucking Contest, admission free, 2-5pm, First 
floor of Maine Lobster and Sealood, Portland Public 
Market, Portland. Proceeds benefit Maine Chapter of 
the Multiple Sclerosis Society. 228-2006. 
Parisian Chamber Group Ensemble Alterance will 
perform contemporary music and music of the past, 
7:30pm, Visual Arts Center, Kresge Auditorium, Bow-
doin College, Brunswick. 725-3321. 
Monday, March 3 
"Gaza Strip" fiJm presented by The Human Rights 
Watch Traveling Film Festival, Mar. 2-9, $5j$4. SPACE, 
538 Congress St., Portland. 82S.S600 or t.bemard3@ver-
izon.net. 
National Security vs. Freedom of Information: the 
Case of tbe Pentagon Papers. Presented by Steven J. 
Whitfield, American studies professor at Brandeis Uni-
versity. 7:30pm, Robins Room, Roberts Building, Colby 
College, Waterville. 872-3266. 
The Nonprofit Career Path: Reasons to Join -a panel 
discussion with five of Maine's nonprofit leaders dis-
cussing why they chose nonprofi t work and the op-
portunities and trends to present in this growing sector, 
7-8:30pm, Room 131, Law School Building, USM Port-
land, free and open to the public. 78(}.4150. 
Slide Show from "Denali Expeditions" presented by 
Sue Richman, 7pm, Schwartz Outdoor Leadership Cen-
ter, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 725-3125. 
Tuesday, March 4 
"The Ballad of Uttle Jo" feminist film made by Mag-
gie Greenwald based on a true story, discussion to fol-
low, 7pm, Barbara's Kitchen and Cafe, 388 Cottage 
Road, South Portland. 
"Presumed Guilty" film presented by The Human 
Rights Watch Traveling Film Festival, Mar. 2-9, $Sj$4. 
SPACE, 538 Congress St., Portland. 828-5600 or 
t.bernard3@verizon.net. 
Q&A with President William D. Adams of WMHB-
FM. Questions can be sent to WMHB prior to the event 
at WMHB@colby.edu. 7pm, Mary Low Coffeehouse, 
Colby, Waterville or listen to 89.7 FM. 872-3686. 
"The Ultimate Stage: Senex, Order Within Inner 
Chaos" Jung seminar, 4pm, Visual Arts Center, Beam 
Classroom, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 725-3217. 
Visiting Writers' Series: Reading by Elizabeth 
Strout. Strout's first novel, "Amy and Isabelle," con-
cerns a mother's reaction to her teenage daughter's 
budding sexuality, book signing to follow. 7pm, 
Robins Room, Roberts Building, Colby, Waterville. 
872-3257. 
Wednesday, March S 
Game Night- (}.8pm, all ages, free, Northern Sky Toyz, 
Fore St., Portland. 
"The Uberatlon of LB. Jones" 1979 film will be shown 
in celebration of Black History Month, 7pm, room 215, 
Lovejoy Building, Colby College, Waterville. 827-3133. 
"Seven Days ln Tehran" film presented by The Human 
Rights Watch Travelif\g Film Festival, Mar. 2-9, $5/$4. 
SPACE, 538 Congress St., Portland. 828-5600 or 
t.bernard3@verizon.net. 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a ltsting conSidered lor pub-
lication, send complete information (including dates, times, costs, complete address, a contact telephone 
number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication. £-mail: listings@maine.rr.com. 
Ongoing 
Amnesty International meets the second Tues. of the 
Month at Casco Bay Ferry Terminal's Conference 
Room, Commercial Street, Portland, at 7:30pm. Free. 
874{)928. 
Creative Resource Center Activities. Kids ages three 
and up are welcome to drop in Tues-Sat at the Cre-
ative Resource Center, II 03 Forest Ave, Portland, 
from II am-5pm. 797-9543. 
Debtors Anonymous is a recovery program lor peo-
ple with chronic debt based on the 12 steps of Alco-
holics Anonymous. The local chapter meets every 
Tues. at the Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodfords St, Portland, at 7pm. Call 774-4357 for 
more information. 
Divorce Support Group The Greater Portland Support 
Group for the Divorced and Separated meets every 
Tuesday at the Holy Martyr's Church, Route 88, Fal-
mouth, at 7pm. For more information call 797-9374. 
Drawing Sessions Saturday afternoons in March, $3, 
l-4pm at Running with Scissors studio space, 34 Port-
land Street. 78(}.6252. 
Food Not Bombs The group distributes free food to 
the masses in Monument Square, Portland, every Sun 
from 2-4:20pm. 774-2801. 
Free School event where artists, craftspeople, 
dancers, and teachers of all kinds offer workshops to 
the public, free. This month is an Artist's Skill Share 
workshop in papermaking, macrame, bead making, 
and others, every I st Monday of the month, Portland 
West, 181 Brackett St., 7pm. 
Geographic Information Systems Clinic, open to 
anyone with GIS questions, problems, research idea, 
or general interest, 9:3(}.11:30am, Wednesdays; and 
Open GIS Seminar, noon-lpm, Wednesdays, bring 
lunch and discuss GIS with faculty, staff, and students; 
both the clinic and the seminar are in Room 302, Bai-
ley Hall, University of Southern Maine Gorham Cam-
pus, open to the public. 78(}.5063. 
"Getting Started" workshop providing an important 
overview to historic homeownership and preserva-
tion. Walker Memorial Library, Main St., Westbrook 
Saturdays from 9am-4pm .. 
The Greater Portland Maine Genealogical Society 
meets the first Sat. of the month at the Falmouth Con-
gregational Hall, 267 Falmouth Road, Falmouth at 
2pm. Help is available for beginning researchers. 
Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer Road, Cape 
Elizabeth, at lpm. 767-4490. 
The Greater Portland Parkinson Support Group 
meets the fourth Sun. of the month at the Falmouth 
Congregational hall , 267 Falmouth Road, Falmouth at 
2pm. All those with Parkinson's, as well as their fam-
ilies and friends are welcome. 797-8927 
Kindert:ulture will meet every Thursday for 8 weeks 
starting Feb. 27, from II}. II am at the Center for Cul-
tural Exchange, Congress St. All children must be ac-
companied by an adult, to reserve space call Jenna 
Chandler-Ward 761-0591 xlll 
The League of United Latin American Citizens meets 
the fourth Thurs. of the month at the Reiche School, 
166 Brackett St., Portland, at 6pm. 767-3642. 
4th Annual Maine Student Writing Awards, a 
statewide writing contest for high school students. 
Deadline is March 15, 2003. 729-6333. 
Man to Man Monthly discussion group meets first 
Thurs. of the month to discuss issues pertaining to 
men's lives. All men over the age of 18 are welcome. 
At the Center lor Cultural Exchange, I Longfellow 
Square, Portland, from 7-9pm. Free. 865-2048. 
NAMI CHOICES support group for family and friends 
of people with mental illness meets the second and 
fourth Monday of every month at 7pm at the Dana 
Center, Maine Med., Portland. 775-5242. 
People's free Space where people can connect to 
their community, share resources and ideas through 
food , information, art and events, every 1st and 3rd 
Wednesday of the month at Portland West , 181 Brack-
ett St., 7pm. 
Pineland Farms education and outdoor activities fa-
cility including cross country skiing, snowshoeing, 
hiking and special programs for families; open 9am to 
4pm daily, fees and events vary; contact the educa-
tion director for details at 926-3914. 
Ranger Bean's Discovery Woods environmental ex-
hibit, featured programs, activities and events; open 
Tuesday through Saturday, I Oam-5pm and noon to 
5pm on Sunday; free for members and children under 
age one, Children's Museum of Maine, Portland, $6, 
828-1234. 
Salvation Army Senior Center Drop-in center for 
serving people age 60 and over in the Greater Port-
land area. Hours 9am-3pm Monday thru Friday. Daily 
noon time meal served in the congregate dining room 
for a donation. Activities vary weekly, monthly field 
trips on our 25 passenger bus. 297 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland, at 10 am. 774{)304. 
SanghajMeditation Practice, first and third Sunday of 
each monthl(}.llam. Greeneleaf Studio, Freeport, 
free, all are welcome. Joli Greene 865-0744. 
Sing rounds and women-centered chants, 1:15-2:15 
p.m., Wednesdays when classes are in session, Hon-
ors Building basement, open to the public, 78(}.4321. 
Storytelling/Spoken Word Open Mic for Grownups 
every 2nd Weds. of the month at Company of Girls, 10 
Mayo Street, Portland. 7pm, 10 minute slots for open 
mic, 8pm featured teller, $3 suggested donation. FMI: 
Jean Armstrong, 879-1886 or moosetel@maine.rr.com. 
Underground Railroad Tours Peace Action Maine 
member Wells Staley-Mays gives tours of Portland's 
Underground Railway and other sites important to 
African-American history. Complete tour is two 
hours or less. Tix: $6 per person (minimum group of 
six). 772-7249. 
USM Ice Arena public hours, 9:1(}.10:30am, Monday-
Friday, $4 public/stall, $2 under 18, under 6 free, 
please call 78(}.5991 for updates. 
USM Soutltworth Planetarium astronomy shows fea-
turing 7pm, Fridays & Saturdays; laser shows featur-
ing 8:30pm, Fridays and Saturdays; children's shows 
3pm, Saturdays and Sundays; star shows $4.50 adults, 
$3.50 children/seniors/students; laser shows $5 
adults, $4 children/students; matinees $3.50 per per-
son, http://www.usm.maine.edu/planet, 78(}.4249. 
Women ln Black Vigils Women in Black "stand in 
silent vigil to protest war, rape as a tool of war, ethnic 
cleansing and human rights abuses all over the world. 
We are silent because mere words cannot express the 
tragedy that war and hatred bring." Vigils take place 
Fridays at Temple and Spring streets from 12-1 pm, 
and at Congress and High streets from 5-5:30pm. 
Woman's Writing Group takes place every 2nd and 
4th Monday of the month at Portland West, 181 Brack-
ett St., Portland, 7pm. Women from all walks of life 
and with varying writing skills are encouraged to par-
ticipate. 
Writers Jam Sessions The Maine Writers and Pub-
lishers Alliance sponsors informal writers' groups. 
All genres welcome every other Mon, at WMPA, 14 
Maine St., Suite 416 Brunswick, 7pm. Free. 729-6333. 
Yarmouth Historical Society's Maine Reading and 
Discussion Group will discuss Bill Caldwell 's, Rivers 
of Fortune, 7pm, Bay Square, Yarmouth. 846-6259. 








Sharq Arab Music Ensemble 
The astonishing Egyptian percussionist Karim Mohamed, leads Sharq in performing the exquisite 
classical music of the Middle East. Watch for special guest appearances by some of Karim's musical 
collaborators. 8pm at the Center for Cultural Exchange, $12. Call 761-1545 for tickets. 
Triple Helix 
Named "Musicians of the Year" in January by the Boston Globe, Violinist Bayla Keyes, cellist 
Rhonda Rider and pianist Lois Shapiro will perform at 8 pm in Corthell Concert Hall on the Univer-
sity of Southern Maine's Gorham campus, presented by the School of Music. Composer Lee Hyla 
will give a pre-concert talk.Tickets are $10 for the general public; 780-5555. On Saturday March 1, 
at 10 a.m., the ensemble also will offer a master class open to the public for a $5 fee. 
FROGZ 
The innovative performing troupe Imago Theatre brings its signature show to Bowdoin College. 
The ensemble has also made extensive tours to Europe, Asia, and throughout North America. The 
show combines ingenious masks, mesmerizing movement, outlandish costumes, and finger-snap-
ping music, as the cast takes on the personas of escaped penguins, mysterious worms, invisible 
cats, and acrobatic frogs to create a carnival of the absurd. The 7:30 p.m. show will be performed 
in Pickard Theater. Tickets are $10 for the general public, and $5 for children 12 and under. Tickets 
are available at the David Saul Smith Union information desk on campus. Call 725-3375. 
March 1 
John McDonald 
John McDonald is well-known as a radio talk-show host and newspaper columnist, but he's made 
his reputation as a Down East raconteur. His book, "A Moose and a Lobster Walk Into a Bar," con-
tains a classic mix of Maine stories and tall tales. He will read from the best-selling collection at 3pm 
at Nonesuch Books and Cards, 50 Market St., Mill Creek Shopping Center, South Portland. Free. 
Cabin Fever Fest 
Beat the winter blues with this fun day for kids and adults. Activities include an ice hockey competi-
tion, cross-country skiing, sledding, church supper and dancing to live oldies music with Blue Wil-
low Band. Sponsored by the Lakes Environmental Association, the festival takes place at Bridgton 
Town Hall, Route 302, Bridgton. 12pm- 10pm; events $5 (kids free), dance $7-12. 647-8580. 
Origami Tea Party & Book Signing 
Bring the kids out for an Origami Tea Party. This all ages event is to celebrate "Butterflies for Kiri," 
a new picture book by Gorham author and illustrator, Cathryn Falwell. Party guests will be treated 
to a book signing, story time, refreshments, origami instruction & other craft activities. 10am to 
noon at Baxter Memorial Library, 71 South Street, Gorham. 207-839-5031 
March 2 
Sing Out Against War in Iraq 
Mainers will raise their voices in song against the prospect of war in Iraq and to express their deter-
mination to work for peace. A community sing will take place at Reiche School, 166 Brackett Street, 
in Portland. A songbook will be produced for the occasion and distributed to attendees at the door. 
Home-made refreshments will be available and a voluntary donation will be requested at the door. 
The event, sponsored by Maine Voices for Peace, will take place from 1 to 4 pm. 
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Tori Amos walks across the stage of Merrill Auditorium on March 3. 
FROGZ hop into Brunswick on February 28. 
"Triple Helix" takes a musical stroll through Gorham on February 28. 
March 3 
Tori Amos 
Aside from her enormous talent as a singer/songwriter and renegade pianist, 
Tori Amos has been described by legions of devoted fans as a philosopher 
and healer as well . Her haunting vocals and edgy, intense piano playing de-
liver a sound that creates numerous moods and feelings simultaneously. 
Amos has grown far beyond early comparisons to Kate Bush and Joni 
Mitchell, collecting eight Grammy nominations and selling over 12 million 
records since the late eighties. Her newest release on Epic Records, Scarlet's 
Walk, captures a year long journey of discovery as Amos examines America 
after September 11. With SP.ecial guest Rhett Miller. 7:30pm at Merrill Audi-
torium, 609 Congress St., Portland Tickets: $45, reserved seating. 
March 5 
When Smoke Ran Like Water 
Leading epidemiologist, researcher and author Devra Davis will discuss her 
book "When Smoke Ran Like Water," a 2002 National Book Award nominee 
and a powerful indictment of government and industry's failure to acknowl-
edge the harm of environmental pollution. 7:30pm at Kresge Auditorium, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 725-3375. 
Quick Picks 
(l/27) Peace Corps program celebration of the 42nd an-
niversary of the Peace Corps with slides and stories by re-
turned participants, Chewonki Foundation, Wiscasset, ME, 
882-7323, 7pm. 
(2/18) Collie Show with top New England dogs competing 
in obedience and conformation, presented by Collie Club of 
Maine, Double Tree Hotel, Portland, 11 am-4 pm. Free. 
(3/1) Maine-i-Acts Children's Theater of Maine's improvisa-
tional comedy troupe, Comedy Connection, 1 pm, Portland. 
$6 to $8, 878-2774. 
(3/2) Tate House lecture series - "Maine Furniture Produc-
tion from 1630 to 1830" at 3pm. Programs held at the 
James Means House, 2 Waldo St. , Tate House Museum, 
Portland. $5 donation, 774-6177. 
(3/5) The Maine Flower and Garden Show presented by 
People, Places and Plants magazine begins with a gala pre-
miere and banquet, at 6pm. The show will include exhibits, 
vendors, children's garden, speakers and demonstrations. 
Get growing to Scarborough Downs, Scarborough, $8 to 
$12, 829-4783. 
(3/6) Portland's Funniest Professional Contest continues at 
Comedy Connection in Portland at 8:30pm. Reservations 
suggested, call to sign up for the comeptition. $6, 774-5554. 
Submissions to the calendar must be received in writing by the Thursday two 
weeks prior to publication. Send your listings to Calendar, Casco Bay Weekly, 
11 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101, or e-mail: Ustlngs@malne.rr.com. 
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openings/receptions 
Friday, February 28 
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Port-
land. Opening reception for Youth Art Month, fea-
turing more that 100 works of art by children from 
around the state, from 5:30-8pm. 775-6148. 
Saturday, March I 
Aucoclsco Gallery, 615A Congress St., Portland. 
Opening reception for "Works on Paper: Mon-
hegan" by Maine abstract painter William Manning, 
from 2-4pm. 874-2060. 
galleries 
Area Gallery, Woodbury Campus Center, Univer-
sity of Southern Maine, Portland.. "Scandalous 
Eyes: African America in Illustrated Sheet Music 
Covers, 1895-1925." Through April I. Hours 
8am-Spm, Mon - Thurs; Sam-4:30pm, Fri; 
9am-3pm, Sat.; 780-5009. 
Art Gallery University of Southern Maine, Gorham 
"Sebastiao Salgado: Latin America: Rural Exodus, 
Urban Disorder." Continues through March 23, 4 
pm-7pm. 
Aucoclsco Gallery, 615A Congress Street, Port-
land. "Works on Paper: Monhegan", by Maine ab-
stract painter William Manning, March 1-29. Hours: 
Wed-Sat 12-Spm or by appointment. 874-2060. 
Aucoclsco at Eastland Park Hotel, Portland. Se-
lected works by gallery artists, continues through 
April27. 775-2227. 
Bayview Gallery, 75 Market St., Portland. Featur-
ing recent work by Contemporary Realist painter, 
James Wolford through the end of March. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 11-5 and by appointment. First Friday 
hours until 7:30pm. 773-3007. 
Creative Photographic Arts Center of Maine 4th 
noor, Bates Mill Complex, 59 Canal Street, Lewis-
ton. "Labors of Love: Crafting a Uving in Maine," 
silver gelatin prints by Jon Edwards. Through 
March 30. Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30am-8pm, Fri 
9:30am-3:30pm, Sat 10arn-4pm, 782-1369. 
C. W. White Gallery 656 CongressSt.,Portland. 
For the winter months, the C.W. White Gallery of-
fers an eclectic changing exhibition of works by 
artists associated with the gallery. 871-7282. 
F1lament Gallery 181 Congress St., Portland. 
"Creatures" exhibit will feature the work of 7 
artists. Runs through March 15. Gallery hours 
are Thurs.- Sat., 11-6. 221-2061 or 775-0418. 
Gallery at the Oown 123 Middle St., Portland. "Ex-
traordinary in the Ordinary: Nature's Perspective." 
An exhibit of two painters and one photographer, 
each providing us with a look into their world of 
seeing, continues through Feb 28. Hours: Man-
Wed 10am-6pm. Thurs-Sat 10am-7pm. 756-7399. 
Gallery Seven 49 Exchange St.,Portland. Ongoing 
exhibit of work by American craft artists in all me-
dia. Hours: Mon-Thurs 10arn-6pm. Fri-Sat 10am-
9pm. Sun 12-6pm. 761-7007. 
Greenhut Gallery 146 Middle St., Portland. Noth-
ing provided this week. Hours: Mon-Fri I Oam-
5:30pm. Sat 10am-5pm. 772-2693. 
Hay Gallery 594 Congress St., Portland. 
* "New Talent" A range of media wiU be repre-
sented including painting, printmaking, video, and 
sculpture from artists who reside throughout the 
Northeast from Portland to New York, through 
March 2. 
* "Ornament as Content" the work in this exhibi-
tion will include ceramics, works on paper, Xerox 
lithography, encaustics, enameling, photo-etching, 
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and oil painting, March 2 through April20. Hours: 
Tues-Sun llarn-Spm; ll-8pm on first friday. 773-
2513. 
Jewett Hall Gallery University of Maine at Au-
gusta. Nothing provided this week Hours: Mon-
Fri, 8:30am- 6 pm. 621-3274. 
June Fltzpatrlck Gallery 112 High St., Portland. 
An exhibition of paintings by live 1993 graduates 
of Maine College of Art runs through Feb. 28. 772-
1961. 
June Fltzpatrlck Gallery @ Maine College of Art 
522 Congress St., Portland. "Passion" an exhibit of 
paintings, prints & works in various media by 14 
artists runs through Feb. 28. 879-5742 x283. 
Lewiston-Auburn College, 51 Westminster St., 
Lewiston • Area Artists 2003" biennial juried ex-
hibit of paintings, drawings, and sculpture by 
artists in Androscoggin, Franklin, and Oxford 
Counties, Sam -8pm, Mon.- Thurs; Bam- 4:30pm, 
Fri; 9am - 3pm, Sat; continues through March I. 
753-6500. 
Malnely Frames & Gallery 534 Congress St., Port-
land. Pen-and-ink cityscapes by William C. Harri-
son and other work by gallery artists are ongoing. 
Hours: Mon-Wed I Oam-6pm. Thurs and Frl 10am-
8pm. Sat 10-Spm. Sun 12-Spm. 828-0031. 
Meyer Studio Gallery 51 OakS!., Portland. Ongo-
ing exhibit of recent works by Louis Meyer, 
Matthew Meyer and Nathaniel Meyer. Hours: Wed-
Fri 4-6pm. Sat-Sun 12-4pm. 879-1323. 
Portland Coalltion Art Gallery 688 Congress St., 
Portland. Ongoing exhibit of mixed-media works 
by artists associated with the Portland Coalition 
for the Psychiatrically Labeled. Call ahead for 
hours. 772-2208. 
Portland Glassblowing Studio Nissen Bakery, 24 
Romasco Lane, Portland. Glassblowing demon-
strations and ongoing exhibit of contemporary 
glassware designed and made by studio owner 
Ben Coombs. Hours: Fri-Sun 10am-6pm. 409-4527. 
Radiant Ugbt Gallery, 142 High St., Suite 409, Port-
land. Figures: Thorn Adams' Images through 
March I, Hours: Sat. noon- 6pm, or by appoint-
ment. Open during the First Friday Art Walk 252-
7258 or radiantlightgallery.com. 
Running With Scissors Gallery 34 Portland St., 
Portland. Nothing provided this week. 
Saco Bay Artists Gallery 22 Washington Avenue, 
Old Orchard Beach: featuring the art of Patricia 
Hurley. Her work focuses on local landscapes us-
ing color, textures and values to create the pat-
terns within the compositions. February. 284-
9949, 934-2930 or 934-3050. 
Silver Image Resource Gallery, 500 Congress St., 
rear studio, Portland. Photography by Donna Lee 
Rollins, and Dennis Stein including hand-<::olored 
photographs, "Holga" prints, and digital images, 
are ongoing. Hours by appointment or chance. 5-
Spm first Fridays. 767-{)711. 
Space Gallery, Portland. "Weighing My Options," 
works by Aaron Stephan, continues through April 
I. 828-5600. 
Splndieworks Gallery celebrates artist Rita Lan-
glois' 80th birthday during the month of February. 
725-8820. 
The Stein Gallery 195 Middle St., Portland. 
• "The Romance in February." Perfume bottles by 
Elizabeth Mears, Milon Townsend, Robert Mick-
elsen and Margaret Neher. Hand-blown, graal and 
lampworking techniques through Feb. 28. 772-9072 
• "Male figure in glass." The male figure as inter-
preted by four of America's premier glass artist 
Milon Townsend, Doug Ohm, Rick Eckerd and 
Philip Crooks through March 30. 772-9072. 
Studio 656, 656 Congress St., Portland. Works by 
John Driscoll are ongoing. Hours: Thurs and Fri 
noon-6pm. 871-3922. 
Thomas Spencer Gallery, Yarmouth. "Summer 
Days," Maine landscapes by Bobbi Heath; contin-
ues through March I. 846-3643. 
Toby Rosenberg Gallery 293 Read St., Portland. 
Handbags, clothing, cloth dolls, pottery, contem-
porary American crafts, sculpture and Judaica by 
artists Including Deena Whited, Susan Butler and 
Gail Platts are ongoing. Hours: Mon-Sun, 12-6pm. 
878-4590 
UMF Art Gallery, University of Maine, Farming-
ton. "Ephemera" by Dean Randazzo and "Quad-
rants" by James Mullen. Exhibits continue 
through March 6. 778-7001. 
museums 
Bates College Museum of Art Olin Arts Center 75 
Russel St., Lewiston. Hours: Mon-Sat I Oam- Spm, 
Sun lpm- Spm. Free. 786-6158. 
*Bates College Chapel: "From Lynn to Lhasa: Pho-
tographs of Cambodian, Chinese, and Tibetan Bud-
dhists in the United States," by Harvard University 
photographer Kris Snibbe. Feb- March. 
*Upper Gallery: "William Manning: Retrospective 
of Works on Paper." Lewiston native Manning has 
long been the cornerstone of abstraction in Maine. 
This retrospective explores the evolution of Man-
ning's work through his drawings and collages. 
Through March 31. 
*Lower Gallery: "Collection Highlights," selections 
from the museum collection featuring drawings 
by Marsden Hartley and others; and George Platt 
Lynes: Studio Photographs of Marsden Hartley 
from the Marsden Hartley Memorial Collection. 
Ongoing. 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art, 9400 College 
Station, Brunswick. Hours: Tues-Sat, !Oam--Spm; 
Sun, 2-Spm. Free. 725-3275. 
* "Select Selections" Recent additions to the per-
manent collection includes paintings, sculpture 
and works on paper. Included are works by 
Joseph Blackburn, Paul Klee, Vija Celmins, and 
Kiki Smith, as well as objects by non-Western cul-
tures. John H. Halford Gallery. Through April14. 
*Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum Hubbard Hall, 
Bowdoin College. Call 725-3416. 
"The S.S. Roosevelt: A Model of Strength" Exhibit 
includes a model of The Roosevelt, the ship that 
carried Robert E. Peary and his crew to the polar 
sea in 1905 and 1908, constructed by Richard De-
Vynck, based on his new research. Ongoing. 
* "Without Likeness" Paintings by Anne Harris 
continues through March 23. 
Bowdoin College, Moulton Union, Brunswick. 
"From the Mountains to the Sea," paintings by 
Penelope Moodey of Damariscotta, continues 
through Feb. 27. 725-3375. 
Center for Maine History Museum, 489 Congress 
Street, Portland. From Dairy to Doorstep: Milk De-
livery in New England, 186(}.1960 chronicles the 
origins of home milk delivery and the heyday of 
the milkman, runs through May 25. Hours: Man-
Sat 10am-5pm. 
Colby College Museum of Art Colby College, Wa-
terville. Hours: Mon-Sat lOam-4:30pm. Sun 2-
4:30pm. Free. 872-3228. 
• "Contemporary Prints and Photographs from the 
Bruce Brown Collection," features more than 100 
prints and 40 photographs from the most accom-
plished and innovative artists from the last 50 
years. Through March 23. 
*James McNeill Whistler: Etchings and Uthotints 
1858-1896." Forty etchings and lithotints by James 
McNeill Whistler. The works were created be-
tween 1858 and 1896 and depict daily life in the 
cities of Western Europe. Ongoing. 
Maine Maritime Museum 243 Washington St., 
Bath. "Working the Coast" an ongoing exhibit of 
painting by Helen St.,Clair, R. Valentine Gray, 
Stephen Etnier, Edith A. Sternfeld and Paul Rickert, 
Hours: Mon-Sun 9:30am - Spm. Admission: $8.75 
($6 under 17, kids under 6 free). 443-1316. 
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Port-
land. Hours: !Oam-Spm Tues, Wed, Thurs, Sat & 
Sun; 10pm-9pm Fri. Memorial Day through Colum-
bus Day open Mondays !Oam-Spm. Admission: $8 
($6 for students and seniors, $2 youth 6-17. Free 
for kids under 6). Free every Friday from 5-9pm. 
775-6148 or (800) 639-4067. 
* "Contemporary Art From the Permanent Collec-
tion," featuring the diversity of subject matter and 
style that have come to dominate the post-world 
war art scene. Ongoing. 
* "Prints by George Grosz: A Scathing Protrait of 
Weimar Germany" focuses on political interest in 
printed media, specifically photolithographic fac-
similes of his drawings, that allowed a large num-
ber of people to see his work rather than an elite 
few. Continues through May 11. 
• "Rediscovering Samuel Peter Rolt Triscott." Ex-
hibit features more than 60 examples of Trlscott's 
work-including watercolors, photographs, and a 
few rare oils-that span the breadth of his career. 
Continues through Mar. 9. 
* "Sebastiao Salgado: Migrations - Humanity in 
Transition and The Children" exhibit features 
more than 310 photographs by internationally-
renowned photographer Sebastiao Salgado. Con-
tinues through Mar. 23. 
* "Youth Art Month"- annual collaboration with 
teachers from the Maine Art Education Associa-
tion. More than 100 fascinating works by students 
of all grades from across the state will decorate the 
walls of our Cale in celebration of Maine's next 
generation of artists. Runs through March 30. 
The Saco Museum, 371 Main St., Saco. Hours: 
Mon-Fri, 12-4pm; Thurs. 4-Spm. 283-3861 xll4 
• "Dolls" by Lois McAuliffe: Original Art Dolls on 
display through February 27, 2003. 
• "The Friends of AI Carbee" Photography and col-
lage by AI Carbee runs through February 27,2003. 
other venues 
Katahdin Restaurant 106 High Street, Portland. On-
going exhibit of "Unconscious Drawings" by local 
artist Gina Adams. Opening reception Sunday, Feb. 
2, 1-4pm. Hours: Tues-Thurs, 5- 9:30pm; Fri -Sat, 
5 -!0:30pm. 774-1740. 
The Kitchen, 593 Congress St., Portland. "Hang 
Nail." Collaborative works by Jody Desjardins, 
Chris Monahan & Adam Tice. Show runs through 
February 28, 2003. 
SIP 576 Congress Street Portland- "A New Begin-
ning." Original Paintings by Lori Rae Palumbo 
Through February 28, 2003. 
Thos. Moser Showroom, Freeport. Richard Keen 
paintings continues through March. 865-4519. 
stagaooJ: _____ _ 
DANCE 
Contradance please bring clean, soft-soled shoes; chem-free, partner not necessary, Fal-
mouth Congregational Church, Falmouth. $3fchild to $7fadult, 725-9289. Instruction, dessert 
potluck and dance, March 1 at 7pm. 
Spring fling Dance to benefit Bowdoin's chapter of Habitat for Humanity, Bowdoin College, 
Sargent Gym, Brunswick. $20 to $35, 725-3375. March 1 at 8pm. 
Swing dance all ages, chem-free, Presumpscot Grange Hall, Portland. 653-5012. March 4, les-
son, 8 p.m.; dancing, 9 p .m. 
THEATER/COMEDY 
Comedy Connection Custom House Wharf, Portland. 774-5554. 
*Feb. 27 Portland's Funniest Professional contest hosted by Kevin Knox, 8:30pm, $6. 
*Feb. 28 & Mar. 1 Kevin Knox, Boston's wildman, w/Roe and TBA, 8:30pm, $10. 
*Mar. 2 Shane Kinney's Comedy showcase, 8:30pm, $6. 
* Every Sunday Shane Kinney's Comedy Showcase, 8:30pm, $6. 
"Frogz"- A theatrical menagerie of wonder, whimsy and wackiness performed by Imago The-
atre. Feb. 28, 7:30pm, $10f$5 children under 12, Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
725-3375. 
The Hurdy-Gurdy Puppet Show presents the Fisherman and His Soul at the St.Lawrence Arts 
and Community Center, 76 Congress St, Portland. Saturday mornings, March 1, 8, 15, 22 and 
29. Shows at 10, II, and 12noon, $3. 775-2004. 
"Mame" presented by the Lyric Music Theater based on the novel by Patrick Dennis and the 
play Auntie Marne by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee. Feb. 21, 22,23 &28; March 1, 2, 
7, 8 & 9. Fri &Sat 8pm; Sun 2:30pm, $15/ $13, reservations: 799-1421 or 799-6509. 
"Monty Python's Quest for the Holy Grall" presented by the Freeport High School Drama 
Dept. Feb. 27,28 and Mar 1, 7:30, $5 (dress as your favorite Monty Python character and get 
$1 ofQ, Freeport High, 40 Holbrook St. 865-4671 or ryan65@aol.com. 
"PVT. WARS" a play In one act. Dealing with three Vietnam vets who are recuperating in an 
Army hospital, combined by humor and compassion with uncompromising honesty. Feb. 
14- Mar. 9, Thurs. Fri & Sat 8pm f Sun 3pm, St. Lawrence Arts and Community Center, 76 
Congress St, Portland. Tickets/reservations call 775-5568. 
AUDITIONS 
The Children's Theatre of Maine will be holding auditions for upcoming productions of 
Anne of Green Gables and Les Acadiens , for children and adults, on Monday, March 3. Au-
ditioners should prepare a short monologue, poem or song. Minors should be accompanied 
by one parent or guardian. No individual appointments. 3:30-6pm for Experienced CTMers 
(students who have taken a class, workshop, or auditioned for CTM before) and 6:30-8:30pm 
for Newcomers to CTM. 317 Marginal Way in Portland. For more information, cali87S-2774. 
The Portland Players will be holding auditions for Chicago on Mar. 7, 6pm. Call backs are 
Mar. 8 between lOam & lpm. Be prepared to sing, dance and read. FMI: 
pfiles I @maine.rr.com. 
Renaissance Faire actors, musicians, dancers and more, needed for the upcoming season, 
all ages, Schoolhouse Arts Center, Sebago Lake, ME 926-5693, 9am-4pm. 
CALL FOR MUSICIANS 
Norway Summer Festival in Oxford Hills seeks performers. Festival organizers are inter-
ested in having a wide variety of live music at next year's Festival, and they encourage all 
musical performers, from solo performers to full band ensembles, who are interested In 
reaching a new and expanded audience to apply. Please call for an application 782-4496 or 
e-mail norwaymusic@yahoo.com. Deadline is March 1st. 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free seroice to our readers. To have a listing considered lor publication, send complete infor· 
mali on (including dates, times, costs, complete address, a contact telephone number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication. E-
mail: listings@maine.rr.com. 
By Aimsel Ponti 
though local musician Kate 
Schrock bas called Chicago, Man-
attan, Paris and Los Angeles 
home, she's glad to be back In the state 
where she was born for the release of her 
latest CD. Indiana was produced on her 
own label, Kakelane Music. I caught up 
with Kate in her kitchen, where over a 
pot of green tea, I listened to her spin the 
tale of this rich, new 12-song offering. 
"I approached this album with no 
agenda and no expectations," explained 
Schrock, a South Bristol native who now 
lives in Portland. She and good friend 
Dave DesRoches, a Canadian music icon 
and producer, assembled some musi-
cians for four days in a church in Hamil-
ton, Ontario. No fancy knobs were turned 
and there weren't 27 takes of each song; 
the result Is a crisp, genuine record that 
Is both haunting and Inspiring. 
• All the musicians played at the same 
time; it's the old school way," said 
Schrock. "None of these musicians knew 
they were going to come in for a record· 
1ng project. They got the caD the day we 
went Into the studio and stayed four 
days. They had never beard the music; 
we'd run through the songs maybe once 




Kate Schroc;k prepares to re-
lease her new CD, Indiana. 
PHOTO (OU!I:HS-Y Of THE ASYLUM 
sense of freedom and willingness to ex-
plore the material. "Because we did it 
live," Schrock recalled, "we were all re-
acting to each other In the moment." 
Her unique recording experience in 
Canada brought Schrock back to her 
musical roots. A few years back a jour-
ney to Northern Indiana helped her en-
gage her spiritual roots. Attending a fam· 
ily reunion and memorial service for her 
grandmother in the Sooner state struck 
a chord with her. "Instead of aspiring to 
be something you're not... just let go and 
be who you are, • Schrock said. "That's 
how this album came about." 
As I sat in Schrock's kitchen, memo-
table tracks such as "U Loving You~ and 
"Set Me In Motion" poured out of the 
speakers and lit up the room. Her vocals 
and piano are soothing, soulful and 
strong. The Canadian studio performers 
add another dimension through the In-
troduction of guitars, organs, drums and 
backup vocals. Indiana is a worthy ef-
fort that Is sure to put Kate Schrock on 
the map. 






The Alehouse 30 Market St, Port land. 253-5100. 
American Legion Post #62 17 Dunn St, Westbrook. 856-7152. 
Amigo 's 9 Dana St, Portland. 772-0772. 
Asylum 121 Center St, Portland. 772-B274. 
Barbara's Kitchen & Cafe 38B Cottage Road, 
South Portland. 767-6313. 
The Big Easy 55 Market St, Portland. B?l-8817. 
The Big Kahuna Cafe 142 Main St, Bridgton 647-9031. 
Bowdoin College Chapel Brunswick. 725-3321. 
Bramhall Pub 769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Breakaway 35 India St, Portland. 541-4804. 
Bridgeway Restaurant 71 Ocean St. South Portland. 799-5418. 
Brian Boru 57 Center St, Portland. ?B0-1506. 
Brooks Student Center University of Southern Maine, Gorham. ?B0-5003. 
Bull Feeney's 375 ForeSt, Portland. 773-7210. 
Casco Bay Lines, Casco Bay Lines Terminal, 
56 Commercial St, Portland. 774-7B71. 
Cathedral Church of St. Luke 143 State St, Portland. 772-5434. 
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception 307 Congress St, Portland. 773-7746. 
Center for Cultural Exchange I longfellow Square, Portland. 761- 1545. 
Chocolate Church Arts Center 79B Washington St. Bath. 442-8455. 
(.j, Thirsty's 726 Forest Ave, Portland. 77 5-66BI. 
Civic Center Between Spring and Free streets, Portland. 775-3458. 
Clyde's Pub 173 Ocean St, South Por tland. 799-4135. 
Commercial Street Pub 129 Commercial St, Portland. 76 1-9970. 
Corthell Concert Hall 37 College Ave, University of Southern Mai ne, 
Gorham campus. 780-5555. 
Crooker Theater Brunswick High School , 
Maquoit Road, Brunswick. 725-3B95. 
David's Restaurant 22 Monument Square, Portland. 773-4340. 
Deertrees Theatre & Cultural Centre 
Deertrees Road, Harrison . 5B3-6747. 
Digger's 440 ForeSt, Portland. 774-9595. 
Discovery Park l.l. Bean, Main Street. Freeport. (BOO) 559-0747 X37222 
Downeast Restaurant 705 Route 1, Yarmouth. B46-5161. 
First Parish Church of Portland 425 Congress St. Portland. 773-5747. 
The Flatbread Company 72 Commercial St, Portland. 772-B777. 
Free Street Taverna 12B Free St, Portland. 772-54B3. 
Geno's 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7B91. 
Granny's Burritos 420 ForeSt, Portland. 82B- 1579. 
Gritty McDuff's 396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739. 
Happy Cooking 7B Island Ave, Peaks Island. 766-557B. 
Headliners 35 Wharf St, Portland. 773-1570. 
The Iguana 52 Wharf St. Portland. 871-5B86. 
The Industry 50 Wharf St, Portland. B79-0B65. 
jonathan's Restaurant 92 Bourne lane, Ogunquit. 646-4777. 
Kennebunk Coffeehouse Routes I and 35, Kennebunk. 229-0212. 
Kresge Auditorium Bowdoin College campus, Brunswick. 725-3321. 
Liquid Blue 446 ForeSt, Portland. 774-9595. 
Local 188 188 State St, Portland. 761-7909. 
Ludke Auditorium University ol New England, 
716 Stevens Ave, Portland. 797-7261. 
Mast Cove Galleries Mast Cove lane, Kennebunkport. 967-3453. 
Mathew's Lounge 133 FreeSt, Portland. 253-1812. 
The Mercury 416 Fore St. Portland. B79-4007. 
Merrill Auditorium 20 Myrtle St. Portland. 842-0800. 
Moose Crossing Steakhouse 270 U.S. Route I, Falmouth. 781-4771. 
The Music Haii 2B Chestnut St. Portsmouth, NH. (603)433-3100. 
Old Orchard Beach Pavilion 17 Prospect St, Old Orchard Beach. 934-2024. 
Old Port Tavern 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Olin Arts Center 75 Russell St, Bates College, Lewiston. 786-6252. 
O'Rourke's Landing 175 West Benjamin Pickett St, South Portland. 767-3611. 
The Pavilion 188 Middle St, Portland. 773-6422. 
Plush 54 Wharf St, Portland. 774-9595. 
Portland Conservatory of Music 116 FreeSt, Portland. 775-3356. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Congress Square, Portland. 775-6148. 
Portland Public Market 25 Preble St, Portland. 228-2000. 
Pub 21 (Fifties Pub) 223 Congress St, Portland. 771-53B2. 
Rick's 100 Congress It, Portland. 775-7772. 
RiRa 7 2 Commercial St. Portland. 761-4446. 
The Roost Chicopee Road, Buxton. 642-2148. 
St. Lawrence Arts & Community Center 76 Congress St, Portland. 775-556B. 
Saco River Grange Hall Salmon Falls Road, Bar Mills. 929-6472. 
Sierra's Bar & Grill Routes 25 and 114, Gorham. B39-3500. 
Silver House Tavern 340 Fore It, Portland. 772-9885. 
Sisters 45 Danforth St, Portland. 774-1505. 
The Skinny 
Sky Bar 18B Middle St, Portland. 773-6422. 
Somewhere 117 Spring St, Portland. B71-9169. 
South Freeport Church 98 South Freeport St, Freeport. B65-4012. 
The Space 53B Congress St., Portland. 82B-5600 
Starbird Recital Hall 525 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-2733. 
State Street Church 159 State St, Portland. 774-6396. 
State Theatre 609 Congress St, Portland. 775-3331. 
The Station 272 St. john St, Portland. 773-3466. 
Three Dollar Dewey's 241 Commercial St, Portland. 772-3310. 
Top of the East 157 High St., Portland. 775-5411 
una 505 Fore St, Portland. B2B-0300. 
The Underground 3 Spring St. Port land. 773-3315. 
The Well 369 Forest Ave., Portland. B28-177B 
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thurspry 
The Alehouse 
Boombazi (hip hop funk/21 +) 
The Big Easy 
Granny's Rock Revival 
(2 bands/rock/9pmj$5/21 +) 
Bramhall Pub 
The Jerks of Grass 
(bluegrassf9:30pmf$ 2/21 +) 
Brian Born 
Stream (reggae/9pm/no cover/21+) 
Center For Cultural Exchange 
Sharq Arab Music Ensemble 
(Classical Middle Eastern/Spm/$12) 
Free Street Taverna 
Open Mic w/ Tyler of Sly Chi 
(9:30/ no cover/21 +) 
Geno's 
Live Poet's Society 
(poetry/prose/9pm/ 21 +) 
Headliners 
DJ Baby J (9pm/21 +) 
Moose Crossing Steakhouse 
David Wells/Gerry Berry Quartet 
w/ Special Guests 
(7pm-10:30/no cover/all ages) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Mike C 
(9:30pm/no cover/21 +) 
O'Rourke's Landing 
Acoustic Open Mic w/Ken Grimsley & 
Ben Roy (9pm/ no cover) 
Sierra's 
Karaoke w/ Stormin' Norman 
(9:30pm-12:30/21+) 
The Station 
Karaoke Contest($ prizes/9pm) 
The Well 




(rockabilly/9pm/cover tba/21 +) 
Bramhall Pub 
Karaoke wf Don Corman 
(lOpmfno cover/21+) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 
Bobby Laine (piano/6-!0pm) 
Brian Born 
Pneuma (9pm/no cover/21 +) 
Bull Feeney's 
Red Light Revue (9:30pm/no cover/2 1+) 
Geno's 
The Marvels 
(9pmfcover tba/21 +) 
Headliners 
DJ Seanne (9pm/21 +) 
Norway Cofeehouse 
Open Mic to Benefit AWAP 
(Abused Women Advocacy Project 
(sign-up at 6:30pm/$3) 
Located at the Unit. Univ. Church 
on Main St., Norway 
Old Port Tavern 
Riot Act (9pm/cover tba/21 +) 
Sisters 
DJ (9pmf$2/21 +) 
The State Theatre 





Boston DJ's (dance/ 
hip-hop/r&b/reggae/9pm/$5) 
Una 
DJ Mike Said (house music/9:30pm/no 
cover/21 +) 
The Well 
The KingPin Wrecking Crew 
(funk/5:30pmf$7) 
DJ Darkhart (goth,industrial/ lOpm/$5) 
sat t.t rday 
Bramhall Pub 
Pat Foley (!Opm/no cover/21+) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 
Bobby Laine (Piano/6-lOpm) 
Buxton Tavern 
Living Large (9:30pm/no cover) 
Rt.22, Buxton, FMI ca ll 929-8668 
Geno's 
Big Meat Hammer w/ Special 
Guest Psycho (9pmfcover tba/21 +) 
Headliners 
DJ Baby J (9pm/21 +) 
Old Port Tavern 
Strict 9 (9pm/cover tba/21 +) 
Sisters 
Top 40's DJ (8:30pm/$3j$5/21+) 
St. Lawrence Arts and Community 
Center 
Eggbot w/ Special Guest 
Conlusitron (3pm-6/$5/all ages) 
Una 
DJ Nicotine/DJ Marcus 
(chilled/soulful house 
music/9:30pm/no cover/21 +) 
The Well 






Irish sess ion music (3-7pm) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Mike C (9:30pm/no 
cover/21 +) 
Portland Public Market 
Worn Out Coyotes (12pm-2/ no cover) 
St. Lawrence Arts and Community 
Center 
The Piners: Nashville Pine CD Release 
Party 
(bluegrass/7:30pmf$ 1 0/$7) 
The Station 
Oldies Dance 1950-1 980 (no cover) 
The Well 
Genesis Night (variety/ 7pm/no cover) 
mollj1ay 
The Big Easy 
Ryan McCalmon (9pmf$3) 
Free Street Taverna 
Open mic w/ Tyler of Sly Chi (9pm/no 
cover) 
Merrill Auditorium 
Tori Amos w/ Special Guest 
(7:30pm/$45/reserved) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Sid (9:30pm/no cover/21 +) 
The Station 
Karaoke and Open Mic (9pm/no cover) 
Stillhouse Studio Theatre 
Chriss & Colleen 
(acoustic folk/7:30pm/$5 donation) 
108 High St., 2nd Floor, Portland 
tues~ay 
The Alehouse 
Open Mic Night (no cover/21 +) 
The Big Easy 
Sly Chi (Funk/ !Opmj$3/21+) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 
AI Doane Jazz Jam (7-10pm/no cover) 
Bull Feeney's 
Open Mic Night (8pm/no cover) 
Geno's 
Ladies' Night (21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Sid (9:30/no cover/21+) 
Una 
DJ Marcus 




A Band Beyond Description 
w/ special guests from Strange Pleasure 
Gam band/9:30pm/$2/21+) 
The Big Easy 
Mike Taylor (Funk/9:30pmf$3f21 +) 
Breakaway 
The Maine Songwriters Showcase 
(8pm/no cover/21+) 
Downeast Restaurant 
Port City Jazz (7-9pm/no cover) 
Geno's 
Dr. Farren's Open Mic Music Clinic 
(7:30pm/21 +) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Mike C (9:30/no cover/21+) 
Three Dollar Dewey's 
Acoustic Open Mic Night 
(8pm/no cover) 
TheWeU 
Open Mic Night (8pm/no cover) 
I ill! £1 [~seen 
The Sleeping Giant 
RY AN ELLI S 
ertain wish list recently appeared In 
nether Portland publication, full of 
opes for the upcoming year. One of 
the wishes beckoned for a band from Maine 
to finally "make it big," not just sign a record 
deal, but get a video into rotation on MTV 
and perhaps chat It up with Carson Daly on 
Total Request Live. Several bands from the 
area have come painfully close: Rustic Over-
tones, 6gig and Jeremiah Freed. But, unfor-
tunately, things just haven't worked out for 
these bands on a national leveL Anyone 
who's spent anytime in clubs around the 
Portland area Imows that there've been 
plenty of talented bands that have come and 
gone, only to leave people asking "what if?" 
Well, "what If" I told you that Maine's great-
est hope of hitting the big tlme was about 
thirty minutes south of Portland in a little 
town called ArundeL. .and that they were 
called The Fizz. Would you believe it? I did-
o 't at first. The who? The Fizz. Learn the 
name and learn it well . For it's only a com-
mon courtesy that we get t o lmow our 
homegrown diamonds-in-the-rough, before 
they become national treasures . Too good 
to be true? Most wishes sound that way. 
boardist. 
"For the last few years we've been concen-
trating on (three ] things-writing, recording 
original material , and courting record compa-
nies," said Ty Drown, the 27 year old guitarist 
and vocalist. 
"We decided to go about things a bit differ-
ent than most bands. Why wait to be discov-
ered, when you can make them come to you?" 
asked Jamie Adams, the 27 year old drummer. 
In fact, that's just what The F"lzz have done, 
gaining recent interest from Warner Bros. , 
"There's a lot of people who really believe 
we have what it takes. Not to just get a deal, 
that's been done before, but to go as high as 
scoring a top-ten hit. Sometimes we're taken 
back at how much all these people believe in 
us," Ty Drown said. 
"Everyone lmows that in this business, it's 
not just how good you are, but more impor-
tantly, who you lmow. That's unfortunate for 
bands that live in 'Nowheresville,' who might 
be really talented and never get discovered. 
And as far as we're concerned, Portland's not 
I first discovered The Fizz on a business 
trip to Manhattan. After a long day of fighting 
traffic, I stopped by a club in the Village called 
The Elbow Room. ! relaxed for a while and lis-
tened to a few mediocre local bands. They 
were all good musicians but none of the songs 
really jumped out at me. Just after paying my 
bill and right before reaching the door, a young 
four piece band took the stage. I was reeled 
back in and fast. It was one of the freshest 
sounds I'd heard in a long time. After regaining 
my seat, I was treated to one of the most di-
verse sets I'd ever seen live. Rock, yes, but 
with pop, punk, ska, and alternative thrown 
around throughout the songs. No two songs 
sounded the same, there weren't any space 
fillers and there was no way that this band 
wasn't a polished act under the belt of Warner 
Bros. or Capitol Records. Well, I was wrong, 
dead wrong. After the set the band told me 
that they were from Maine. I almost choked. 
Being from Portsmouth myself, and having 
spent years working in the New England mu-
sic scene, I wondered how I hadn't heard of 
The Fizz before. Why haven't they been played 
on any local radio stations? Did they ever play 
the patio on top of One City Center? Maybe 
they had and I'd just been asleep. ! would soon 
learn that The F"lzz hadn't done these things or 
a lot of other things most local bands do. 
(left to right): KC Drown, Ty Drown, Jamie Adams, Dannel Perkins. PHoro couRTESY oF RYAN ""' 
"We spend our time writing and recording," 
explained KC Drown, the 24 year old bassist. 
"We played the club circuit around New 
England and New York for years , then realized 
that we couldn't take this thing to the next 
level by playing a show for the bartender in 
Palmer, Massachusetts," added Dannel 
Perkins, the 27 year old singer and key-
Capitol Records, and a slew of indie labels. At 
this point, the band says that they are taking 
it slow and weighing all of their options. 
"It's a pretty exciting time. We're on the 
phone or on the computer all day with these 
guys," KC Drown said. 
A few years ago, after burning themselves 
out on the club scene, The Fizz moved in an-
other direction, a very secluded direction. 
"I lmow a lot of people had thought that we 
had broken up because one day we just 
stopped playing in Portland," said Adams. 
"They thought we just fell off the planet or 
something," added KC Drown. 
However, that is far from the truth. The F"lzz 
have been crafting an arsenal of songs. 
They've written over a hundred original tunes 
and have recorded sixty of them to date in 
their own private recording studio. But what's 
an arsenal without an army? Not much, but 
that's exactly what The F"lzz have been build-
ing. Perkins went out to Los Angeles for an 
eight month period and started gathering in-
dustry people who were interested in pushing 
their music. Now, six months after his return, 
The Fizz have a team of people on each coast 
who are dedicated to making this band blow 
up. 
"They do everything from handing out 
stickers to setting up industry showcases," 
Adams said. 
much bigger. We had to hit the L.A. market 
and get some powerful, connected people on 
our side. And we have that now," Perkins said. 
With team-Fizz securely In place, the band 
began to work on new projects, including a 
top-notch website and a video chronicle enti-
tled "Filthy Pop." The video is sort of a Rock-
umentary, if you will, without all the serious 
talk about drug addictions and suicide at-
tempts. Instead, fans will be treated to a forty-
five minute onslaught of F"lzz antics on the 
road, backstage and In the studio. I have been 
granted a sneak preview, and It is truly hilari-
ous and unique. I fact, unique is a good word 
to describe The Fizz, along with talented, de-
tennined and absolutely crazy. In a town like 
Portland, where the same bands play the 
same two clubs three times a week, a little 
uniqueness is exactly what the music scene 
needs. 
Only tlme will tell If The Fizz will get to 
stand next to Carson, or if we'll see them on 
"Before They Were Rock Stars." Who lmows-
maybe someone's wish will come true. But if 
they do "make it big," I'm sure it will be a sur-
prise to everyone in Malne .. . everyone but 
The Fizz. 
For more information on The Fizz, visit their 
website, www.the fizz.net. 
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•• R·oad to Perdition •• 
••••• by Tom Kee ne _ _ ____ ..... ltft:t:t.Jf$] f¥.11 
At just under two hours, ''Road To Perdi-
tion" is the perfect length for this type of 
movie. Any longer and it would tell too 
much; any shorter and something vital 
would have been left out. It's rated "R" 
for violence and language; I give it four 
out of five stars simply for the remarkable 
acting by Hanks and Newman. Without 
them, this would be a two or three star 
film with great photography and little else. 
F:om the opening scene of "Road to Perdi-ion ", released this week on DVD and VHS, the end of the film is clear. There is-
n't a lot of suspense here, and the story is 
rather predictable; Depression-era mobsters 
in the Mid-West deal violently with disloyalty, 
greed in the rank and file, and people who 
talk too much. The narration that begins and 
(Daniel Craig) and Sullivan, and it starts when 
the Boss orders Michael and Conner to visit 
the brother of the "guest of honor at the 
wake," saying "just talk to him- no more .. . " 
Michael, Jr. witnesses that talk, and the 
bloodshed is compounded until Sullivan is 
forced to take his son on a revenge-motivated 
six week crime spree. It's here that the film 's 
only spot of humor takes place, as the father 
teaches his 12 year old son how to drive. For 
every dad who has been through that horri-
fying ordeal, tears of laughter will flow and 
memories -good and bad- will flood back. 
However, few fathers have had to teach a son 
to serve as the get-away driver following bank 
robberies. 
Some of the most memorable scenes in-
volve Hanks and Newman as fathers , each 
forced by circumstances to make terrible 
choices . Both actors draw the audience into 
their pain, leading us to care about them even 
as they act in ways no normal dad would. 
After the death of his wife and youngest son, Michael Sullivan (Tom Hanks) 
and his surviving son Michael, Jr. (Tyler Hoechlin) embark on a journey of ret· 
ribution and redemption in "Road to Perdition. • 
ends the film is weak, supporting actors are 
flat, as is much of the dialogue. Essentially, 
"Road To Perdition" is The Godfather Goes 
Midwestern. John Rooney is a mob boss with 
a disappointing son who loves, trusts and re-
spects an orphan he raised like a son much 
more than his natural child. This child grows 
up to become Rooney's hit man, Michael Sul-
livan. If you've seen the Godfather movies , 
you know how movie mobsters operate in 
New York; the Chicago families are run the 
same way. But this isn't as clever and reveal-
ing as those classic films. 
But the performances of Tom Hanks as 
Michael Sullivan and Paul Newman as John 
Rooney are outstanding. Without Tom Hanks 
and Paul Newman, it's just an average film. 
Not a poor film, just not a story that sticks out 
in the mind. Sullivan appears to be a man 
with some bit of faith which he can't recon-
cile with his profession; he carries a gun and 
a rosary. But his loyalty is to Mr. Rooney, as 
he tells his son, Michael, Jr, "When we had 
nothing, Mr. Rooney gave us a home." 
There's a piano duet at a wake as the film 
begins which sets the stage about the rela-
tionship between Rooney and Sullivan. It's 
obvious to all present that there's bound to 
be trouble involving Conner, Rooney's son 
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These two men are wonderfully gifted ac-
tors, and every moment they are on the 
screen, "Road To Perdition" is marvelous to 
watch. When they are together, acting is 
raised from a craft to an art form. 
There are several confrontations between 
them; when they meet in a church basement 
and later, outdoors in the rain, this becomes 
a heart-breaking film about how even the 
deepest love and most profound respect can 
be overwhelmed by greed. 
Another brief but outstanding image 
comes when the Sullivan's, father and son, 
drive away from the home they'll never see 
again and Michael's abandoned bicycle is 
caught in the headlights of their car. The cam-
era angles, colors and focus techniques are 
grandly superior to the quick cuts and blind-
ing speed of Hollywood's typical movie. We're 
given time to absorb what we see, thus able 
to understand what is happening to both fa-
thers as they try to cope with impossible 
choices. 
"Road To Perdition" is the second film from di· 
rector Sam Mendes, who began his career on 
the highest of notes, winning Oscars with 
"American Beauty" for best director, picture, 
actor, screenplay and best cinematography. 
Be sure to check out Movie Times & 
Local Theater Info on our website: 
/f cascobayweekly.com/cbw2003/ 
movies/times.stm 
This film also could easily be nominated for 
several Academy Awards: Conrad Hall's pho-
tography is breathtaking, Jude Law as a hit 
man/crime photographer should be considered 
for best supporting actar. Both Hanks and New-
man are remarkable. Best actor competitors 
wouldn 't be a stretch. Everyone else is ordi-
nary, or less. 
New Video Releases 
Now Available 
• Beauty and the Beast: 
Belle's Magical World 
• Knockaround Guys 
• Road to Perdition 
• Snipes 
•The Tuxedo 
• Tuck Everlasting 
Coming 3.4.2003 
• Jonah: A VeggieTafes Movie 
• Rlngu 
• The Ring 
.. Tuck Everlasting .. 
When I saw this film in a theatre last summer. I heard a number of younger peo-
ple exclaiming after the movie how "cute" jesse was. and how "beautiful" Winnie 
was. All I could think about was how wrinkled Sissy Spacek looked-she has cer-
tainly aged since Carrie! I rate it with three out of five stars. 
by Tom Keene 
Released Tuesday on DVD and VHS, "Tuck Everlasting" is the story of two families imprisoned by quite different 
fates . One, the wealthy Foster family of up-
state New York, must keep up appearances, 
which has a terrible impact on their only 
child, Winifred. (Alexis Bledel of "The Gilmore 
Girls ') The other family are the Tucks, who 
have a wonderful and horrible secret-they 
have found the Fountain of Youth and will 
never die. 
This is wonderful because, of course, 
everybody wants to live forever. It is horrible 
because living forever isn't all that wonderful. 
Therein is the core of the film 's conflict. 
Young Winnie meets very old Jesse Tuck, 
(Jonathan Jackson of TV's General HospitaO 
but both appear to be about the same age. 
And of course they discover freedom in one 
another and fall in love. 
Mr. and Mrs. Foster (Victor Garber and 
Amy Irving) want their daughter to have 
every advantage, so they plan to send her 
away to a private school. Winnie wants only 
to be like the other children, but she's never 
been allowed to have anything to do with 
them. On a visit to town, she attempts to join 
the local kids in a game of baseball, but is 
torn away by her horrified mother. Winnie 
then stares longingly beyond 
the iron gates of her stately 
home, wishing for adventure 
and freedom. 
Her reverie is interrupted 
by a mysterious stranger 
(Ben Kingsley) who is trying 
to find some 'long-lost 
friends ' who may live in this 
area. He's been tracking 
down the Tucks family for 
years, believing that they 
have found the secret of life 
everlasting. He plays a key 
role later in the film . 
niques used in so many recent movies. The 
story is based on a well-known children's 
story by Natalie Babbitt, a tale familiar to 
middle-school students, in which the idea of 
making wise choices is explored. And that is 
the substance of the film as well . 
When Winnie meets Jesse's parents and 
brother, (William Hurt, Sissy Spacek, and 
Scott Bairstow) she slowly begins to under-
stand the meaning and value of life, whether 
short and natural , or long and unending. An-
gus Tuck (Hurt) calms and informs her with 
a variation on Plato's wisdom for living: 
"Don't be afraid of death, only of the unlived 
life." Plato condemned the unexamined life 
as not worth living, but the effect is the same. 
A wise choice must be made, and the audi-
ence is practically forced to think about it 
themselves. It's not as simple as one might 
think, and that is the great value of "Tuck 
Everlasting '~it lays out both arguments elo-
quently. 
There is nothing at all wrong with the film. It 
has some humor, a grand love story, several 
subplots of interest, generally excellent acting 
and it provokes some serious thinking. Overall, 
it is a bit bland, though. Nothing about it grabs 
you by the heart or the mind and enthralls you. 
When Winnie is told she's 
going to be sent away, she 
decides to escape her prison 
and her fate, and runs deep 
into the woods. Here, the 
real adventure begins and 
my plot revelation stops, for 
the questions asked and the 
Winnie Foster (Alexis Bledel, left), a 1914 teenage girl 
longing for an extraordinary life. runs away from home 
and meets jesse Tuck Oonathan jackson. right). a boy 
unlike any she's ever met before in "Tuck Everlasting." 
answers given are too complicated and in-
teresting to be revealed here. 
"Tuck Everlasting" is a film of great visual 
beauty, filmed in rich colors and without a 
lot of the frazzled hand-held camera tech-
"Tuck Everlasting" is a very interesting film, 
well worth seeing. It is just not gripping to this 
just-past-middle-<Jged viewer. Running an hour 
and a half, this Wall Disney film is rated PG for 
mature themes and some violence. 
Agricultural books 
and publications 
Contributed by Michael Hofferber 
www.FarmersMarketOnline.com 
Crustacean Farming: 
Ranching and Culture 
by John Wickins and Daniel Lee 
Blackwell Science Inc., 2002 
www.blackwell-science.com 
Crustacean farming is one of the world's fastest growing forms of aquaculture. It is a high-risk indus-
try with potential for both substantial prof-
its and serious losses. "Crustacean Farm-
ing," authored by John Wickins and Dan 
Lee, has been a principal reference for the 
commercial cultivation of shrimp, prawns, 
caryfish, lobsters, crabs and spiny lob-
sters. 
A new edition of Wickins and Lee's au-
thoritative text, published by Blackwell 
Science, builds on the success of the 1992 
edition with chapters on ranching and re-
stocking operations as well as raising or-
namental shrimp and small crustaceans 
for live food in fish and shellfish hatch-
eries. 
Stimulated by stories of crustacean farm 
successes and failures worldwide, the au-
thors decided to update their book with 
new research and cost analysis informa-
tion. "In the present substantial revision 
we attempt to provide the technical infor-
mation required, and to address some of 
the problems to be faced by those new to 
the industry," they explain. 
The authors have also updated sections 
on crustacean diseases, genetics and nu-
trition to reflect new research findings and 
technologies. As a result, "Crustacean Farm-
ing" not only provides the informational 
foundation for developing new aquacul-
ture enterprises, but also suggests ways 
that existing operations can make critical 
improvements to keep pace with a rapidly 
expanding industry. 
Farm Power and 
Machinery Management 
by Donnell Hunt 
Iowa State University, 200 I 
www.isupress.com 
0 n most farms, the cost of owning and operating its machinery ex-ceeds all other costs except the 
cost of land use; in some cases it is the 
most expensive part of the business. Effi-
cient selection, operation and mainte-
nance of this machinery is absolutely crit-
ical to the viability of the farm. 
"Farm Power and Machinery Manage-
ment," now in its lOth edition, has been a 
reliable guide to the costing, performance 
calculation and operation of agricultural 
machinery for almost half a century. It has 
been used as a textbook in ag schools for 
two generations and continues to serve as 
a practical guide for students and profes-
sionals in the field. 
The latest edition incorporates conser-
vation tillage practices and equipment, 
new tire ratings, and a special section on 
instrumentation which includes engine 
sensing and GPS field location devises . In-
ternational tractor testing procedures are 
discussed in greater detail along with cur-
rent developments in combines and balers. 
As in the past, the text covers most as-
pects of machine performance, power, op-
erator performance, costs, and equipment 
selection. A section of laboratory exercises 
is included in the back of the book along 
with appendices for estimating machinery 
costs and equipment prices. 
Renovating Barns. 
Sheds. and Outbuildings 
by Nick Engler 
Storey Books, 200 I 
www.storeybooks.com 
Tearing down that old barn or out-building and putting up a new struc-ture may be quicker and easier than 
attempting a renovation, but it may not be 
the most economical or attractive option. 
Many farm owners have a personal or pro-
fessional interest in preserving the histor-
ical and architectural character of their 
buildings and making repairs or modifica-
tions can often make the structures useful 
for another generation. 
In "Renovating Barns, Sheds and Out-
buildings, "woodworker and craltman Nick 
Engler explains how to renovate or restore 
rather than replace old farm buildings. He 
begins with a primer on barn design, then 
explains how to square and strengthen a 
structure, expand or modify its layout, re-
pair or replace roofing and siding, install 
new windows and doors , and add elec-
tricity or plumbing. 
Engler's book may be the only one cur-
rently in print that offers fixes for swaying 
roofs, splintered timbers, buckled stone 
foundations and rotting pole-barn posts. 
He includes practical advice on evaluating 
old buildings under current building codes 
and calculating the costs of a renovation 
project. 
Printed with the permission of 
Farmer's Market Online, located at 
www.FarmersMarketOnline.com 
For more info about books in Portland 
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Cross' Cape Town 
Spring merging into summer. Waterfront cafe. Paddle fans slowly turning over-
head ... relaxing into the sweet aroma of a Cuban cigar. Last day of a two week tour 
of South Africa's diamond and platinum mines. 
She commented on the passing ship. I complimented her on her ring. She seemed 
pleased, explained it was a family beidoom, bad been her grandmother's, and she loved 
it, it was simple . .. comfortable. 
T told her r was a jeweler from America. Asked if I could make a ring like it. She 
said she would be honored to have her grandmother's ring in America. This is the ring 
seen that gentle spring day in South Africa. 
Comfortable. Low profile. Design can be worn aU the time ... for a lifetime, then passed 
on to the next generdtion. Your diamond or ours.Stop in to see this delightful ring. 
Call or write for our free Cape Town brochure. 
Cross Jewelers 
Manufacturing Jewelers Since 1908 
570Congress SL, Ponland. ME0410 
www.erossjewelers.com/dia 
1-800-433-2988 
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Order 162.()2/03 Order Declaring Lighthouses 
on Parade Festival (May 1, 2003- September 
30,2003) and Authorizing Manager to Execute 
License Agreement - Sponsored by Joseph E. 
Gray, Jr., City Manager. 
The order will formalize the terms of agree-
ment between the City and Out Front Pro-
ductions, the organizer of the Lighthouses on 
Parade project. The project involves finding 
contributors to sponsor a fiberglass light-
house (approximately 10' tall). The light-
houses will be decorated by an artist and 
then auctioned with proceeds going to char-
ity. The lighthouses will be installed and on 
display from May through mid-September, 
2003 in different locations throughout the 
city. 
Order 163.()2!03 Order Discontinuing a Por-
tion of Surrenden Street and Winslow Street; 
Discontinuing Grand Street; and Accepting a 
Portion of Newly Laid Winslow Street- Spon-
sored by Joseph E. Gray, Jr., City Manager. 
USM is planning the construction of a parking 
garage on Bedford Street. In order to accom-
plish the project, they need to discontinue 
several streets or portions thereof (Grand, 
Surrenden, and Winslow), as well as lay out a 
new portion of Winslow Street. The city will 
be reserving public utility and public access 
easements over Surrenden and Winslow 
Streets. 
UCENSES: 
Order 16#J2/03 Order Granting Municipal Of-
ficer's Approval of: Norm's Bar and Grill, Inc., 
d/b/a Norm's Bar &Grill, 617 Congress Street. 
Existing Business in New location. Sponsored 
by Linda C. Cohen, City Clerk. 
Norm's Bar & Grill is moving across the street 
from 606 Congress Street to 61 7 Congress 
Street, replacing the Carricom Restaurant. 
Normand Jabar is planning to open "The 
Downtown Lounge" at 606 Congress Street 
location later this year. 
Order 1 65.()2!03 Order Granting Municipal Of-
ficer's Approval of: Thai House, Chilli Restau-
rant, 40 Portland Street. Restaurant with Beer 
and Wine. New City & State License . Spon-
sored by Linda C. Cohen, City Clerk. New 
owners are replacing Far East Restaurant. 
The application is for the same type of license 
that Far East has now, Beer and Wine License 
and Food Service with Preparation. 
Order 166.()2!03 Order Granting Municipal Of-
ficer's Approval of: Chad J. Anderson, d/b/a 
Gallery 73, 29 Forest Avenue. License for Spe-
32 Casco Boy Weekly 
cia! Entertainment with Dance . Sponsored 
by Linda C. Cohen, City Clerk. Owner Chad 
Anderson has opened a multi-use space he 
says "is designed to promote the arts and cul-
ture of Portland through puppet shows, the-
atrical events, and mixed media shows". The 
application is for a Special Entertainment Li-
cense with Dance. 
Order 167.()2!03 Order Port Side Lobster, LLC, 
d/b/a Port Side Lobster, 85 Commercial 
Street. Existing Business Adding Beer & Wine 
License . Sponsored by Linda C. Cohen, City 
Clerk. Port Side Lobster opened last summer. 
They want to add beer and wine to their 
menu. They are located in the Old Port Over-
lay Zone, but they anticipate that their rev-
enues from the sale of food will substantially 





Order 156.()2!03 Order Authorizing Indebted-
ness for Airport Expansion in an Amount not 
to Exceed $14,214,483 (PFC III). Sponsored by 
the Finance Committee, Councilor Jill C. Du-
son, Chair. 
In 2002 the City Counc.il authorized the Port-
land Jetport to submit a third Passenger Fa-
cilities Charge (PFC) application to the fed-
eral government, FAA, to allow collection of 
PFC charges for certain purposes. On No-
vember 29, 2002, the FAA approved our ap-
plication for funding for PFC III in the total 
amount of $14,214,483. The Jetport has now 
been approved to construct these nine proj-
ects and to be reimbursed for these projects 
over the next several years through the PFC 
program as these charges are collected. 
These projects are: 
I. Terminal Canopy Completion- $2,533,199 
Project is Complete. 
2. Baggage Claim Expansion and Improve-
ments - $4,143,300. 
Design is 95% complete, construction to start 
summer 2003. 
3. Passenger Boarding Bridge Acquisition -
$! '190,528. 
Design is 95% complete, construction to start 
summer 2003. 
4. Passenger Boarding Bridge - Regional Jet 
Modifications- $146, 527. 
Modifications to start summer 2003. 
5. Runway ll/29 Upgrade- $!,141,283. 
40% of work has been completed and antici-
pate two more construction seasons to com-
plete. 
6. Taxiway Improvements- $188,374. 
Work to begin spring 2004. 
Agenda & Minutes from Portland City Council's Regular Meeting: 
7. Terminal Roadway System Expansion -
$3,033,152. 95% of work has been completed. 
8. Snow Removal Equipment Acquisition -
$1,784,926. Purchase two vehicles in 2003 and 
three vehicles in 2004. 
9. PFC Application Preparation Costs -
$53,195. Application complete. 
The City Council must now authorize the Jet-
port to finance them with a borrowing 
through a revenue-backed, non-recourse line-
of-credit or note and appropriate the funds. 
The city does not pledge property tax rev-
enue nor the credit of the city to guarantee 
the note. The future collection of PFC charges 
will secure and repay the debt. This matter 
was reviewed by the Finance Committee on 
June 13, 2002, and was recommended for pas-
sage by the City Council upon receipt of the 
final approval from FAA, which the city has 
now received. This item must be read on two 
separate days. It was given a first reading on 
February 3rd. Seven affirmative votes are re-
quired for passage after public comment. 
Order 157.()2/03 Order Appropriating 
$14,214,483 (PFC Ill) from Borrowing Pro-
ceeds for the Portland International Jetport. 
Sponsored by the Finance Committee, Coun-
cilor Jill C. Duson, Chair. 
This order is the companion order to the pre-
vious one. It appropriates the funds from the 
borrowing proceeds to authorize the expen-
ditures. This item must be read on two sepa-
rate days. It was given a first reading on Feb-
ruary 3rd. Five affirmative votes are required 
for passage after public comment. 
Order 1 58.()2/03 Order Amending Bond Order 
7 4-02/03 Adopted October 21, 2002 . Spon-
sored by the Finance Committee, Councilor 
Jill C. Duson, Chair. 
This order amends the purpose for which a 
portion of the city General Obligation Bonds 
were originally issued and now changes the 
appropriation for a portion of the proceeds 
for use in repairing and improving the Maine 
State Pier. The order de-authorizes $650,000 
of the originally approved and appropriated 
funding in the October 21, 2002 General Oblig-
ation Bond order to fund the construction of 
the Brighton/Colonial/ Marlow/Woodford 
sewer separation project and re-appropriate 
the funds for repairs and capital improve-
ments to the Maine State Pier. The previous 
authorization for the sewer separation proj-
ect, in the total amount of $3,000,000 would 
be decreased by $650,000 and then replen-
ished in subsequent years as part of a future 
capital improvement program. This item 
must be read on two separate days. Jt was 
given a first reading on February 3rd. Seven 
affirmative votes are required for passage af-
ter public comment. 
Order 1 59-02!03 Order Re-Appropriating 
February 19, 2003 
$650,000 for the City's Maine State Pier Pro-
ject . Sponsored by the Finance Committee, 
Councilor Jill C. Duson, Chair. 
This order amends the appropriation of the 
previously described bond proceeds for the 
following described capital projects and all 
other expenses incidental and related hereto 
as described in the previous order as follows: 
The re-appropriation of $650,000 from the 
original and unspent total appropriation of 
$3,000,000 of the October 21, 2002 General 
Obligation order. The bond order originally 
appropriated these funds for the 
Brighton/Colonial/Marlow/Woodford sewer 
separation project. 
This portion of the appropriation would be 
closed and then re-appropriated for the pur-
pose of paying for repairs and capital im-
provements at the Maine State Pier and for 
the purchase of a passenger gangway. This 
item must be read on two separate days. It 
was given a first reading on February 3rd. 
Five affirmative votes are required for pas-
sage after public comment. 
Order 160-02!03 Order Appropriating $140,000 
in HUD Housing Funds to York-Cumberland 
Housing Development Corporation Re: Pur-
chase of Land on Frederic Street . Sponsored 
by the Housing Committee, Councilor Karen A 
Geraghty, Chair. 
This order will appropriate $140,000 from the 
city's HUD housing funds to York-Cumberland 
Housing Development Corporation (YCH) for 
the purchase of land on Frederic Street. YCH 
intends to develop the site as a 3{}-unit effi-
ciency apartment building for persons coming 
out of the Oxford Street Shelter. YCH will also, 
in a future phase, develop the remainder of the 
site as 2{}-mixed income family apartments. 
Additional funds from the city are expected 
to be requested for Phase I development 
costs later this year. 
On January 13, 2003, YCH entered into a con-
tract with the owner of the Frederic Street 
parcel. YCH has 60 days to complete the sale. 
In addition to the city funds requested, YCH 
is seeking acquisition assistance from Maine 
State Housing Authority. YCH will use its own 
agency resources to cover the remaining ac-
quisition costs. The parcel is over one acre in 
size. Two-thirds of the site is expected to be 
used for the single room occupancy, one-
third for family apartments. All uses are sub-
ject to site plan review and other applicable 
city/state approvals. A contract zone will be 
needed for this project. In order to build the 
project, YCH will be applying for low income 
housing tax credits, MSHA and Federal Home 
Loan Bank financing. Site control is a thresh-
old criteria for these resources. This item 
must be read on two separate days. It was 
given a first reading on February 3rd. Five af-
firmative votes are required for passage after 
public comment. 
Order 161.()2/03 Order Authorizing Amend-
ment to City Code Sec. 14-49 (Zoning Map 
Amendment) Re: Contract for Rezoning for 
40-42 Auburn Street . Sponsored by the Plan-
ning Board, Jaimey Caron, Chair. 
Bath Savings Institution is requesting a zone 
change for the property located at 40-42 
Auburn Street to develop a 2,882 sq. ft. 
branch with a drive-through window and 
drive-through ATM. The parcel is approxi-
mately 39,548 sq. ft. The property is zoned B-
1/R-3. The B-1 zone allows banks but does not 
allow drive-through uses. The Planning Board 
held a public hearing on January 14, 2003, 
and voted 4-1 to recommend the approval of 
the proposed B-1/R-3 Contract Rezoning. This 
item must be read on two separate days. It 
was given a first reading on February 3rd. 
Five affirmative votes are required for pas-
sage after public comment. 
ORDERS: 
Order 18.()2!03 Order Amending Rule I of the 
Council Rules of Procedure . Sponsored by 
Mayor James F. Cloutier. 
The amendment to Rule 1 proposes to start 
the regular Council meetings at 7:00 p.m. in-
stead of 7:30 p.m. The amendment leaves in 
place the 12:00 midnight deadline for taking 
up public comment on any item. It changes 
the current rule by adding another provision 
that would prohibit Council deliberation and 
action on any item after I 0:00 p.m. unless the 
Mayor considered such action necessary or 
five members of the Council decided to go 
forward with Council deliberation and action. 
The combination of these amendments, if en-
acted by the Council, would mean that we 
would continue to take public comment on 
any items on the agenda after 10:00 p.m., but 
no Council deliberation or action would fol-
low unless the Mayor determined it neces-
sary or five members of the Council con-
sented to its consideration. The Council rule 
that allows members of the public to speak to 
the Council on any unagendaed item if Coun-
cil business ends before 11:00 p.m. has been 
left unamended. 
This item will be given two readings. Council 
rules provide that no Rule of Procedure shall 
be amended or appealed without notice in 
writing being given at the preceding Council 
meeting. The first reading shall constitute the 
notice required by Rule 30 . 
AMENDMENTS: 
REQUEST FOR EXECUTIVE SESSION: 
Meetinlf Minutes: 
ROLLCALL: 
Mayor Cloutier called the meeting to order at 
7:47P.M. Councilor Mavodones was absent. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS 
MEETING: 
Motion was made by Councilor Smith and 
seconded by Councilor Cohen to accept the 
minutes of the 2/3/03 meeting. Passage 8-0. 
Paula Weitz was presented with a plaque for 
her service on the Housing Authority. 
PROClAMATIONS: 
Proc 22.()2/03- Proclamation Honoring Keith 
Hanson as Employee of the Month for Febru-
ary 2003 . Sponsored by James F. Cloutier, 
Mayor. 
Proc 23.()2/03- Proclamation Honoring Police 
Officer Mary Sauschuck as Police Officer of 
the Month for January 2003 . Sponsored by 
James F. Cloutier, Mayor. 
CONSENT ITEMS: 
Order 1 62.()2!03- Declaring Lighthouses on 
Parade Festival (May 1, 2003 - September 
30,2003) and Authorizing Manager to Execute 
License Agreement- Sponsored by Joseph E. 
Gray, Jr., City Manager. 
Motion was made by Councilor O'Donnell 
and seconded by Councilor Cohen for pas-
sage of the Consent Calendar. Passage 8-0. 
Councilor Smith said he would abstain from 
the next item. 
Order 163.()2!03- Discontinuing a Portion of 
Surrenden Street andWinslow Street; Discon-
tinuing Grand Street; and Accepting a Portion 
of Newly Laid Winslow Street- Sponsored by 
Joseph E. Gray, Jr., City Manager. 
Motion was made by Councilor O'Donnell 
and seconded by Councilor Griffin for pas-
sage. Passage 7.{) (Smith abstaining). 
LICENSES: 
Order 1 6#J2!03- Granting Municipal Officer's 
Approval of: Norm's Bar and Grill, Inc. , d/b/a 
Norm's Bar & Grill, 617 Congress Street. Ex-
isting Business in New location- Sponsored 
by Linda C. Cohen, City Clerk. 
Motion was made by Councilor O'Donnell 
and seconded by Councilor Griffin for pas-
sage. Passage 8-0. 
Order 165.()2!03- Granting Municipal Officer's 
Approval of: Thai House, LLC, d/b/a Thai 
Chilli Restaurant, 40 Portland Street. Restau-
rant with Beer and Wine. New City & State Li-
cense - Sponsored by Linda C. Cohen, City 
Clerk. 
Motion was made by Councilor O'Donnell 
and seconded by Councilor Griffin for pas-
sage. Passage 8-0 . 
Order 166.()2!03- Granting Municipal Officer's 
Approval of: Chad J. Anderson, d/b/a Gallery 
73, 29 Forest Avenue. License for Special En-
tertainment with Dance- Sponsored by Linda 
C. Cohen, City Clerk. 
Motion was made by Councilor Leeman and 
seconded by Councilor Cohen for passage 
without dance as requested by the applicant. 
Passage 8-0. 
Order 167.()2!03- Granting Municipal Officer's 
Approval of: Port Side Lobster, LLC, d/b/a 
Port Side Lobster, 85 Commercial Street. Ex-
isting Business Adding Beer & Wine License 
-Sponsored by Linda C. Cohen, City Clerk. 
Motion was made by Councilor Duson and 
seconded by Councilor Griffin for passage. 
Passage 8-0. 
APPOINTMENTS: 
Order 168.()2/ 03- Appointing Members to 
Land bank Committee, Portland Housing Au-
thority, Historic Preservation, Friends of the 
Parks, Portland Public Arts Committee, Plan-
ning Board, and Civil Service Commission . 
Sponsored by the Appointments Committee, 
Councilor Cheryl A. Leeman, Chair. 
(Name, Committee, Term Expires): 
Penny S. Whitney, Civil Service Commission, 
06/30/06 
Halsey Frank, Friends of the Parks, 06/30/03 & 
06/30/06 
Steven Sewall, Historic Preservation 
06/30/06 
Susan Wroth, Historic Preservation, 06/30/06 
Roger Berle, Land bank, 06/30/06 
John Osborn, Landbank, 06/30/06 
Catherine Whittenburg, Landbank, 06/30/06 
Stella Hernandez, Landbank, 06/30/04 
Janice Tevanian, Planning Board, 01/30/05 
John Malconian, Portland Housing Authority, 
06/30/06 
Joseph Malone, Portland Public Arts, 
06/30/06 
City Manager's Nominee: 
Andy Verzosa, Portland Public Arts, 06/30/04 
PACARep.: 
Alice Spencer, Portland Public Arts, 06/30/06 
Motion was made by Councilor Leeman and 
seconded by Councilor Smith for passage. 
Passage 8-0. 
Order 169-02/03- Appointing Michael Bobin-
sky as Director of Public Works . Sponsored 
by Joseph E. Gray Jr., City Manager. 
Motion was made by Councilor O'Donnell 
Duson , Chair. Given first reading on 2/3/03. 
Motion was made by Councilor O'Donnell 
and seconded by Councilor Cohen for pas-
sage. 
Motion was made by Councilor Duson and 
seconded by Councilor Smith to amend the 
order by substituting the new order offered 
by Corporation Counsel. 
Passage 8-0. 
Passage, as amended, 8-0. 
Order 159-02!03- Re-Appropriating $650,000 
for the City's Maine State Pier Project . Spon-
sored by the Finance Committee, Councilor 
Jill C. Duson, Chair. Given first 
reading on 2/3/03. 
Motion was made by Councilor Duson and 
seconded by Councilor Smith for passage. 
Passage 8-0. 
Councilor Smith said he would be abstaining 
from this item. 
Order 160.()2/03- Appropriating $140,000 in 
HUD Housing Funds to York-Cumberland 
Housing Development Corporation Re: Pur-
chase of Land on Frederick Street . Sponsored 
by the Housing Committee, Councilor Karen 
A. Geraghty, Chair. Given first reading on 
2/3/03. 
Motion was made by Councilor O'Donnell 
and seconded by Councilor Duson for pas-
sage. 
Motion was made by Councilor Geraghty and 
seconded by Councilor O'Donnell to amend 
the order to delete HOME and replace with 
HUD and add a sentence this project is part 
of the Libbytown Revitalization. Passage &-
0 (Smith abstaining, Leeman gone). 
and seconded by Councilor Duson for pas- Passage, as amended, 5-1 (Griffin). 
sage. Passage 8-0. 
BUDGET ITEMS: 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS: 
Order 1 56.()2/ 03- Authorizing Indebtedness 
for Airport Expansion in an Amount not to 
Exceed $14,214,483 (PFC III) . Sponsored by 
the Finance Committee, Councilor Jill C. Du-
son, Chair. Given first reading on 2/3/03. 
Motion was made by Councilor O'Donnell 
and seconded by Councilor Geraghty for pas-
sage. Passage 8-0. 
Order 157.()2/03- Appropriating $14,214,483 
(PFC Ill) from Borrowing Proceeds for the 
Portland International Jetport . Sponsored by 
the Finance Committee, Councilor Jill C. Du-
son, Chair. Given first reading on 2/3/03. 
Motion was made by Councilor O'Donnell 
and seconded by Councilor Geraghty for pas-
sage. Passage 8-0. 
Order 158.()2/03- Amending Bond Order 7 4-
02/03 Adopted October 21, 2002. Sponsored 
by the Finance Committee, Councilor Jill C. 
Order 161.()2!03- Authorizing Amendment to 
City Code Sec. 14-49 (Zoning Map Amend-
ment) Re: Contract for Rezoning for 40-42 
Auburn Street . Sponsored by the Planning 
Board, Jaimey Caron, Chair. Given first read-
ing on 2/3/03. 
Motion was made by Councilor Griffin and 
seconded by Councilor Geraghty for passage. 





Order 170-02/03- Amending Rule 1 of the 
Council Rules of Procedure - Sponsored by 
Mayor James F. Cloutier. First reading. 
AMENDMENTS: 
Motion was made by Councilor Griffin and 
seconded by Councilor Geraghty to adjourn. 
Passage 10:11 P.M. 
A TRUE COPY. ATTEST: 
Linda C. Cohen, CMC, City Clerk 
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ARIFS ()\'larch 21-April 19): Is hope overrated? While it can provide consolation when life 
is painfully confounding, the Sufi poet Rumi suggested that it may actually get in the way 
of finding a cure. "When water gets caught in habitual whirlpools," he wrote, "dig a way 
out through the bottom to the ocean. There is a secret medicine given only to those who 
hurt so hard they cannot hope. The hopers would feel slighted if they knew." What if Rumi 
was right, Aries? Speaking on behalf of the astrological omens, I advise you to let hope-
lessness be your guide in the coming week. 
TAURUS (April20-May 20): Some astrologers theorize that there's an undiscovered planet 
called Vulcan, whose orbit is inside that of Mercury. Because it 's so close to the sun's 
obliterating blaze, scientists haven't detected it. In ancient Roman mythology, Vulcan was 
the god of metal-working. From his forge beneath the earth, he made tools for himself and 
the other gods. His creations were renowned for both their usefulness and beauty. The 
astrologers who propose the existence of the planet Vulcan say it's the ruler of Taurus. I 
bring this to your attention because it so happens that you're poised to channel its in-
fluence with maximum strength in the coming weeks. Try this meditation: Visualize your-
self wielding controlled fire to forge beautiful and useful things for you and your power-
ful allies . 
GEMINI ()\fay 21-June 20): Each year the science magazine, "Annals 
of Improbable Research," awards l!fNobel Prizes to imaginative ec-
centrics . A prize in chemistry was once given to researchers 
who discovered that romantic infatuation is biochemically 
indistinguishable from obsessive-compulsive disorder; 
other prizes have gone to the "Stalin World" amusement 
park, software that can detect a cat walking on a com-
puter keyboard, and a report on "Courtship Behavior 
of Ostriches Towards Humans Under Farming Con-
ditions." If it were up to me, Gemini, I'd give you an 
lg-Nobel Prize for what you're about to do, which 
will fulfill one of the main criteria for winning: 
pulling off an entertaining feat that first makes peo-
ple laugh, then makes them think. 
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Do you have a lucky 
number? Many people do. Some decide on theirs by 
choosing a number that figured prominently in one 
of their life's turning points. Others arrive at it by 
adding the digits of their birth date or by taking the nu-
merological value of their name. So-called "master num-
bers" like 22, 33, and 55 are favorites , too. Personally, I 
have two special numbers: 23 zillion and 3.1415926, the value 
of pi. I hope this whets your imagination, Cancerian. Your for-
tunes are in the process of changing, and it would be a good time to 
pick a new lucky number. If I were you, I'd also seek out a new power an-
imal, initiation name, and talismanic symbol. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): The most dangerous frame of mind for you to inhabit in the next 
six weeks -the state of awareness that would be most harmful to your long-term inter-
ests - would be utter certainty. You simply cannot afford to be a know-it-all expert who's 
fixated on a set of seemingly foolproof theories. On the other hand, Leo, if you're willing 
to question everything you think you know, robust health and emotional wealth will 
surely be yours. Here's a ritual to set the mood: Put angel food cake and devil's food cake 
on a plate, then take five bites of each while intoning the affirmation, "I am hungry for the 
kaleidoscopic, chameleon-like, unimaginable truth." 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): My Aquarian and Sagittarian friends are the best laughers I 
know. By that I mean that they laugh longer and more frequently than most. They also 
tend to chortle at ironies that others take way too seriously. Best of all, their laughs are 
works of art: sudden, explosive , wild, and uncanny. I mention this , Virgo, because I be-
lieve you're entering a phase when you'll have the potential to mutate into an Aquarian-
or Sagittarian-style Iaugher. Please take full advantage of this hilarious opportunity. Ex-
plore the untapped depths of your sense of humor. Give your laughter the chance to grow 
dramatically in its power to heal both you and everyone who is sprayed with the saliva 
flung out during your paroxysms of primal amusement. 
UBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22): Last year the Boston Globe ran 901 corrections of previously 
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published information. In other words, it averaged 17.3 acknowledged mistakes per week. 
The Chicago Tribune's total was 658, or 12.7 errors per week. Even though your blooper 
rate will be higher than us ual in the coming days, it won't come anywhere near theirs. 
There'll be no excuse for berating yourself or succumbing to massive outbreaks of guilt, 
then, will there? Even at your most flul>-probe, you'll still be more perfect than two of 
America's most well-respected newspapers. I suggest, though, that to minimize flak from 
insensitive critics, you borrow the Globe's or Tribune's approach. You can get away with 
a lot if "I confess" or "I'm sorry" is always on the tip of your tongue. 
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Arunothai Sriaran is Thailand's new "Miss Drunk." She won 
the title in a contest after gulping down too much wine and navigating her way through 
an obstacle course while wearing a heavy silk dress and golden headgear. In the insou-
ciant spirit of this wicked fun, and in accordance with your current astrological omens, I 
hereby name you "Ms. (or Mr.) Drunk-on-Life." Your carefree and mischievously benevo-
lent reign will last for either three weeks or until you stop learning new tricks about the 
art of being intelligently wild, whichever comes last. 
SAGmARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): You're progressing nicely in your efforts to master 
life's most complicated skills. For instance, you're making better and better 
mistakes all the time. You're getting pretty good at being three places 
at once, too; and with every passing month you know more about 
using your fears to motivate you so they won't paralyze you. 
What you'd benefit from most right now, though, is a re-
fresher course in the simplest fundamentals. For starters, 
you still have a lot to learn about how to sleep and eat. 
And it's not too far-fetched to say that you could use 
some breathing lessons. For that matter, Sagittarius, 
you're not exactly a PhD in the art of happiness. I 
suggest you sniff around to see if there are any 
crafty elders offering workshops on how to regard 
everything that comes your way as a blessing. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Forget about the 
900-pound gorilla problem, Capricorn; you've got 
it pretty much neutralized for now. I suggest you 
turn your attention to the three-gram hummingbird 
dilemma: you know, the beautiful little bundle of 
nonstop energy darting around like neon fire. Please 
keep in mind that the brave forcefulness you sum-
moned to deal with the gorilla may not be of much help 
in this fresh challenge. A suggestion: Try tuning in to your 
own inner hummingbird. 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): "The elephant never gets tired of car-
rying its tusks ," says a proverb of the Vai tribe in Liberia. I suggest you 
make that a central meditation in the coming week, Aquarius. Maybe it'll inspire 
you to intensify your commitment to the duties that make you so unique and beautiful. 
It's the perfect astrological moment to do that . Do not, however, interpret the proverb to 
mean you should keep hauling around toxic emotions that you generated while neuroti-
cally slaving away at obnoxious duties in the distant past. They not only weaken and uglify 
you, they're also unnecessary. Dump them. 
PISCFS (Feb. 19-March 20): The average Pisces catches 147 colds in a lifetime, endures 
a serious case of hurt feelings three times a month, and fantasizes about the end of the 
world once every 6.2 days. I predict , however, that you will experience none of the above 
during the coming weeks. That's because you're slipping into a grace period that may 
shock you with its ease, beauty, and abundance. It will be a time when your innocence 
regenerates and your wisdom freshens; a seed time when your determination to feel good 
will trump your habitual tendencies to expect the worst; a time of awakening when your 
perceptions will deepen and expand even as the world is created anew right in front of 
your eyes. 
Want to know more about my book. The Televisionary Oracle? 
Check out this page on my website: 
www. freewillastrology.com/writings/ oracle.html 
J-900-226-2190 • $J.99/minute 
or purchose a prepaid Block-of-Time to use on the 900# service with credit card: 1-877·81 J-5515 
Female Seeking Male 
ATIENTION WORTHY. CARING. attractive. good-na-
tured. petite, health professional. Yearning to share jour· 
ney with kindhearted, honest, outgomg. a~aliable, se-
cure professional. Sense of adventure, pos1t1~e outlook, 
good health, light baggage mandatory. EnJOY ocean, 
cross-country ski, live entertainment, snowshoe. Please 
be N/S, 48-60. %B500B 
CONTENTED LADY. 54. spontaneous, athletic, compas-
sionate, n/s, tracker, roller skater, movies, rider, hiker, mo-
torcycles, looking for bighearted, n/s, (45-56), hound 
Man for company. " 85021 
IF YOU LIKE a variety of food, music, fun, adventure. 
travel, movies and sho\YS, you might like me, too! I am 
slender, attractive, baggage-free with no children, look-
ing for a real relationship, race unimportant. I'm a very 
young 44-year-old, N/S, UD. " 85025 
LET'S MEETI ARE your nights cold like winter? Let's get 
together like summer. SWF. 43, enJOYS walkmg hand '" 
hand, rollerskating, movies, dining out, dancmg and car 
racing. ISO SWM, 33-53 with similar interests, for fnend-
snip, LTR. Portland area. " 85011 
LOOKING FOR YOU. DWF, light brown shoulder length 
hair, blue eyes, 1431bs, 5'5", N/S. Enjoy dancing, dining 
out, gardening, plays, travel and more. SeekmgS/DWM, 
attractive. 45·52, honest, good sense of humor, Similar In-
terests. " B5014 
RENDEZVOUS WITH ME! Young 50s, 5'4 , 140 lbs, 
perky, happy female, seeks. 5'10"+ .. H/W/PMan, fo~ ca-
sual stimulating fun, danong, playmg, eatmg. talkmg. 
Southern Maine. " 85 163 
TIRED OF BEING lonely? Plus-sized SWF, 42, 
brown/hazel, enjoys dining in or out, NASCAR, si?W danc-
ing, movies, walks on the beach and qwet evenmgs. De-
sires SJDWM. 40-50, for friendship, LTR. Portland area 
only. "B5007 
Male Seeking Female 
37-YEAR-OLD. VERY NICE, handsome, intelligent. ath· 
letic and financially secure. Enjoys skiing, golfing, sports, 
fi tness and being with friends. Seeks slender, sexy, intel-
ligent, fun, 25- to 37-year-old SWF with similar interests. 
For dating, possible LTR. " 85013 
A HOME AND a relationship. ISO a loving young Lady 
for a lasting relationship . I'm handsome, 40s, romantic, 
easygoing and willing to share my l1fe and my home 
with a loyal Lady. "B50 18 
ARTISTIC. FUN. GOOD-LOOKING (sometimes) Man 
looking for a Lady to share my life with, be it an hour, a 
week or a lifetime, preferably 30-3B, w1th good sense of 
self. "85158 
ATIRACTIVE. EASYGOING SINGLE dad of one teen, 
5'9", 170 lbs, black/brown, athletic build. Likes tr.avel, 
sports. beaches and life! ISO attractive, petite, femmme 
Female, 5'4" or under, 30-40, who likes to laugh and en· 
joys life in general, with similar interests. " B50022 
BE MY FRIEND. Shy, 39-year-old 8M. homebody, look-
ing for a Woman who enjoys dining in or out. r.no~ 1 es, 
walks on the beach, holding hands and conversatiOn. 
" 85005 
DWM. 35, SEEKING SF between 1 Band 40, for datinQ, 
possible relationship. I enjoy camping, outdoor activi-
ties, going out or just staying home. " 85172 
GREAT QUALITY TIME and great benefits. Are you ab-
solutely, positively looking for someone? Are you 40-60, 
nfs, n/drugs, light drinker? Are y_ou fit, dece~t, honest, 
loyal, dependable, open, flex.ble, outgomg, com· 
municative and romantic? I'm all of that plus. It 's your 
move. "85003 
HAPPY. FUN WWWM, 50, soft-spoken, 6', 180 lbs, 
light brown hair, blue eyes, N/S, NID, N/Dr~gs, very_ ac· 
tive, financially secure, owns small farm. Enjoys fishmg, 
gardening, yard sa les, fiea markets,_ shoppmg, gomg up 
the mountains. Seeking honest, Sincere SWF for LTR . 
" 85001 
HI, LADIES! DOWN-10-EARTH. spontaneous, honest, 
caring, 49-year-old Male, 6' •. 170 lbs, brown/brown, 36" 
waist, one-Woman Man, cert1fied PC tech, well-educated, 
honorably discharged from service in '74, m any vaned 
interests. Looking for lovely Lady to spend t1me w1th. No 
games. ,.851 51 
Male Seeking Female 
1 AM 5'3 " , 120 lbs, black hair. brown eyes, startmg a 
well-trimmed beard , like doing anything, very sponta-
neous and do things on the spur of the moment. Love 
long walks, candlelit dinners. Seeks small, pet1te Lady 
wi th similar interests. ,.85153 
LONELY WINTER NIGHlS. SWM, 27. 6'2", 241 lbs, 
brown/blue. ISO friend into average looks, 24-27 SW/HF, 
N/S, N/D, drug-free and healthy. I'm honest, caring , 
compassionate, romantic. Open to your interests. LTR. No 
games, please. ,.85174 
MAGICAL! UNBELIEVABE Man, 40, bighearted, fami ly· 
oriented, sharp, spontaneous, self-employed, li ke sports, 
tons of TLC. candlel it dinners, fun. Seeking partner, soul-
mate to share finer things in life. You'll be pleasantly sur-
prised! (MA} " 85009 
MALE. 5'11", 180 lbs, short brown hair, blonde high-
lights, clean-cut, Portland area. Looking for female, ZO· 
32. Let's meet and hang out. Get back to me! ,.85164 
NEAR WATERFORD. ISO 5/DWF who is artistic, honest 
and chemical free. 1 Hve in the woods without electricity. 
35-year-old DWM who is kind, intelligent, with a good 
dry sense of humor. " 850 10 
PLUS-SIZED LADY. TALL, very-good-looking Male seeks 
pleasant, plus-sized Lady for good times. Must be very 
healthy. Redhead a plus. Please be discreet. Call now, lets 
ta lk! " B5023 
ROSES, CARROT CAKE. SWM. 6' 1 ", grayish hair and 
beard, light blue eyes, physically, emotionally and sp1n· 
tual ly fit. SOH, romanticist. seeking attractive SWF, 49-55, 
who is also seeking a partner and knows she deserves love 
and nothing less. " B5154 
RUGGED. ATIRACTIVE OUTDOORSMAN. kindhearted 
writer. 5'7", 175 lbs, dark hair. beard, likes fishing, camp-
ing, hunting, NASCAR, sports, ki ds. movies, cooking. 
Seeks family-oriented Lady, 40-50, romantiC,. young-at· 
heart. attractive, with similar interests, for datmg, possi-
ble relationship . .,85026 
SINGLE WHITE MALE, 46, seeking Single Female for 
discreet times. "85166 
SUPER SENIOR! I' M 5'9", 165 lbs. physica lly and fi. 
nancial ly secure, ISO slender, athletic Lady, in her 60s, to 
join me in tennis, golf, travel and more. Let's meet 1n my 
darkroom and see what develops. Greater Portland area, 
please. '~~'85017 
SWPM. 30-35, LOOKING for Lady who is hard at work, 
hard at play, professional, fun, spontaneous and has a 
bounce in her step. "851 68 
YOUNG-LOOKING. HEALTHY, CLEAN-CUT SWM, 36, 
5' 11 ", 170 lbs. friendly, outgoing, open-minded, wishes 
to meet marriage-minded (or not), younger, healthy, fit 
female companion, 18-25, for LTR. I would hke to have 
kids of my own. "85 157 
Alternatives 
MtoM 
43-YEAR-OLD GOING on 23 (spiritually at least any-
way). Looking to meet friends to enjoy outdoors, mu~ic 
and ten thousand other things. Lookmg to hang w1th 
Guys in their 20s-40s, perhaps meet over a cup of coffee 
and see what brews. " 85000 
A HELPING HAND. 8iWM, mid-40s, tal l. good-looking, 
very healthy, seeks other 8iM's and oth~ r Married Cou· 
pies needing that hand to make all their dreams come 
true. Be very discreet. " 85022 
BRUNSWICK AREA. HUMOROUS. young-looking 
GWM, 52, 5'6", 165 lbs, brown/brown, ISO honest, sin· 
cere, loving SM, 45-55, N/S, N/D. Ca ll me and let's get 
together. All ca lls wil l be returned. "85152 
GWM. BOYISH, Southern Maine. 34, 5'7", 134 lbs, 
brown/brown, healthy, weightlifter, six-pack abs, hard· 
working, drug-free and heal thy, nls, straight-acting. Look-
ing for same, 35-42, hardworking, relationship-oriented, 
healthy, honest, sincere, good-looking. " 85004 
I'M A 40-YEAR-OLD, masculine Male hoping to meet 
Male, 50+, who is also mature and comfortable with 
himself, for meeting and possible LTR. " 85156 
Alternatives 
THIS 39-YEAR·OLD, GOOD-LOOKING GWM, 6', 185 
lbs, is seeking other joie de vivre. Enjoys working out, fit· 
ness, outdoors, cycling. traveling, movies, cafes, good 
conversation. Seeking other Guys between 35 and 45, 
with similar interests. '11' 8501 5 
F to F 
NEW AT THIS. SF, early 30s, N/S. Likes movies, reading, 
skating, bowling, etc. Seeking SF, N/S, race open, 21-40, 
for friendship and possibly more. If this sounds good, 
give me a call. " 85006 
Wild Side 
41-YEAR-OLD MALE LOOKING to find Females, males 
or both who enjoy nudity and sexual adventures. Unin-
hibited and willing to satisfy. Let's get naked and go from 
there. " 85012 
Bl WHITE MALE. 45, 6', 190 lbs, into cross-dressing, 
seeking others who are also into cross-dressing. " 85161 
BICOUPLE SEEKING BIFEMALE, for kinky fun. We love 
adult movies and toys. We are discreet and healthy. Age 
and race not important. Let's get together. "85016 
BISEXUAL WF. NOT Married, wants to have fun with a 
healthy Couple, 30-40. This is mine and my Male mate's 
fantasy. N/Drugs or cigarettes. One-time deal. Must be 
discreet. " 8 51 60 
MALE, 42, NUDIST. looking for a Female who is inter-
ested in nudism, 20-35, with a Britney Spears type body. 
" 85155 
Alternatives 
SEEKING Bl COUPLE. GWM, 39, 6', 190 lbs, healthy, 
good-looking, professional. Would like to meet sincere, 
attractive, fit Couple, 30·42, for friendship and more. Cu-
rious to fu lfill fantasy. " 85165 
UNBELIEVABLE, EXTRAORDINARILY ATIRACTIVE, 
pre·op, 40-year-old Hispanic and Indian wishes to meet 
someone for a long-term monogamous relationship, 45· 
50. " 85024 
VERY DOMINANT. STRICT BM, 40, sensitive, hand-
some, well-groomed, new to Maine, desperately seekmg 
Couples: Black, White or interracial, for fantasy fulfill· 
ment for both parties, adult fun and much more. Please 
be clean-cut and healthy. All Women must be 180-280 
lbs, 30 +. " 85020 
WICCAN PRIESTESS, I will be a faithful member of your 
cloister. I'm healthy, handsome, discreet and easygoing. 
Let me share your mysterious coven and enjoy the great 
pagan rites. " 850 1 9 
I Saw You 
1 SAW YOU I Our eyes met in the frozen vegetable aisle, 
Walmart in Auburn, Wednesday, february 12th, 10:30 
a.m. You smiled: pretty, curly red hair, jade necklace. I 
smiled back: blue-jean cap, green jacket. Interested for 
coffee? Call! " 85167 
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Steal<house &.. Pub 
just got better ... 
Molly's Weekly News! 
Sunday Brunch 
Beginning February lnd! 9am-3pm 
Lots of Great Food 
in a Fun Atmosphere 
Monday: Customer Appreciation Night 
All Entrees 2 for 1 
Closed Tues &. Wednesday 
Thurs--:Sat: Regular Dinner Menu 
SEAFOOD · STEAI<S • PRIME RIB 
46 Market St • Portland • 761-4094 
Mon • Thurs-Sat • Bar Open at 4:00 
Dining Room Open 4pm - Close 
I. . qua •ty lll ......... ne 
Kids • korner 
By Ben Allen 
This week, I will write about something new and old. Nintendo 64's popular game, The Legend of Zelda: The 
Ocarina of Time. This game received the "game of the 
year" award in 1996, and was considered one of the best role 
playing games of all time! There are so many characters to 
meet, places to go and treasures to find. The story re-
volves around several main characters, includ-
ing Link, the young, kokiri-forest villager, 
Zelda, the princess of Hyrule, Navi, Link's 
fairy guardian, and Gannon, the evil man 
from the desert. There are many 
strange places like the Kokiri 
Forest, Hyrule Castle, Death 
Mountain, Lon Lon Ranch, 
Lake Hylia, lora's Do-
main and more. 
The game, origi-
nally released for 
N64, is now being re-
released for the Nin-
tendo Gamecube, along 
with the never-be-
fore-released Oca-
rina of Time: Master Quest. Master Quest is the harder version 
of the game, with new dungeons, enemies and challenges! All 
together, I give The Ocarina of Time 5 out of 5 stars. You can 
rent the game for N64 at Videoport on Middle Street in Port-
land. See ya next week! 
America's Funniest 
School Excuses 
• My son is under a doctor's care and 
should not take P.E. today. Please 
execute him. 
• Please excuse Jimmy for being ab-
sent. He was sick and l got him shot . 
• Please excuse Jennifer for missing 
school yesterday. We forgot to get 
the Sunday paper off the porch, and 
when we found it Monday, we 
thought it was Sunday. 
• Please excuse Jimmy for being ab-
sent. It was not my fault. 
You Are What You Eat! 
A ten-year-old girl and her younger 
brother are upstairs in their bedroom. 
She is explaining that it is high time 
that the two of them begin swearing. 
When her little brother responds en-
thusiastically, the she says, "When we 
go downstairs for breakfast this morn-
ing, I'll say 'hell' and you say 'ass '." 
Her brother happily agrees. As the 
two children are seating themselves 
at the breakfast table, their mother 
walks in and asks her older child what 
she would like to eat for breakfast. 
The girl replies, "Aw hell, Mom, I'll just 
have some Cheerios." 
The surprised mother reacts 
quickly and whacks her one. The girl 
runs upstairs, bawling and rubbing 
her bottom. With a sterner note in her 
voice, the mother then asks the young 
boy, "And what would YOU like for 
breakfast?" 
"I don't know," he stutters, "but you 
can bet your ASS it's not gonna be 
Cheerios!" 
Finding great jokes each week isn't easy. So, from 
now on, we are asking or her kids to send in jokes 
for this page. We can 't guarantee that your joke wiLl 
make it in the paper. But, if it is a great one, we will 
do our best to get it in. Remember, all ages of kids 
read this page, so please keep the jokes suitable 
for family reading. Just send your submissions to 
cbwpub@maine. rr.com. Type j okes" in the sub-
ject box of the e~mail and your name at the end of 
the joke. 
A big part of the way life should be is sharing time with others. Kids discussing 
what's up at school with their parents, co-workers sharing a joke, chatting with a 
stranger in the checkout line- that 's building community, one moment at a time. 
Towards that end, we're devoting two pages every issue to humor & puzzlers for 
all ages. We hope you'll share them with whoever's sitting across from you as you 
read this - whether it's your son or daughter or the guy at the bus stop. 
ACROSS 
1 Israelite tribe 
4 Biblical giants 




14 Table scraps 







21 Padded jacket 
under armor 
25 Son of Zeus 
29 Dish (2 words) 
32 Ganda dialect 
33 Agent (abbr.) 
34 Indian sacred 
fig 




43 State (Ger.) 
44 Medieval shield 
46 Before (Lat. ) 
49 Culm (2 words) 
55 Fiddler crab 
genus 
56 Snake (pref.) 
57 Unfledged bird 
58 Centers for 
Disease Control 
(abbr.) 
59 Love (Lat.) 







4 Amer. Bar 
Assn. (abbr.) 
5 Pigeon 
6 Black cuckoo 
7 Hindu god of 
love 
8 Banner 
9 Yellow ide 





17 Amer. Dental 
Assn. (abbr.) 
19 Pointed (pref.) 
22End 
23 Auricular 
24 Rom. historian 
26 Build 
27 Irish sweetheart 




31 Beer ingredient 
35 Afr. worm 
38 Vomiting 
40 Drain 







49 Tibetan gazelle 
50 Revolutions per 
minute (abbr.) 
51 Exclamation 
52 Nautical chain 
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! Silly's 
Open for Lunch and Dinner Tuesday through Sunday 
Evening Delivery to Portland and Fahnouth Foreside + S:OO p.m. to Close 
40 Washington Avenue + Portland + (207) 772-Q360 




Buy a small Hand-cut 
French Fries for $1.23 
with the purchase of any Abdullah 








One coupon per customer + Cop6H of coupon not accepted + Not valk:l wfth any atMr afl'w + Otfw explrH Aprll15, 20M I 
!. ........... - ..................................... - ........................................ _ ............. -............................................ ----·--· .. ·-·-·-···-·----........................................ ..i 
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New Gas Tanks at Wholesale 
Prices. $99.00 for most GM, FORD, 
& CHRYSLER. $119.00 for most im-
ports. Buy Direct from the Distrib-
utor. Call us Toll FreeMon- Fri. 9-
5 at 1-800-561-8265. 
REAL ESTATE 
HOUSES FOR RENT 
STOP RENTING!!! $0 Down Homes! 
No Credit OK! 1-800-501-1777. ext/ 
2794. 
WATERPROOFING SYSTEMS 
for contractors and homeowners. 
Stop Roof Leaks, Wet Basements, 
Rotting Sills and More! To order or 
for more information www.protex-
cote.com or call 1-888-4-PROTEX. 
CLAIRMONT, 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Convenience store with real estate, 
deli, lotto, beer and wine. Includes 
apartment. Busy highway. $195,000. 
Anastos Associates. 603-863-7702. 
HOMES FOR SALE 
$0 DOWN HOMES - Government & 
bank foreclosures! HUD, VA, FHA. 
Low or no down! No credit OK! For 
listings 800-501-1777 x 2798. 
BUILD YOUR NEW HOME WITH 
NO MONEY DOWN 
100% Financing on land, materials, 
labor & closing costs. Our unique 
sweat-equity program SAVES thou-
sands $$ NO DOWN PAYMENT and 
NO Payments While you Build. For 
motivated families with incomes 
over $50,000. Call Today!! 1-800-
779-7790, ext. 105. 
www.IHEonline.com 
CANNON MOUNTAIN AREA 
DO YOU BELIEVE IN DESTINY? 2.1 
ACRES $19,900! 90% Owner Financ-
ing. If you are reading this, then it 
was meant to be! Don't wait, call 
NOW toll free 1-877-640-LAND- 7 
days or northernacres.com. Beau-
tiful privately wooded setting ac-
cented by southern mountain ex-
posure. Only 15 minutes to Cannon 





ACR METAL ROOFING &SIDING! 
SAVE $$$ Agricultural, Commer-
cial, Residential. Quality products. 
15 manufacturers. 20-25-30 yr. war-
ranties. Accessories , Reflective in-
sulation. Fast Delivery, Free Litera-
ture. 1-800-325-1247. 
LAND FOR SALE 
ARIZONA LAND LIQUIDATION. 
Near Tucson. Football field sized 
lots . $0 Down/ $0 Interest/ 
$99/month ($9995 total). Free in-
formation. Money back guarantee! 
1-800-682-6103 Op #16. No sales-
person will call. 
HAMPTON BEACH 
Ocean Front, Small and Large Cot-
tages: weekly rentals. Motel: 
daily/weekly rentals. Decks, AC, Ca-
ble TV, Kitchenettes, Free Parking. 
Sea Castle Village 603-926-3670. 
LOG HOME KITS! 
Ex: (The EAGLE)- 1280 sq. ft . Reg. 
$52,000 NOW ONLY $23,831. CALL 
NOW! 1-800-883-8884. 
HOMES FOR SALE 
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES. $0 or 
low down! HUD, VA. FHA. OK credit! 
For listings, 800-501-1777, ext. 7114. 
BUSINESS/FINANCIAL 
FREE GRANTS 
Never repay. Acceptance guaran-
teed. Government and private 
sources. No limit on funding. Educa-
tion, Home Purchase & Repairs, 
Business, Non-Profits. Phone live op-
erators 9 AM- 9 PM, Monday- Satur-
day. 1-800-339-2817, extension #388. 
$2,500.00+ Weekly Income!! 
Now Hiring Envelope Stuffers. 10 
Year Nationwide Co. Needs You! 
Easy work from home. Free 
postage, supplies provided. Writ-
ten Guarantee!! Free Information. 
Call Now! 1-800-242-0363, ext 1404. 
OWN A VENDING ROUTE 
Earn big money. 10 machines 
$3495. Plus est. Coke/Pepsi, Poland 
Spring/Frito-Lay route $9995. 1-866-
823-0282 (7 days). AIN #02-004. 
DEBT CONSOLIDATION 
$2000- $200,000. No application 
fees. Eliminate high interest. Save 
$$$$. Non Profit. Call NOW!!! 1-888-
GOT DEBT (468-3328), ext. 506. 
www.debtermined.com 
IDEAL GIFTS 
A 30 SECOND COMMUTE .•. 
From bed to office. Serious $$ po-
tential. Full training. FREE info. 
Home based business. Call or visit: 
888-233-4465, www.HerelsThe-
Way2Wealth.com 
by Friendly Toys & Gifts 
Sensational Spring Catalog and Dis-
count Sale Catalog are out! Free 
catalogs, hostess and advisor in-
formation available. 1-800-488-4875 
www.friendlyhome.com 
COMPUTER/INTERNET USERS 
Wanted to work online. Training 
provided. Bonuses, Free vacations. 
www.moneywave2success.com to 
learn more. 
FULLER BRUSH DIRECT SALES 
DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED 
EMPLOYMENT 
$1000 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
Mailing brochures from home! 
Easy! Free Supplies! Genuine op-
portunity. 1-800-749-5782 (24 hrs.) 
EARN UP TO $30,000 
PLUS/MONTH 
Biotechnology, Health product 
with 130 patents. Ground floor. 1-
800-305-7949. 
EARN INCOME FROM HOME 
Your own business! Mail order/In-
ternet. Full training & support. 
Free information. www.earnrev-
enueathome.com. 1-888-837-5751. 
$550.00 WEEKLY SALARY 
mailing our sales brochures from 
home. No experience necessary. 
FT /PT. Genuine opportunity. All sup-
plies provided. Paychecks guaran-
teed. Call1-708-808-5182 (24 hours.) 
$$$$$ WEEKLY 
Go On Line And Earn Up To $35/Hr. 
No Experience Required. For More 
Information Call 1-800-568-1959, 
ext. 5999. 
ACCEPTING CALLS 7 DAYS 
POSTAL POSITIONS 
$14.50- $36.00+/hr. Entry Level. Pd 
Training. Green Card OK. 800-878-
5485. Announcement #105NEFR 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Hiring 2003/Postal Positions, Fed-
eral Hire, $28.50/hr. Full Benefits , 
Paid Training and Vacations. No 
Experience Necessary. 1-866-844-
4915 Ext. 304. 
$550.00 WEEKLY SALARY 
mailing our sales brochures from 
home. No experience necessary. 
Start your own home based busi-
ness. Work own hours. NO INVEST-
MENT. Limited Time. Call 1-800-
477-3855, then 1-800-683-2002. 
TOO MANY BILLS7 
Consolidate Credit Cards! No up 
front FEE! Stop harassment! One 
low monthly payment. Cut interest! 
NOT A LOAN. 1-877-866-6269, ext 
#47. FREE!! www.IHaveTooMany-
Bills.com Since 1991!! 
GOVT JOBS 
Wildlife and Postal $48,000+ a year. 
Paid training, full benefits, no expe-
rience necessary. For application 
and exam information call1-888-
778-4266 X 780 
HELP WANTED: AVON 
Entrepreneur wanted. Must be will-
ing to work whenever you want, be 
your own boss, and enjoy unlim-




Custom Printed. $4.50 heavy-
weight. "Fruit of the Loom", Hats, 
$2. 75, Mugs & more. Free Catalog. 
1-800-242-2374. Berg Enterprises. 
40. 
NEED A COMPUTER 
BUT NO CASH? 
You're APPROVED! Financing 
GUARANTEED! No Cash Needed 
Today! Bad Credit OKAY! No Credit 
Check- Affordable Payments! 1-
877-488-1954. WWW.PC4SURE.COM 
RECYCLE TONER CARTRIDGES 
&SAVE 
FREE 2-ROOM DIRECTV 
SYSTEM INCLUDING 
INSTALLATION! 
3 months free HBO/Cinemax. Ac-
cess 225+ channels. Digital-quality 
picture/sound. Packages from 




Boat covers, clear vinyl windows, 
truck covers, zippers, snaps, vel-
cro replaced. Flags available. Boat 
cushions/seats re-done. Call for 
pricing (800) 479-2951. 
HEALTH 
TIRED OF BROKEN PROMISES? 
Have your own personal coach for 
weight loss/gain, energy, health & 
vitality. Call888-709-9162 (24 hrs.) 
DIET PILLS AND VIAGRA. ETC. 
FDA approved pharmaceuticals, 
Phentermine, Didrex, Adipex, Xeni-
cal. Without previous prescription, 
without Dr. visits! Call toll free 1-
866-438-6656 or www.lntegraRx.com 
LOSE WEIGHT 
and eat the foods you love. Burn 
fats, block cravings, boost energy. 23 
years in business. Save, natural, Dr. 
recommended. Call 1-888-542-2018. 
HEALTH CONCERNS? 
SeaSilver. Amazing results! Tasty 




ALL NEW ELECTRIC WHEEL· 
CHAIRS AND POWERCHAIRS 
(Scooter type) at "No cost to you if 
eligible." Prompt service. Home 
Delivered. Medicare Accepted. Call 
7 days, 9 am- 9 pm. 1-800-869-0075. 
WE FOUND IT 
Weight Loss Breakthrough. Clini-
cally proven to: Burn fat, block 
cravings and boost energy! All nat-
ural, guaranteed. Stop dieting. Call 
today 1-888-401-2319. 
2+ pretty acres. Up North. Great 
hunting/snowmobile area. 
$9,950.00. I will finance with $450 
down. Owner 207-942-0058. 
EARN $1000 • $3000 WEEKLY 
Processing mail at home! Weekly 
paychecks! No experience needed! 
Free supplies/postage! Visit web-
site to get started immediately. 
www.EnvelopeMailing.com 
FT /PT. Genuine opportunity. All sup-
plies provided. Paychecks guaran-
teed. Call 1-708-431-6800, 24 hours. 
Cartridges from $45.00, including 
pickup and delivery. Guaranteed. 
Discounted toner for copiers avail-
able. We buy empties. (800) 676-
0749, www.nationaltoner.com 
AEROSOL TREATMENT USERS 
This nebulizer is AC/DC and goes 
anywhere. $189 includes FREE bat-
tery and case. Medicare/]nsurance 
billed. Calll-800-755-7880. Liberator 
Medical, Inc. www.portaneb.com 
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u· h rz ft' and Ella are Rhodesian Ridgebacks _an African breed known mostly for their use to hunt lions in the 1800s. 
,.,rsc a,,e _, . . . f 't tu /growth formrngapattern. 
· fro th ridge of hair that grows up their back in the opposite drrectron o r s na ra • Therr name comes m e 
POETRY: GERALD SANDERS OF PORTLAND 
The Day It Ceased To Matter 
Perceptions of reality, 
Steeped in rife absurdity, 
Oppression cloaked in courtesy 
Sustaining mental scarcity ... 
Beholding life's full platter 
Delusions drop and shatter 
Distractions pale and scatter 
And shortly cease to matter ... 
Despairing, awhile, what dissipates, 
But anguish soon evaporates, 
And barrenness accentuates, 
The providence of fates ... 
Realms, spheres; a daybreak zone, 
Vistas hence unknown, 
Where some must go alone; 
Their gifts, at last, to hone ... 
Wakening greater need, 
From ancient quagmire freed; 
It ceased to matter, indeed, 
Except to will it and proceed ... 
Send your original photography, art-
work and writings (articles, poetry, sto-
ries, etc.) along with your name, ad-
dress, telephone number and a simple 
letter authorizing CBW to publish your 
submission. Each week, our staff will 
pick their favorite and we will publish 
it in our paper with your name! You'll 
also receive a prize for your efforts. 
Send your submission to Roseann 
Mango-Morgenson, Director of Opera-
tions, Casco Bay Weekly, 1 1 Forest 
Ave., Portland, ME 04101 (please in-
clude a SASE if you want your submis-
sions returned) or email Roseann at 
cbw@maine.rr.com. 
cascobayweekly.com FEBRUARY 27, 2003 39 
FIXED RATE 
5.13%5.79% 
OTHER PROGRAMS (Stightty Higher Rates) 
• Programs for Borrowers.with Problem Credit • Call for FREE Credit Report 
• No Points and No Closing Costs Programs • No Income Verification (5% Down) 
• Construction & Rehab Loans • Jumbo Mortgages to$ 4 Million 
• Purchase with Zero Down and Finance Closing Costs 
Rates for qualified owner occupied borrowers-Joan amount $8(11(-2501<. Higher mtes for other loans/ not FNMA eligible. 
Rates am subject fr1 daily change without nolfce. 180 payments of $7.97/1,(}()() loan 
Equal Housing Lender (APR caJc: 20% down-FNMA guidelines apply) 
apply by phone: 1-800-eastwest 
apply online: www.eastwestmortgage.com 
For Sale By Owner 
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Scarborough - $379,000 
Dutch 
Colonial 
3bedroom 
2.5bath 
(Ad #14791) 
Contemp 
3bedroom 
2.5bath 
(Ad #14312) 
